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Part I

Prologue



War is more than a true chameleon that slightly adapts its character-
istics to the given case. As a total phenomenon its dominant tenden-
cies always make war a paradoxical Trinity—composed of primordial
violence, hatred, and enmity, which are to be regarded as a blind
natural force; of the play of chance and probability within which the
creative spirit is free to roam; and of its element of subordination, as
an instrument of policy, which makes it subject to pure reason.

Carl von Clausewitz1

This new interpretation places Clausewitz’s analysis of three paradigmatic
military campaigns at the centre for an appropriate understanding of On
War for the first time.2 It is based on three crucial assumptions: Firstly, On
War could only be understood with regard to Clausewitz’s examinations
of the conduct of war in his own times. His analyses of the Prussian defeats
at Jena and Auerstedt in 1806, Napoleon’s Russian campaign of 1812, and
Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo are the cornerstones of the architecture
of On War. Clausewitz wrote detailed accounts of each of these three
campaigns between 1823 and 1827, the years in which he composed most
of On War, and he incorporated the core elements of these texts into the
book.

Nearly all previous interpretations have drawn attention to the impor-
tance of Napoleon’s successful campaigns for Clausewitz’s thinking. In
contrast, I wish to argue that not only Napoleon’s successes but also the
limitations of his strategy, as revealed in Russia and in his final defeat,
enabled Clausewitz to develop a general theory of war. Clausewitz’s main
problem in his lifelong preoccupation with the analysis of war was that
the same principles and strategies that were the decisive foundation of
Napoleon’s initial successes proved inadequate in the special situation of
the Russian campaign (166–7), and eventually contributed to his final
defeat at Waterloo. Although Clausewitz was an admirer of Napoleon
for most of his life, in his final years, he recognized the theoretical sig-
nificance that arose from the different historical outcomes that followed
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from the application of a consistent military strategy. He finally tried
desperately to find a resolution that could reconcile the extremes sym-
bolized by Napoleon’s success at Jena and Auerstedt, the limitations of
the primacy of force revealed by the Russian campaign, and Napoleon’s
final defeat at Waterloo. Clausewitz’s desperation becomes obvious in his
desire to rewrite almost the whole text, which is stated in the note of
1827, just three years before he sealed his manuscript for publishing after
his death, and in statements like this, from the note: ‘I regard the first
six books, which are already in a clean copy, merely as a rather formless
mass’ (69).

Secondly, I proceed from the assumption that On War is for this very
reason unfinished. Parts of the book can be seen to contradict other
parts to a certain extent. However, my final conclusion is that the various
concepts of war Clausewitz offers expose the most important contrasting
tendencies in each war, and also the unifying common elements of which
each war is composed. As will be shown, Books III and IV of On War
belong, for the most part, to Clausewitz’s experiences and analyses of
Jena and Auerstedt, along with Napoleon’s other decisive successes. The
voluminous and frequently underestimated Book VI (about defence) is a
reflection on the Russian campaign, and Book VIII (about politics and
war plans) is derived from Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo. Only in Chapter
1 and partly Chapter 2 of Book I, and at the beginning of Book II, does
Clausewitz succeed in describing a general solution to the overall problem
raised by these contrasting historical experiences.

There are four fundamental contrasts between the early and later
Clausewitz that need to be emphasized, because they remain central to
contemporary debates about his work:

1. The primacy of military force versus the primacy of politics.

2. Existential warfare, or rather warfare related to one’s own identity,
which engaged Clausewitz most strongly in his early years, as against
the instrumental view of war that prevails in his later work.3

3. The pursuit of military success through unlimited violence embody-
ing ‘the principle of destruction’, versus the primacy of limited war
and the limitation of violence in war, which loom increasingly large
in Clausewitz’s later years.
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4. The primacy of defence as the stronger form of war, versus the
promise of decisive results that was embodied in the seizure of offen-
sive initiative.

Clausewitz’s final approach is condensed in his Trinity, which comes at the
end of Chapter 1 of Book I. This is my third basic assumption. The Trinity,
with all its problems, is the real legacy of Clausewitz and the real beginning
of his theory, as he emphasized himself: ‘At any rate, the . . . concept of war
[the Trinity] which we have formulated casts a first ray of light on the basic
structure of theory, and enables us to make an initial differentiation and
identification of its major components.’ I have eliminated in this quotation
from the Howard and Paret translation the term ‘preliminary’, assigned to
the term concept, because Clausewitz does not speak of any kind of ‘pre-
liminarity’ within the sentence in question (Vom Kriege, 213, last sentence
of Chapter 1).

One particular problem must be mentioned at the outset. Howard and
Paret use the term: ‘reason alone’ in the paragraph on the Trinity, which
might suggest a hierarchical interpretation of the three tendencies of the
Trinity. This is fundamentally wrong and misunderstands the meaning
of the original German wording. In German, Clausewitz uses the term
bloßer Verstand, which could be best described as ‘pure reason’ and which I
have inserted in the cited paragraph on the Trinity. The decisive difference,
which has far-reaching consequences, is that the Howard and Paret trans-
lation emphasizes a primacy of reason within the Trinity, whereas in the
original phrasing ‘pure reason’ is only one element among the contrasting
tendencies of which war is made up. The Trinity is given consideration
under the heading: ‘The consequences for theory’ (89). Chapter 1 of
On War, and the Trinity as Clausewitz’s result4 for theory at its end, are an
attempt to summarize these quite different war experiences, and to analyse
and describe a general theory of war on the basis of Napoleon’s successes,
the limitations of his strategy, and his final defeat.

Azar Gat might be right, when he argues, that Clausewitz’s ‘undated
note’ (70–1), in which he says that he considers only Chapter 1 of Book I as
finished, was written years before the author’s death and even the note of
1827 (69–71), if we examine only this note itself. But taking into account a
broader approach, it must be remembered firstly that Clausewitz included
this text (in 1830) into his sealed manuscript shortly before his death
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(1831), apparently as a guide for his wife, who was destined to publish
it after his death. Secondly, one has to consider, as Marie von Clausewitz
wrote in her preface, that her brother inserted the changes, which have
been mentioned in the note of 1827, ‘in those parts of Book I, for which
they were intended (they did not go further)’ (67); the conclusion therefore
must be that Clausewitz wanted to identify Chapter 1 as his final words,
and reworked it just before he sealed the whole text, although the undated
note might have been written earlier.5

Clausewitz’s concept of the Trinity is explicitly differentiated from his
famous formula of war, described as a continuation of politics by other
means (87). Although Clausewitz seems at first glance to repeat his for-
mula in the Trinity, this is here only one of three tendencies which all have
to be considered if one does not want to contradict reality immediately,
as Clausewitz emphasized (89). Looking more closely at his formula, we
can see that he describes war as a continuation of politics, but with other
means than those that belong to politics itself (87). These two parts of his
statement constitute two extremes: war described either as a continuation
of politics, or as something that mainly belongs to the military sphere.
Clausewitz emphasizes that policy uses other, non-political means. This
creates an implicit tension, between war’s status as a continuation of policy,
and the distinctive nature of its other means. Beatrice Heuser has demon-
strated in her overview of Clausewitz’s ideas and their historical impact,
that resolving this tension in favour of one side has always led to a primacy
of the military.6 This implicit tension is explicated in the Trinity.7

It is not accidental, and is indeed a characteristic feature of both of
the most emphatic critiques of Clausewitz published in the 1990s by
Martin van Creveld and Sir John Keegan, that they nearly always quote
only half of the formula, the part in which Clausewitz states that war is
a continuation of politics. Their interpretations suppress, often explicit-
ly and always implicitly, the second part of Clausewitz’s determination
that politics in warfare uses other means. The paradoxical aspect of the
criticism of Clausewitz is that he himself is well equipped to respond to
it. Keegan is obviously criticizing the early Clausewitz, the supporter of
Napoleon’s strategy and of the destruction principle as a military method.
Van Creveld, on the other hand, is attacking the later Clausewitz,8 who
emphasized the antithesis between limited and unlimited warfare, which
became the critical point of his intention to revise his whole work. In
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this respect, Keegan’s criticism could be answered with reference to the
later Clausewitz, while the early Clausewitz can respond to van Creveld’s
criticism. But both critiques show how current attempts to develop a non-
Clausewitzian theory of war move within a field of antitheses, the bounds
of which were set out by the early and later Clausewitz himself.

Clausewitz’s Trinity is also quite different from ‘trinitarian war’. This
concept is not derived from Clausewitz himself but from the work of
Harry G. Summers Jr. Although Summers referred to Clausewitz’s concept
of the Trinity in his very influential book about the war in Vietnam,
he falsified Clausewitz’s idea fundamentally. Clausewitz explains in his
paragraph about the Trinity that the first of its three tendencies mainly
concerns the people, the second mainly concerns the commander and
his army, and the third mainly concerns the government.9 On the basis
of this mehr (mainly), which is repeated three times, we cannot con-
clude that ‘trinitarian war’ with its three components of people, army,
and government is Clausewitz’s categorical conceptualization of how the
three underlying elements of his Trinity may be embodied. Since Sum-
mers put forward this conception it has been repeated frequently, most
influentially by van Creveld.10 On the contrary, it must be concluded that
these three components of ‘trinitarian war’ are only examples of the use of
the more fundamental Trinity for Clausewitz. These examples of its use
can be applied meaningfully to some historical and political situations,
as Summers demonstrated for the case of the war in Vietnam with the
unbridgeable gap between the people, the army, and the government of
the USA. Notwithstanding the possibility of applying these examples of
use, there can be no doubt that Clausewitz defined the Trinity differently
and in a much broader, less contingent, and more conceptual sense.

Additionally, one can detect a characteristic difference between
Clausewitz’s Trinity and Summers’ and van Creveld’s understanding of
trinitarian war. While Clausewitz emphasizes explicitly that the three ten-
dencies of his Trinity are ‘variable in their relationship to one another’
and that no arbitrary relationship between them should be fixed (89), the
three elements of ‘trinitarian war’ are integrated into a hierarchy, with the
people as the basis, followed by the army and finally the government at
the top.11 A hierarchy between the three tendencies is in no way the same
thing as the relationship Clausewitz had in mind when he wrote that the
three tendencies are ‘variable in their relationship to one another’ (89).
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The task therefore is, according to Clausewitz, to develop a theory that
‘floats’ between these three tendencies.12 He even emphasizes: ‘A theory
that ignores any one of them . . . would conflict with reality to such an
extent, that for this reason alone it would be totally useless’ (89).

The interval between the first and second wars in Iraq (1991 and 2003)
has seen a remarkable shift from Clausewitz to Sun Tzu in the discourse
about contemporary warfare. Clausewitz enjoyed an undreamed of renais-
sance in the USA after the Vietnam War and seemed to have attained
the status of master thinker. On War enabled many theorists to recognize
the causes of America’s traumatic defeat in Southeast Asia, as well as the
conditions for gaining victory in the future. More recently, however, he
has very nearly been outlawed. The reason for this change can be found
in two separate developments. Firstly, there has been an unleashing of war
and violence in the ongoing civil wars and massacres, especially in sub-
Saharan Africa, in the secessionist wars in the former Yugoslavia, and in
the persistence of inter-communal violence along the fringes of Europe’s
former empires. These developments seemed to indicate a departure from
interstate wars, for which Clausewitz’s theory appeared to be designed, and
the advent of a new era of civil wars, non-state wars, and social anarchy.
Sun Tzu’s The Art of War seemed to offer a better understanding of these
kinds of war, because he lived in an era of never-ending civil wars.13

Secondly, the reason for the change from Clausewitz to Sun Tzu is
connected with the ‘revolution in military affairs’. The concepts of Strategic
Information Warfare (SIW) and fourth generation warfare have made
wide use of Sun Tzu’s thought to explain and illustrate their position.
The ‘real father’ of ‘shock and awe’ in the Iraq War of 2003 was Sun
Tzu, argued one commentator in the Asia Times.14 Some pundits even
claimed triumphantly that Sun Tzu had defeated Clausewitz in this war,
because the US Army conducted the campaign in accordance with the
principles of Sun Tzu, whereas the Russian advisers of the Iraqi army had
relied on Clausewitz and the Russian defence against Napoleon’s army in
his Russian campaign of 1812.15 The triumphant attitude has long been
abandoned, since it is now apparent that there is much to be done before a
comprehensive approach of the Iraq War will be possible. Yet it seems fair
enough to say that, if Sun Tzu’s principles are seen to have been of some
importance for the conduct of the war, he must also share responsibility
for the problems that have arisen afterwards.
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And this is exactly the problem. Sun Tzu’s The Art of War, as well as
the theoreticians of SIW and fourth generation warfare, lack the political
dimension with respect to the situation after the war.16 They concen-
trate too much on purely military success, and undervalue the process of
transforming military success into true victory. The three core elements
of Sun Tzu’s strategy could not easily be applied in our times: a general
attitude to deception of the enemy runs the risk of deceiving one’s own
population, which would be problematic for any democracy. An indirect
strategy in general would weaken deterrence against an adversary who
could act quickly and with determination. Concentration on influencing
the will and mind of the enemy may merely enable him to avoid fighting at
a disadvantageous time and place and make it possible for him to choose a
better opportunity as long as he is in possession of the necessary means—
weapons and armed forces.

One might win battles and even campaigns with Sun Tzu, but it is
difficult to win a war by following his principles. The reason for this
is that Sun Tzu was never interested in shaping the political conditions,
because he lived in an era of seemingly never-ending civil wars. The only
imperative for him was to survive while paying the lowest possible price
and avoiding fighting, because even a successful battle against one foe
might leave one weaker when the moment came to fight the next one. Mark
McNeilly emphasizes the advantages of following a strategy based on Sun
Tzu’s principles for modern warfare. As always in history, if one wishes to
highlight the differences to Clausewitz, the similarities between the two
approaches are neglected. For example, the approach in Sun Tzu’s chapter
about ‘Moving Swiftly to Overcome Resistance’ would be quite similar to
one endorsed by Clausewitz and was practised by Napoleon.

But the main problem is that both McNeilly and Sun Tzu neglect the
strategic perspective of shaping the political-social conditions after the war
and their impact ‘by calculation’ (Clausewitz, Vom Kriege, p. 196)17 on the
conduct of war. As mentioned before, this was not a serious matter for Sun
Tzu and his contemporaries, but it is one of the most important aspects of
warfare of our own times.18 If one wanted to incorporate thoughts from
Chinese military culture and especially Taoist theorists into one’s own
strategic thinking, one would be better served for example by The Book of
Leadership and Strategy of the ‘Masters of Huainan’, because the purpose
of its implicit strategy is much more relevant to the needs and tasks of our
times than that of Sun Tzu.19
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Finally, one has to take into account the fact that Sun Tzu’s strategy
is presumably successful against adversaries with a very weak order of
the armed forces or the related community, such as warlord-systems and
dictatorships, which were the usual adversaries in his times. His book is
full of cases in which relatively simple actions against the order of the
adversary’s army or its community lead to disorder on the side of the
adversary, to the point where these are dissolved or lose their will to fight
entirely. Such an approach can obviously be successful against adversaries
with weak armed forces and a tenuous social base, but they are likely
to prove problematic against more firmly situated adversaries. Whereas
Sun Tzu was generalizing strategic principles for use against weak adver-
saries, which may lead to success in particular circumstances, Clausewitz
developed a wide-ranging political theory of war by reflecting on the
success, the limitations, and the failure of Napoleon’s way of waging war.
Although he might have reflected merely a single strategy, he was able by
taking into account its successes, limits, and failure to develop a general
theory of war, which transcended a purely and historically limited military
strategy.

Clausewitz’s Trinity is the final result of this development and his true
legacy, his ‘Testament’ (Raymond Aron). It offers us an understanding in
which there is no longer any need either to view his various determinations
of war as inconsistent or to choose only one of them as the fundament of
the whole interpretation. This has happened frequently in the history
of interpretations of Clausewitz. Nevertheless, Clausewitz explained his
methodological approach most clearly in the chapter on defence, in a para-
graph that seems to have been inserted at a very late stage and which has
been underestimated until now: ‘Once again we must remind the reader
that, in order to lend clarity, distinction, and emphasis to our ideas, only
perfect contrasts, the extremes of the spectrum, have been included in our
observations. As an actual occurrence, war generally falls somewhere in
between, and is influenced by these extremes only to the extent to which
it approaches them’ (517).20 This new interpretation of On War tries to
restructure Clausewitz’s ‘unfinished symphony’ (Echevarria) on the basis
of this methodological approach, as well as his analysis of Jena, Moscow,
and Waterloo, and by doing so attempts to outline the foundations of a
general theory of war and warfare.

∗ ∗ ∗
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Finally, I have to note that I concentrate in this book, for reasons of
clarity, on the new interpretation of Clausewitz which is derived from his
analysis of different campaigns. Of course, recent developments following
the breakdown of the Soviet Union as well as 9/11 have had an implicit
impact on my interpretation. Various other important aspects, concerning
the relevance of Clausewitz for today and the interpretation of his work,
have been dealt with elsewhere. My argument with John Keegan and the
contradiction in his critique of Clausewitz can be found in Defense and
Security Analysis: ‘Primacy of “politics” or “culture”’ (August 2001) and
is partially reproduced in this book. Martin van Creveld’s mythological
assumptions are described in the previous German edition of this book.
Some additional biographical information about Clausewitz is included in
my comparison between Clausewitz and Hegel (‘Clausewitz und Hegel.
Ein heuristischer Vergleich’, in Forschungen zur brandenburgischen und
preußischen Geschichte, 1/2000). Although I agree with Colin Gray about
the importance of Clausewitz for the twenty-first century (perhaps he is
now even more important than ever before), I think that the different
strategic goals in Clausewitz’s and our times are of greater relevance than
a ‘realistic’ approach could concede.21 An attempt to present my own
perspective with regard to this matter can be found in my essay, ‘Clausewitz
and a New Containment: Limiting War and Violence’, which is included
in the forthcoming volume, Clausewitz in the 21st Century, edited by
Hew Strachan and myself (Oxford, 2007). The relevance of Clausewitz’s
implicit dialectical conception for philosophical problems is elaborated
in my book, Lyotard und Hegel. Dialektik von Philosophie und Politik
(Vienna, 2005) (Lyotard and Hegel: Dialectics of Philosophy and Politics).
An attempt to use Clausewitz’s Trinity and my interpretation of it in order
to develop a general theory of war is made in my article, ‘Clausewitz’s
Trinity as General Theory of War and Violent Conflict’ (Theoria, 2007,
forthcoming). A discussion of some of the new developments in the dis-
course about warfare can be found in my article ‘Privatized Wars and
World Order Conflicts’ (Theoria, August 2006).

In reworking the English translation I have become more and more
conscious of how much I owe to my colleagues, friends, and my family.
First and foremost, I am very grateful for the kind invitation extended to
me by Hew Strachan (Oxford) to act as joint convenor of the conference
on ‘Clausewitz in the 21st Century’ (Oxford, 21–23 March 2005) and as
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co-editor of the resulting volume, and for his support and cooperation
in connection with the publication of this book by Oxford University
Press and in the funding of its translation, ‘The Changing Character of
War’, by the Oxford Leverhulme programme, of which he is the director.
All this encouragement was absolutely essential and without him nothing
would have succeeded. Gerard Holden has translated the German text
accurately, and was even so meticulous that he eliminated some mistakes
that appeared in the German edition. I am still amazed by and therefore
very thankful for the extensive editing work of Dan Moran as a Clausewitz
specialist, work which he has undertaken purely out of interest and gen-
erosity. The ongoing discussions (by email and personally) with Christo-
pher Bassford, Antulio Echevarria II and Jan Willem Honig have been very
helpful, and have forced me to look more closely at the consequences of
my thoughts. Beatrice Heuser contributed to the project by writing a very
positive peer review.

Of course, none of those mentioned is to blame for my mistakes or for
my ‘strange’ insistence, as a mere political philosopher, on this dialect-
ical approach. My beloved wife enabled me to carry on working on this
subject in really difficult and unsure times with respect to employment
and the funding of my research, for which I am much more grateful than
I can express. Finally, I would like to dedicate this book in friendship and
thankfulness to the memory of my first academic teacher, Werner Hahlweg
(1912–89), the editor of the German editions of Clausewitz’s On War since
1952 and a lot of his previously unknown writings. He was the first to bring
Clausewitz to my attention, and I would like to honour his memory with
this book in times when we are seemingly more and more unconscious of
the historical dimension of our actions.
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Antitheses and Ambivalences
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1

Clausewitz and Napoleon: Jena, Moscow,
and Waterloo

The statements and counter-statements made by Clausewitz ‘are like
weights and counterweights, and one could say that through their play
and interplay the scales of truth are brought into balance’.

Carl Linnebach22

Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo. These are more than just the names of towns
or cities, more than mere battles and locations of military victories, defeats,
and destruction. Napoleon’s victories over the Prussian forces at Jena and
Auerstedt in 1806 were so overwhelming and comprehensive that they led
to the collapse of a whole conception of the world. Moscow (1812) was the
turning point of the Napoleonic Wars. The Battle of Waterloo (1815) was
the final battle of the wars of liberation and a total defeat for Napoleon.
All these places are associated with the name of one man: Napoleon. In
the beginning there was Napoleon.23 For Clausewitz, however, Napoleon,
the ‘god of war’, stood both at the beginning and at the end of his lifelong
study of the theory of war.

The literature in this field is united in its assessment that Napoleon’s
successful way of waging war had a significant influence on Clausewitz’s
theory. However, no one has yet asked how Clausewitz’s theory dealt with
Napoleon’s later defeats, especially the failure of the Russian campaign and
the final defeat at Waterloo. It is true that Napoleon’s victorious campaigns
led Clausewitz to develop a theory of successful warfare. But it was only
Napoleon’s defeats in Russia, and then at Leipzig (1813) and Waterloo
(1815), that made it possible for Clausewitz to develop a political theory of
war. Of course, this does not mean that Clausewitz’s political theory of war
is a theory of defeat. However, it does mean that the successes, limits, and
defeats associated with Napoleon’s way of waging war forced Clausewitz to
reflect on questions that went beyond purely military matters and led him
to a political theory of war.
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For Clausewitz, Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo symbolize more than just
events of global historical significance in which he himself had participated
(though his military rank was not sufficiently high for him to be involved
in taking important decisions). The military historian Stig Förster sees
the 1792–1815 period as the first genuine world war in history, because
a number of non-European powers were also drawn into the conflicts of
these years.24 These wars were triggered off by the established European
powers’ attempt to reverse the French Revolution by military means; the
Revolution led to Napoleon’s seizure of power, his expansionism, and
the subsequent European wars of liberation. Napoleon’s success, failure,
and defeat at Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo form the shifting centre of
Clausewitz’s political theory of war. Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo sym-
bolize for Clausewitz contrasting experiences of war, which structure his
entire body of work. By looking at his analysis of these events we can
reconstruct the contrasting elements within his work.

I therefore treat Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo as the three decisive points
at which these elements in Clausewitz’s political theory can be grasped
most clearly. Of course, some aspects of his theory of war are associated
with other places, especially the Battle of Leipzig, the experiences of the
battles of Borodino and the Berezina, the campaign in Spain, and some
of Napoleon’s earlier victories. However, I am convinced that these three
places, as locations of military encounters and destruction, were the most
significant in terms of their effects on Clausewitz’s theory. This is because
they led directly to the decisive theoretical break in 1827, as Clausewitz for-
mulated it in his author’s note written in that year. Within the framework
of his numerous historical writings, Clausewitz spent the years 1823–8
occupied nearly exclusively with the history of these three campaigns.
The break with his former views, as formulated in the author’s note, can
therefore be traced directly to the work he did in these years.

1.1. THE TWIN BATTLES OF JENA AND AUERSTEDT:
THE CATASTROPHE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

‘When in 1806 the Prussian generals . . . at Saalfeld [and] . . . near
Jena . . . plunged into the open jaws of disaster by using Frederick the
Great’s oblique order of battle, it was not just a case of a style that had
outlived its usefulness but the most extreme poverty of the imagination . . . .
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The result was that the Prussian army under Hohenlohe was ruined more
completely than any army has ever been ruined on the battlefield’ (154–
5). In a letter to his wife, Clausewitz writes of the soldiers who ‘had been
destroyed physically and morally’25 in these battles. The significance of
these military defeats can only be appreciated adequately if we remember
the words of Frederick the Great: ‘Prussia is as safe on the shoulders of such
an army as the world on the shoulders of Atlas.’26 It was this army, on which
the entire Prussian state was supposed to rest, that was not only defeated
by Napoleon’s superior troops but also—as Clausewitz saw it—destroyed
by its own generals.

Clausewitz considered the defeats at Jena and Auerstadt to be terrible
examples of disasters caused by the weakness of the supreme leadership
and by the defects of military and political institutions. In Clausewitz’s
view, the intellectual poverty and moral cowardice of Napoleon’s oppo-
nents contributed to the superiority of his troops.27 In addition, the daily
press treated the Prussian defeats as a ‘judgement of God’, a reminder of
the gradual degeneration of the people. The French occupation of much
of the country was understood as a ‘salutary punishment sent by God’,
which would have the beneficial effect of leading the people away from the
path of flaccid, cowardly laziness. It had taught the country that there was
a need for ‘learning to use weapons’ and ‘manly sacrifice’ for the fatherland
if Prussia and Germany were to be liberated.28

In Clausewitz’s opinion, these catastrophic Prussian defeats were in the
final analysis caused by a combination of two factors: (1) the revolu-
tionary changes in warfare brought about by the French Revolution and
Napoleon’s genius; and (2) the ‘moral cowardice’ of the Prussian political
and military leadership and their inability to react in an appropriate way
to these transformations. One could say, he wrote, that the twenty years in
which the Revolution knew nothing but victories were in large measure
the consequence of mistakes made by the governments opposed to it.
There had been an extraordinarily long delay before the cabinets of old
Europe realized that a whole new kind of dynamic had developed in the
struggle for political power (609–10).29

1.1.1. The Existential Construction of War in Early Clausewitz

Clausewitz’s interpretation of the reasons for these Prussian defeats
changed his conception of the political subject of warfare in a fundamental
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way. The focus of his analysis was no longer the Prussian state, but the
German nation as a subject waging war. ‘We wander, orphaned children
of a lost fatherland, and see that the lustre of the state we served, the
state we helped to form, has been extinguished.’30 During these years his
goal was, in Paret’s words, ‘the ideal of German freedom’. ‘We nourished
the loftiest hopes; never can an army have purchased more noble glory
with its blood than we would have done had we saved the honour, the
freedom, and the civic happiness of the German nation.’31 The immediate
cause of his reference to the German nation was not simply the Prussian
defeats as such, but above all the realization that the French victories were
made possible by the mobilization of the entire nation. For the first time in
history, conscript armies had been put into the field whose numbers alone
made them superior to the armies of the military powers that had been
dominant up to that point.32

However, the mobilization of the nation did not just affect the young
men who were called up to serve in the army. The levée en masse decreed
that all French citizens were considered part of the contingent called upon
to perform military service. Young men would join the ranks, married
men would forge weapons and be responsible for supplies, women would
make tents and clothing and work in the hospitals, children would make
bandages, and old people would go to the public squares where they
would keep up the soldiers’ fighting morale and declare their hatred of the
enemy. The declaration went on to say: ‘From now on, until the moment
when all enemies have been driven from the territory of the Republic, all
French citizens are called upon to perform permanent military service.’33

In his obituary of Scharnhorst, his military teacher and friend, Clausewitz
stressed the military potential of the concept of the nation. With their revo-
lutionary measures, he argued, the French had freed the terrible element
of war from its old financial and diplomatic restraints. He now saw war
marching onwards in the form of raw violence, carrying with it the great
forces it had unleashed.34

Clausewitz combines this orientation towards a German nation realized
outside state institutions with what Muenkler calls an ‘existential con-
struction of war’. According to this conception war is not a direct way of
pursuing policy goals, but it is a medium through which a political entity
is constituted, transformed, and changed. War is thus a medium through
which man can rise above his normal condition, go beyond his everyday
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egoism, and attain for the first time the condition in which the body politic
becomes conscious of its identity.35

This existential construction of war, as a means of constituting or
transforming a political identity, can be seen with great clarity in a letter
Clausewitz wrote in 1806: ‘You want a revolution. I am not opposed to
this, but will it not be much easier to bring about this revolution in the
civic constitution, and in the constitution of the state, in the midst of
the movement and vibration of all parts that is occasioned by war?’36

In a letter from 1809 he once again states his belief in the need for a
revolution in Europe: ‘Whoever is victorious, Europe cannot escape a great
and general revolution . . . . Even a general insurrection of the German
peoples . . . would only be a precursor of this great and general revo-
lution.’37 What Clausewitz is advocating here is more than just a revolution
of civil society and the state constitution. He is also saying that it will be
easier to bring about this revolution by waging war.

However, we should not allow ourselves to be deceived by Clausewitz’s
revolutionary choice of words. At this stage of the development of his
thought, he supports the idea of a revolution and orients himself strongly
towards the ‘German nation’ as a political subject. But by arguing in this
way he is not primarily pursuing national or revolutionary goals as such;
rather, he is using them as means to the desired end of military success.
From Clausewitz’s perspective, the achievements of the French revolu-
tionary armies necessitated a fundamental transformation of the political
subject if Prussia (or Germany) was to be able to offer effective resistance to
Napoleon and his army, which had so far been victorious in all its battles.
Prussia’s old army, and its old political structures, would not be able to
do this. However, for Clausewitz the apparently total preoccupation with
and privileging of military success also places limits on the extent to which
man can rise above his normal condition through war and violence, since
this process remains tied to the instrumental value of his actions. By way
of contrast, no real limits are set to what I call the disinhibition of man
through war and violence, as it was envisaged by Ernst Moritz Arndt and
Theodor Körner at the time of the wars of liberation, and later by Ernst
Jünger and Max Scheler in the First World War and by Frantz Fanon in the
period of decolonization in the 1950s and 1960s.38

Clausewitz’s new ideas, like those of the Prussian military reform-
ers after Jena, were a double-edged sword. As a reaction to Prussian
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defeats, military reforms were introduced that were simultaneously ori-
ented towards the example provided by the victorious Napoleonic armies
and reflections of specific Prussian conditions. The result was a particular
kind of tension. On the one hand, the whole of society was to be mobilized
to support the waging of war, with the goal of creating a soldat citoyen who
would always be ready for patriotic action and prepared to sacrifice him-
self. On the other hand, the political transformation had to remain limited,
as there was no intention of doing anything to endanger the existing
structure of rule. Prussia did not have a sovereign nation of citizens, and it
did not even have a constitution restricting the powers of the monarch and
making it possible for the citizens to participate in drawing up legislation.
But how could national enthusiasm, and a readiness to sacrifice oneself for
the nation state, be brought about in accordance with the French model
without the necessary social basis—the equality of all citizens and the
opening up of opportunities for them to participate in political life?

The military reforms were therefore self-contradictory, even though
there can be no doubt that they contained a lot of positive elements—
in particular, the abolition of degrading and inhuman punishments. The
only way the reformers could resolve their dilemma, the need to mobilize
the whole of society for war without changing any part of the existing
social structure, was an ‘educational dictatorship’ (‘Erziehungsdiktatur’).
Before the Prussian defeats the army had been an institution where internal
brutality, an absence of freedom, and strict separation between different
social ranks were the order of the day. The reformers took the view that it
needed to become the ‘main school of the entire nation’, for war and also
for peace, as the Minister of War, Herrmann von Boyen, put it in the 1814
Prussian Law on Defence. In taking this step the reformers went much
further than requiring the whole nation to serve during the restricted
period in which war was actually being waged. From now on, this kind
of service was to be a goal in peacetime as well; during which, as is often
observed in civilian societies in the aftermath of wars, what were originally
secondary effects became the intended goals: the military were supposed to
become more civilized, but the nation was to be militarized. The second of
these points was understood by Councillor of State von Raumer principally
in terms of the ‘beneficial sense of order, subordination, and honour’
acquired by citizens during their military service also being applied ‘in
different circumstances’.39
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However, it would be a mistake to see Clausewitz as a revolutionary.
In reality, what the 1809 letter gives expression to, is the contradiction
experienced by all conservatives in revolutionary times (as Aron puts it).
If the ‘raging turmoil among the people’ were one day to endanger the
King, writes Clausewitz, he would unquestioningly lay down his life for the
monarch. He could not hope to delay a revolution or to reverse it by doing
this; that would require very different measures, and heroic self-sacrifice
would not be enough. But he would do whatever he could, and proudly,
to show what sacrifices he was capable of in order to serve his King. At the
same time, Clausewitz emphasizes that the King would be lost if he had to
rely on such actions. Clausewitz thus continues to manifest unconditional
loyalty to the state as embodied in the King, or rather an almost feudal
submissiveness to the person of the King. But he also sees clearly the extent
of the revolutionary crisis, and it was this that placed him in the reformers’
camp.40 Clausewitz’s existential construction of war thus expresses the
tension between loyalty to the old order and the revolutionizing of warfare
based on the French model. It must also be seen in relation to changes in
those areas of politics and society which presented obstacles to military
modernization.

1.1.2. Disinhibition of Violence

At one point in On War, Clausewitz argues that it is the duty of theory to
‘give priority to the absolute form of war and to make that form a general
point of reference’. Anyone who wishes to learn something from theory
must consider the absolute form of war so that he ‘becomes accustomed
to keeping that point in view constantly, to measuring all his hopes and
fears by it, and to approximating it when he can or when he must’ (581).
For much of his life, Clausewitz’s thought was guided by the idea of a form
of war, which would tend to be absolute and extreme as the goal, ideal,
and natural course taken by the conduct of war as it at that time was tech-
nically possible and socially acceptable. The early Clausewitz understood
the expansion of war and the orientation of the conduct of war towards its
absolute form as a way of achieving military success.

The tendency towards unrestrained violence, as a method and instru-
ment for the conduct of war, was something Clausewitz saw as justified
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by the successes of the French revolutionary and Napoleonic armies.41

John Fuller, in his study of Clausewitz, emphasizes the way in which he
(partially) structures his analysis around the idea of the decisive battle,
as in the following passages: Fighting is the essence of war (127), and
the decisive battle must always be considered the true focal point of war.
The direct destruction of the main enemy forces is always the principal
objective. The main battle is the bloodiest way to resolve the situation.
Clausewitz continues: this battle is more than just reciprocal butchery, and
its effects are more a matter of destroying the enemy’s courage than of
killing enemy soldiers, but blood is always the price that has to be paid. In
this passage Clausewitz says that this kind of action is necessary if the battle
is to be won, but he goes on to say that as a human being, the commander
will recoil from it (259).42

In his chapter on the use of battle, Clausewitz introduces a ‘dual law’:
‘destruction of the enemy’s forces is generally accomplished by great battles
and their results; and, the primary object of great battles must be the
destruction of the enemy’s forces’ (258). ‘Just as the focal point of a concave
mirror causes the sun’s rays to converge into a perfect image and heats
them to a maximum intensity, so all forces and circumstances of war are
united and compressed to maximum effectiveness in the major battle’
(258). And, Clausewitz goes on, ‘it is not simply the concept of war that
leads us to seek decisive moments only in great battles; the experience of
past wars teaches us the same lesson. Bonaparte himself would not have
experienced the outstanding success of the Battle of Ulm (20 October
1805) if he had quailed at the prospect of bloodshed earlier.’ Clausewitz
continues, in a dramatic tone: ‘We are not interested in generals who
win victories without bloodshed. The fact that slaughter is a horrifying
spectacle must make us take war more seriously, but not provide an excuse
for gradually blunting our swords in the name of humanity’ (260).

The idea of extreme violence as a means of achieving military success
is expressed particularly clearly in Clausewitz’s treatment of the pursuit
of the enemy after a victorious battle. Destroying the enemy by pursuing
them is one of the distinctive characteristics of Napoleon’s way of waging
war. Clausewitz emphasizes that in earlier wars (the cabinet wars of the
eighteenth century), commanders were so preoccupied with the honour
of victory that they did not pay sufficient attention to the destruction of
enemy forces. They saw this as just one method among many, ‘certainly
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not the main, even less the only one. They were only too ready to sheathe
their swords as soon as the enemy lowered his.’ Nothing seemed to them
to be more natural than to stop fighting as soon as the outcome was clear;
they saw any further shedding of blood as unnecessarily brutal (265).

Clausewitz disagrees with this, and stresses that no victory on the battle-
field can have any great effect unless it is followed by the pursuit and
destruction of the enemy. In recent wars, he says, the pursuit of the enemy
has become ‘one of the victor’s main concerns’ (266). The energy devoted
to this pursuit is the main factor determining the value of the victory,
and in many cases is even more important than the actual victory on the
battlefield. As it is pursued, the defeated army suffers a disproportionate
level of sickness and exhaustion, and its spirit is so weakened and worn
down by constant worry about being lost that it is no longer able to think
of resisting effectively. With every day that passes in this pursuit, thousands
of soldiers are taken prisoner without any further blows being struck. The
aim of pursuit is the destruction of the enemy, especially of his order and
morale.43 What Clausewitz means here is not the physical destruction of
the enemy, but the attempt to reduce him to such a state of disintegration
that he will not be able to undertake further military action. Clausewitz
explains that whenever he uses the phrase ‘destruction of the enemy’s
forces’, he means that ‘the fighting forces . . . can no longer carry on the fight’
(90, emphasis in original).

There is a reciprocal relationship between the disintegration that sets
in when armies are in flight and the increase in military capacities on
the pursuers’ side. Even if the organized pursuit of an army cannot be
compared directly with the behaviour of a pack of hunting hounds, some
of the psychological and especially the moral effects are analogous. The
decisive point is that flight atomizes social relations on the side of those
being pursued, while the hunt multiplies the military potential of the
pursuing army. Both the pursuing pack and the pursuers in war appear
invulnerable to attack, and they have from the start the advantages of
movement and surprise, particularly at night. The violence of the pursuing
army is above all the violence of speed, and time is its most important
weapon. Pursuing packs think only of attack and the offensive; they have
no thought of retreat or defence. The pursuers gain more and more ground
on the pursued, and as they get closer to their quarry their feeling of shared
power grows. The hunters are eager for success, for the moment that seems
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to mean absolute freedom for them. It seems as though the impending
triumph is casting its spell over them. As the pursuers gain ground on their
quarry, the more their energy and eagerness for the kill increase; at the
same time the exertions of fight exhaust the courage, strength, and ability
to resist of the pursued.44

One can see these psychological effects at work with particular clarity
in the report of an eyewitness who saw the heavy losses suffered by the
remnants of Napoleon’s army as it retreated across the Berezina:

When I arrived at the bridge, I found a scene of dreadful confusion. Many thou-
sands of . . . stragglers, having heard the sound of the cannon, were now flowing
towards the crossing in a mighty stream. There was such a crush that the bridge
soon became nothing more than a path over the dead and dying . . . . Among the
crowd of troops squeezed together so closely, I saw men crushed, falling down
only to be trampled ruthlessly into the muddy ground of the bank by the masses
pressing behind them. Horses and men who had tried to swim across or to cross
via the ice floes, and who had managed to reach the bank, struggled to get out, in
some cases in vain, and met their deaths there in the swamp.45

Clausewitz’s commentary on this experience is as follows: ‘continuous,
uninterrupted flight’ is the main action leading to the disintegration of the
enemy: ‘Nothing is more repugnant to a soldier than hearing the enemy’s
guns yet again just as he is settling down to rest after a strenuous march.
This sensation, repeated day after day, can lead to absolute panic’ (267).
As Clausewitz put it after Jena in his description of Napoleon’s strategy:
it is only the pursuit and destruction of fleeing armies that transforms
battlefield successes into truly great victories.

Despite this bloodthirsty language, the early Clausewitz still sees
extreme violence as a rational instrument and a way to conduct victorious
war. The instrumental aspect of this conception also sets immanent limits
to escalation, since it must lead to military success. Even though this
limitation is only a weak one, and in moral terms quite inadequate, it was
probably the reason why Clausewitz later treated war’s tendency towards
escalation as the antithesis of its limitation. The subordination of the
scale of violence to the criterion of military success relativized Clausewitz’s
attitude towards Napoleonic warfare at the very moment when the latter’s
strategy of ever-expanding violence ceased to bring him success.
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1.1.3. The Primacy of the Attack

Clausewitz believed that the essential elements in the Prussian defeats were
not just the mistakes and cowardice of Prussia’s political leadership and the
numerical superiority of the French; Napoleon’s military genius was vital
too. In order to identify differences between the possibilities available for
the conduct of war at the time of Frederick the Great and in his own time,
he says in Book VIII of On War (that is to say, in a later part of the whole
text) that the opponent against whom Austria and Prussia fought was the
‘god of war’, in the form of Napoleon. Initially, the view among military
strategists (especially the Prussians) of Napoleon’s way of waging war was
that it was successful, but at the same time simply crude and, above all,
lacking in artistry. Only after the crushing defeats at Jena and Auerstedt
did these circles realize what gave Napoleon the decisive advantage over
all his opponents: the unprecedented force of his offensives, the speed and
astonishing boldness of his operations, his striving always to concentrate
overwhelming force at the decisive point of the battle, and his way of
planning a whole campaign so that it would be decided by one destructive
battle, after which the defeated enemy would immediately be pursued until
his forces had completely disintegrated.46

There is a direct connection between the unleashing of violence and the
orientation towards the primacy of the attack. Clausewitz argues that the
best strategy consists of always being very strong. This rule is generally
valid, but it is particularly applicable to the decisive point of battle. There
is, says Clausewitz, no higher or simpler law of strategy than the require-
ment that a commander should keep his forces together. He supports
Napoleon’s principle that an army can never be too strong at the decisive
point. The law he seeks to develop states, he says, that all forces to be used
in pursuit of a strategic goal should be employed simultaneously. This use
of force will be all the more absolute if everything is concentrated in one
action and one moment (194–7).

1.1.4. The Primacy of Military Force Over Policy

In his interpretation of Clausewitz’s letter to Fichte, Peter Paret argues
that Clausewitz and Fichte agreed with each other, and differed from
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their contemporaries, in their analysis of the specific situation relating to
Prussia’s defeat at the hands of Napoleon and the French armies. They were
both convinced that Niccolò Machiavelli’s writings could open the eyes of
a generation they considered blind and corrupt to the primacy of violence,
including military force, in political life.47

Clausewitz criticizes those parts of Prussian society which, he believed,
had advocated a policy of appeasement towards Napoleon both before and
after the Prussian defeats. He attacks large parts of the court and the public:
many believed in the need for submission, in the hope that the victors
would show mercy, and some people were so impudent that they placed
most value on their own security and their right to enjoy their bourgeois
property in peace, being prepared to sacrifice the King’s rights, honour,
and freedom if this could be guaranteed. But anyone who did not believe
that the most shameful form of submission was a duty, and held instead
that this was dishonourable, was seen as a traitor by the most distinguished
circles of society, of which the court and state officials were the most
corrupt.48

Clausewitz also says that if he must reveal the ‘most secret thoughts’
of his soul, he is in favour of using the most violent methods possible:
‘I would use lashes of the whip to arouse the animal from its lethargy,
so that the chain it has allowed to be placed upon it in such a cowardly
and timid way would be shattered. I would set free in Germany a spirit
that would act as an antidote, using its destructive force to eradicate the
scourge that threatens to cause the decay of the entire spirit of the nation.’49

Clausewitz and Fichte, pointing out that Napoleon had demonstrated
the superiority of military power over inadequately armed ideals, placed
this in the context of Machiavelli’s ‘timeless statement’ that this was the
very essence of politics.50 However, an orientation towards the primacy of
military power presupposes a definite (and limited) concept of policy: that
of policy conceived in civil terms, something fundamentally different from
military force.51 This limited concept of politics emerges from Clausewitz’s
criticism of Prussia’s earlier policy of neutrality, which he thought practic-
ally reduced politics to diplomacy.

Let us summarize the argument so far. The Prussian defeats at Jena
and Auerstedt led Clausewitz to develop four ideas which constitute some
of the central elements of the early phase of his theory of war. These
were conditioned by Napoleon’s success and military genius, and can be
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characterized as follows: an existential conception of war; the inherently
unlimited violence of war; an orientation towards the primacy of the attack
at all costs; and, in Clausewitz’s early writings, the prioritization of military
success over ideals and politics (understood in civilian terms). Overall,
one can say that the Prussian defeats prompted Clausewitz to develop an
approach that broke through a variety of previously conventional theoret-
ical limits. The existential construction of war necessitates a transfor-
mation of the war-waging subject, and so is politically disinhibiting.
The orientation towards the decisive battle necessitates an acceptance of
extreme violence, and the absolute privileging of military success necessi-
tates the orientation towards the attack at all costs.

1.2. MOSCOW: THE TURNING POINT

With regard to the failure of Napoleon’s Russian campaign in 1812,
Clausewitz drew quite different conclusions than those he had derived
from the Prussian defeats at Jena and Auerstadt. There was no funda-
mental difference between Napoleon’s strategy in Russia and the one he
had employed in earlier campaigns. In Clausewitz’s view, Napoleon had
wanted to wage and win the war in Russia in the same way as he had
always waged it: commencing with decisive blows, using the advantage
thus gained in order to strike further blows, and using the winnings to
stake everything repeatedly on one card until he had broken the bank—
this was Napoleon’s way of waging war. We must recognize, writes Clause-
witz that without this way of waging war Napoleon would not have enjoyed
the enormous success he had had in the world.52

However, the decisive factor in the case of the Russian campaign was
that the enemy behaved quite differently. It was difficult to engage in a
decisive battle against an opponent who sought to avoid fighting any kind
of battle. Secondly, Russia’s almost limitless space presented an insuperable
obstacle to Napoleon’s strategy.53 Clausewitz stresses repeatedly that from
the purely military point of view, Napoleon’s strategy of seeking to destroy
the Russian army, occupy Moscow, and then negotiate with Tsar Alexander
had been correct.54 But the Russian army’s evasive actions, its scorched
earth tactics, and the great spaces of Russia meant that Napoleon’s army
perished as a result of its own efforts.
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In Clausewitz’s opinion, Napoleon’s campaign in Russia did not fail
because he advanced too far and too fast, but because the only methods
that could have brought success failed. The Russian Empire is not a coun-
try that can be conquered in the conventional way, writes Clausewitz in
Book VIII. A country like Russia can only be vanquished as a result of its
own weakness and the effects of internal divisions. Clausewitz argues that
Napoleon could only hope to shake the courage of the Russian government
and the loyalty and steadfastness of its soldiers if he could reach Moscow.
In Moscow, Napoleon hoped to find ‘peace’, and this was the only rational
war aim he could set himself (627).

Napoleon did reach Moscow, but in what circumstances! In Clausewitz’s
view, he could only have attained peace if a further condition had been
met: he would have had to continue to inspire dread in Moscow. As
Clausewitz’s account relates, though, Napoleon’s army took over 12 weeks
to march from Kovno to Moscow, a distance of no more than 115 miles.
Of the 280,000 soldiers who started the campaign only 90,000 reached
Moscow. Clausewitz argues that if Napoleon had taken better care of
his army the losses would have been much lower. But an army of only
90,000 men in Moscow, with exhausted soldiers and worn out horses, with
a hostile army of 110,000 men on its right flank and surrounded by a
people in arms, forced to set up defences facing in all directions, without
magazines and with insufficient stores of ammunition, connected with the
outside world by a single, completely devastated road—a French army
in this condition and situation could not survive the Russian winter in
Moscow.55

There had surely been no other case, wrote Clausewitz, in which ‘the
evidence is so clear that the invader was destroyed by his own exertions’
(385). But if Napoleon was unsure whether he would be able to hold his
ground through the whole winter in Moscow, he should have returned to
France before the onset of winter. As Clausewitz saw it, Napoleon’s retreat
was inevitable from the moment when Tsar Alexander refused to sue for
peace. The whole campaign had been based on the assumption that he
would do so (167).56 However, the devastating fire in Moscow symbolized
more dramatically than anything else the fact that peace could not be
found there. The sight of Moscow in flames is seen as a symbol of the
vanity of the hope that peace could be found there, regardless of whether
the Russian government planned to set fire to the city deliberately or the
Cossacks did so unintentionally.57
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The Russian campaign demonstrated in the most vivid way imaginable
the superiority of defence over attack, as Clausewitz emphasized repeatedly
from this moment on. Every attack loses impetus as it progresses, as he
put it in the final words of one of his last texts (71). The superiority
of Russian defensive operations led him to qualify his previous view of
the exemplary character of Napoleon’s strategy, because the offensive way
of waging war he had also employed in the Russian campaign was, in
Clausewitz’s view, correct as far as it went—but it was not the right strategy
now that Russia, rather than Prussia or Austria, was the opponent. It was
true that the offensive had been considered at the beginning of the Russian
campaign to be a ‘true Arcanum’, the holy of holies in the waging of war,
because the French had been victorious everywhere as they advanced and
were constantly on the offensive. However, Clausewitz analyses the Russian
campaign as follows: ‘Anyone who thinks this matter through carefully
will say to himself that attack is the weaker form of war and defence the
stronger form. He will also see, though, that the former is the positive
form, that is to say the greater and more decisive, and that the latter has
only negative purposes; this brings about a balance, and makes it possible
for the two forms to exist alongside one another.’58

This change in Clausewitz’s assessment of Napoleon becomes especially
clear in one of his late texts, where he no longer sees the boundless violence
in Napoleon’s strategy as a consequence of his genius; he now treats it as
a strategy Napoleon had to resort to in an emergency, an indication of
his tendency to ‘gamble’. The exceptional circumstances in which France
and Bonaparte had found themselves had made it possible to ‘overthrow
the enemy’ and to render him defenceless almost everywhere and on every
occasion. And so the idea developed of treating the plans that had arisen
on this basis, and the execution of those plans, as the general norm. But
this amounted to a summary dismissal of the entire history of war up until
that point, and that in turn would be foolish.59

One must, of course, ask why Clausewitz neglected historical conditions
to some degree when he derived abstract general guidelines for successful
warfare from Napoleon’s campaigns, and so made these campaigns the
link between quite contrasting positions on the universal value of war as
an instrument. This explains why so many different people have admired
Clausewitz—German generals, Lenin, Hitler, Mao Zedong, and American
strategists. Another problem in Clausewitz’s writings seems to be that he
does not always distinguish between general and historically conditioned
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criteria in warfare.60 For this very reason, the development in his assess-
ment of Napoleon is particularly significant.

The tension within Clausewitz’s assessment of Napoleon can be seen
in the final words of his account of the Russian campaign: ‘We repeat,
everything that he was he owed to his daring and resolute character; and
his most triumphant campaigns would have suffered the same censure
as this one had they not succeeded.’61 Clausewitz finds that Napoleon
conducted this campaign as he had conducted all his others. This was how
he had made himself the master of Europe, and it was the only way he
could have achieved this. Anyone who had admired Bonaparte in all his
earlier campaigns as the greatest of commanders should not, therefore,
look down on him now. Clausewitz’s positive appreciation of Napoleon’s
achievements must be seen in the context of the fact that in the course of
the Russian campaign Napoleon and his army were not really defeated in
a single skirmish or battle: ‘in every battle the French were victorious; in
each they were allowed to achieve the impossible—but when we come to
the final reckoning, the French army has ceased to exist.’62

Clausewitz continues to admire Napoleon’s military genius. At the same
time, he realizes that even this genius cannot be successful under all con-
ditions: ‘It could not be foreseen with certainty, it was perhaps not even
likely, that the Russians would abandon Moscow, burn it down, and engage
in a war of attrition; but once this happened the war was bound to mis-
carry, regardless of how it was conducted.’63 Clausewitz’s later thought, and
his hesitant abandonment of the view that Napoleon’s strategy was exem-
plary, reflects the tension between his continued admiration for Napoleon
and his insight into the inevitable variability and historical specificity
of strategy, which was the consequence of these very defeats: In fact,
Clausewitz (and many later Germans) always remained under Napoleon’s
spell, and he never realized that there was a contradiction between his own
definition of military genius and Napoleon’s genius: Napoleon lacked the
higher virtue needed by a statesman.64

According to Clausewitz, the strategy derived from Jena and from
Napoleon’s early successes reached its limits for the first time in Moscow.
After Jena, Clausewitz initially put forward an existential notion of war. In
this conception, the transformation of the political subject, the modern-
ization of the army, and limited changes in Prussian political conditions
were supposed to provide the means by which warfare could be waged
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successfully. The new way of waging war Clausewitz envisaged was mod-
elled on the example of Napoleon, but it was the limitations of this very
model of warfare that were revealed in Moscow. The decisive factor was
that conditions were different in Russia, and so the strategy Napoleon had
employed so successfully up to that point failed there.

This had two consequences for Clausewitz’s theory. Firstly, he recog-
nized that Napoleon’s strategy could not be applied in all conceivable cir-
cumstances and that it was not a passport to success in general. Secondly,
he begins—despite his admiration for Napoleon—to criticize him for
sticking to the established strategy in spite of the changed circumstances
and trying to bend fate to his will. What Clausewitz had formerly seen
purely as Napoleon’s genius, he now re-evaluates as thoughtlessness and
negligence. He concedes that Napoleon’s goal of defeating and dispersing
the Russian army and occupying Moscow was a feasible objective for a
campaign, but in order to achieve this something else would have been
needed: sufficient strength in Moscow. However, Bonaparte had neglected
this, ‘solely out of the arrogant recklessness that was characteristic of him’.
Napoleon had had 90,000 men in Moscow when he needed 200,000. This
would have been possible if he had treated his army with more care and
had not been so wasteful of its strength. Napoleon would have lost some
30,000 fewer men in battle ‘had he not taken the bull by the horns every
time’.65

Moscow confronts Clausewitz with experiences that are diametrically
opposed to those of Jena. The most conspicuous lesson of the Russian
campaign is the superiority of the defence to the attack. A less obvious
lesson, but one that is fully developed and repeatedly stressed by Clause-
witz in his later writings, is the primacy of policy over warfare. The Russian
campaign could not have been won, however it might have been waged.
With these words, Clausewitz draws attention to a fundamental limit of
warfare. Under the circumstances of the time Russia could not be militarily
defeated, not by any conceivable strategy and not even by Napoleon. It is
true that in later years, Clausewitz returned repeatedly to the subject of
the conditions under which Russia could in fact have been defeated (espe-
cially in Book VIII of On War). However, these reflections seem to have
been prompted by the possibility of war between Prussia and Russia and
thoughts about Prussia’s prospects of success, rather than by any renewed
change of mind on Clausewitz’s part about the significance of politics for
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warfare in the light of the limits of what was militarily possible. While
the Prussian defeats had demonstrated the superiority of military force
to ‘inadequately armed ideals’ and to politics in the form of diplomacy,
what happened in Moscow was that the limits of attempts to achieve
political goals by military means became clear. It was this experience of
the immanent limits of even Napoleon’s strategy that made it possible for
Clausewitz to develop a new basic idea of his theory, the primacy of policy
over warfare.

1.3. WATERLOO: MORE THAN THE FINAL BATTLE

In his study of the 1815 campaign, Clausewitz places Waterloo on a par
with Jena as an example of the complete destruction of an army on a large
scale (Waterloo was known in Germany as the Battle of Belle-Alliance).66

‘Jena and Belle-Alliance show that any sort of regular retreat becomes
impossible if one fights to the last against a superior foe’ (272). This time,
though, it was not the Prussian army that was defeated but Napoleon
himself, the victor of Jena and the personified god of war. Here too, a
conception of the world collapsed—this time the unconditional belief in
Napoleon’s military genius. ‘Thus the people’s trust in the intelligence
that led them collapsed along with the military system that was supposed
to secure the borders of France.’ Clausewitz stresses that no victory has
ever had greater moral force than that of Waterloo, which led directly to
Napoleon’s abdication.67

What was the significance of Napoleon’s comprehensive and final defeat
at Waterloo for the lessons Clausewitz had drawn from his victories?
What were the consequences for the lessons of Jena as they had related
to his existential understanding of war, the expansion of violence, the
primacy of the attack, and the primacy of military force over civilian
politics?

Clausewitz argues that after Jena, different armies had come to wage
war in very similar ways. In the ‘current wars of civilized nations’ there
were no great differences any more, neither between the armed forces,
nor their conduct of warfare, so the differences in numbers between them
would be much more decisive than hitherto.68 Clausewitz’s analysis of the
growing similarity between ways of waging war even extends to a criticism
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of Napoleon for failing to be sufficiently true to his own principles when
pursuing the Prussian army. He also praises Blücher and Gneisenau for
their pursuit of the French army, which he sees as the realization of
Napoleon’s original way of waging war.69 Overall, Clausewitz criticizes and
defends Napoleon in equal measure, but there is one exception. He starts
by explaining Napoleon’s defeat in terms of the political circumstances, but
then goes on to the analysis of a fundamental error made by Napoleon.
This leads to a decisive revision of Clausewitz’s theory.

1.3.1. The Significance of the Domestic and External
Political Circumstances

According to Clausewitz’s analysis, the growing similarities between the
two sides’ ways of waging war mean that other, non-military factors are
able to exert greater influence on the conduct of war. The most impor-
tant factors contributing to Napoleon’s defeat were, he argues, France’s
domestic and external political circumstances, which decided in advance
the outcome of the campaign and of the Battle of Waterloo. In terms
of foreign policy, the French army was confronted—as in the Battle of
Leipzig—by a coalition of the leading states of Europe. In addition, because
of domestic political circumstances, Napoleon did not dispose of anything
like the resources he later claimed (in his memoirs) to have had, and could
only rely on the veterans of his earlier campaigns.70

Because his army of veterans was experienced in battle, Napoleon had
some advantages over Blücher’s army and the British forces under Welling-
ton, both of which consisted in part of inexperienced militia regiments.71

However, this advantage by no means compensated for the French army’s
significant inferiority to the allied forces, which was a consequence of
his domestic political weakness. Clausewitz even goes so far as to accept
Napoleon’s own argument to the effect that a defensive war was out of the
question for domestic political reasons, and the only course of action open
to him was an offensive outside French territory.72

The military outcome too was decided in advance by considerations
relating to foreign policy. At the time of his early victories Napoleon had
faced individual states, which he could defeat one after the other; now,
though, France was being attacked by a coalition made up of Britain,
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Prussia, Austria, and Russia. The armies of these states had not yet all
been brought together, but in military terms the Battle of Waterloo was
decided by the numerical superiority of the British and Prussian troops
fighting together against Napoleon. It was the external political conditions
that decided the balance of forces between the sides engaged on the battle-
field, and so structurally predetermined the outcome of the Battle of
Waterloo in circumstances where the two sides were waging war in similar
ways.

In his summary, Clausewitz initially stresses the consequences of the
battle. He then goes on directly to state his view of the general primacy
of policy over the waging of war, the view we then find in Book VIII and
Chapter 1 of On War. He sees the causes of Napoleon’s total defeat in 1815
in the influence of political elements which pervade all wars to a greater
or lesser extent, but which affected this particular war much more strongly
and proved to be very much to Napoleon’s disadvantage. The conclusion
Clausewitz draws is that war can never be regarded as an independent
phenomenon; it is only a modification of political intercourse, a way of
pursuing political interests, and carrying out political plans ‘by means of
fighting’.73 As far as I know, Clausewitz emphasized the primacy of politics
in such an accentuated manner for the first time in his analysis of the
campaign of 1815 and Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo.

1.3.2. Napoleon’s Mistake: His Inability to Limit Defeat

Clausewitz does not, however, argue that the only causes of Napoleon’s
total defeat were the unfavourable political circumstances and the fact
that the military capacities of the two sides had come to resemble each
other. Napoleon also made a mistake that had grave consequences. After
criticizing individual aspects of Napoleon’s plans and the measures he
adopted, but defending their essential features, Clausewitz comes to his
decisive point of criticism: after the outcome of the battle had already been
decided and all had been lost, Napoleon continued to fight.

He used up his last reserves in a hopeless attempt to reverse the tide
of the battle, and in so doing brought about the destruction of his entire
army: ‘It may be that Napoleon has never made a greater mistake.’74 After it
had become clear that there was no longer any possibility of victory, it was
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Napoleon’s duty to use part of his reserves to engage the Prussian army;
this would have made it possible for the main part of the French army to
gain ground for its retreat, which it could then have begun immediately
while covered by the rest of the reserves.

‘The battle was lost, perhaps a true defeat could no longer be avoided,
but for Bonaparte’s subsequent dealings it clearly made an enormous dif-
ference whether, defeated by a superior force, he left the battlefield at the
head of a still-undefeated remnant that fought on bravely, or came home
as a true fugitive, burdened with the reproach of having led his whole army
to destruction and then left it in the lurch.’75 Napoleon had sacrificed his
reserves in the search for a victory that was no longer possible, and so had
failed to cover his own retreat. This made it possible for the Prussians to
pursue the French army as it withdrew during the following night, and to
destroy it. Napoleon’s own principles for the successful conduct of warfare
were now applied by his opponents, and he did not have sufficient insight
to incorporate this possibility into his calculations and to prepare himself
to meet it.

Instead of just losing a battle, Napoleon lost his entire army and
returned to Paris like a beggar, without any further power resources.
Clausewitz goes on to say that a commander who reacts to the slightest
shift to his disadvantage by retreating cautiously will not win many battles,
and that many victories are only gained by endurance and summoning
up the army’s last resources of strength. But even so, he writes, criticism
has the right to demand that the commander should not seek for the
impossible ‘and sacrifice to this impossibility forces that can be better used
elsewhere’.76

Apart from the question of whether these criticisms of Napoleon are
historically justified, and that of whether alternative courses of action really
were open to him (to which only a speculative answer can be given), there
is one aspect that is of decisive importance for the political theory of war.
The crux of Clausewitz’s criticism of Napoleon is that he failed to keep
his military defeat within limits, and that by adhering to the strategy of
unleashing violence and seeking a decision at any price he destroyed his
entire army and ruined himself. In Clausewitz’s view, it was exactly the
same military strategy, exactly the same behaviour, which had hitherto
provided the basis for Napoleon’s victories and political successes that now
led to his downfall. Clausewitz assesses Napoleon’s actions at the end of
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the Battle of Waterloo as those of a ‘desperate gambler, indifferent to all
rational calculations’.77

It is pointless to speculate about whether one can criticize someone like
Napoleon, who owed all his successes to a specific strategy, for remaining
true to that strategy right up to the end of his life. However, the fundamen-
tal conclusion drawn by Clausewitz for his political theory of war was that
wars should not only be unleashed for instrumental purposes, but should
also be limited.

After Waterloo it becomes very clear that Clausewitz, who had earlier
been an advocate of the primacy of great, decisive battles, is now taking
a more qualified view. He continues to argue that the destruction of the
enemy’s forces is always the main priority and the more effective way
of waging war, which must take precedence over all other methods. The
decisive formulation here, however, is the argument that the extremely
high value placed on this destruction ‘is balanced by its cost and danger’
(97). The danger of seeking a victory in a great, decisive battle is that ‘the
more intent we are on destroying the enemy’s forces, the greater will be the
damage if we fail’ (97). If the attempt to destroy the enemy forces in one
battle fails, Clausewitz sees a danger of self-destruction.

1.4. JENA, MOSCOW, AND WATERLOO IN CLAUSEWITZ’S
POLITICAL THEORY

Jena and Auerstedt were, without doubt, the most significant events for
Clausewitz: they demonstrated the superiority of the strategies of unleash-
ing violence, the attack, and the decisive battle over the existing belief in
the equal status of manoeuvre and giving battle, and also the superiority
of military power over policy. In the wake of these changes, Clausewitz
developed an existential construction of war according to which the state,
as the actor waging war, should be replaced by the nation and the people, as
had happened in France. The fundamental change in Clausewitz’s thought
began with Moscow. The superiority of the defence over attack, the mili-
tary value of avoiding a decisive battle, and his realization of the immanent
limits to what could be achieved by military action at least suggested that
policy should be accorded primacy over the military aims. Waterloo in
turn demonstrated the primacy of policy in a situation where the two sides
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were waging war in very similar ways, and at the same time the negative
side of Napoleon’s strategy of unrestrained violence, which—as could now
be seen—had led to self-destruction.

Once Clausewitz had drawn from this battle the conclusion that
Napoleon should have tried to limit his defeat, it was not difficult to
take the next step and begin to treat strategies for limiting wars as no
less important than Napoleon’s strategy of maximum force. As we have
already seen in connection with the conclusions Clausewitz came to after
Moscow, even after Waterloo his attitude to Napoleon remained a mixture
of admiration and criticism. One can still see traces of this contradictory
assessment of Napoleon in the concept of war Clausewitz uses in Book VIII
of On War, where he speaks of the antithesis between absolute war as an
ideal and real war (579–81).

We can therefore identify four fundamental antitheses in Clausewitz’s
theory, which were based on his experience and examination of war cam-
paigns and can be found in his analyses of Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo:
the expansion or limitation of violence, the existential as opposed to the
instrumental understanding of war, the primacy of military force or policy,
and the priority of the attack as against the superiority of the defence.
We must, of course, distinguish between the chronology of Jena, Moscow,
and Waterloo as historical events and Clausewitz’s interpretation of these
events. The Battle of Jena in 1806, the turning point of the Napoleonic
Wars in Moscow in 1812, and Waterloo, Napoleon’s final battle, in 1815,
belong to a period in which Clausewitz was himself on active military
service and had hardly any time to work on his theory of war. The inter-
pretation of Jena can be pieced together from Clausewitz’s correspondence
of the time and, in its essentials, from the early parts of On War—Book III
on strategy, and Book IV on the engagement as well from his late analysis:
‘From observations on Prussia in her great catastrophe’ (1823–5).78 The
interpretation of Moscow and Waterloo, on the other hand, is to be found
in Clausewitz’s later work.

During 1823 and 1824 Clausewitz devoted himself once again to the
analysis of the disaster of Jena, as mentioned above. During 1824 and 1825
he wrote his history of the Russian campaign, and during 1827 and 1828
the history of the 1815 campaign and the decisive Battle of Waterloo. It
is highly likely that there is a direct connection between the theoretical
shift that took place in Clausewitz’s work during the 1827–30 period and
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the analysis of these three campaigns, since that analysis was carried out
in 1823–7 and so directly precedes and accompanies the theoretical shift.
Clausewitz’s intention to revise his work, which he announced in his
author’s note of July 1827, was directly related to two of the points just
mentioned—the primacy of policy over war and Clausewitz’s change of
mind about the exemplary function of Napoleon’s way of waging war, since
the treatment of the two forms of war (war to render your enemy powerless
or limited war) places them alongside one another and gives them equal
status (69–70).

Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo conditions different stages of On War.
Books III and IV, on strategy and the engagement, and especially the
chapters in Book IV on the battle, belong to the Jena stage. Book VI
is completely dominated by the idea of the superiority of the defence,
which is characteristic of Clausewitz’s reflections on Moscow. Book VIII,
on the other hand, attempts after Waterloo to present the expansion and
limitation of war as principles enjoying equal status. After he had com-
pleted the analysis of the three campaigns symbolized by Jena, Moscow,
and Waterloo, Clausewitz began to revise his entire work on the basis of
the insights he had reached. Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo symbolize the
antitheses of Clausewitz’s political theory of war, and his fundamental
reflections on these questions are to be found in Chapter 1 in which
Clausewitz developed a synthesis of his diverse experiences of war and
made the antitheses within these experiences into the constitutive basis of
his theory of war.
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Violence, Fear, and Power: The Expansion
and Limitation of War

It is his ambivalence, the way in which incompatible postulates merge
with one another within one overall body of thought that makes
Clausewitz so fascinating to us and makes his ideas so attractive. It
also gives us the certainty that he has observed very carefully, and has
not forced his observations into a pattern so that they conform to a
particular view of the world.

Wilfried von Bredow and Thomas Noetzel79

According to Clausewitz, the ‘three interactions to the extreme’ of war are
the most important factors accounting for the escalation and expansion
of war. In his exposition of one of the three interactions, he expresses
this as follows: ‘war is an act of force, and there is no logical limit to the
application of that force’ (77). What Clausewitz says about the interactions
to the extreme provides the basis for the assumption that he is the theorist
of destruction and the precursor of the idea of total war. Since the three
interactions are to be found in Chapter 1 of Book I of On War, which is
indeed the only book Clausewitz later considered finished, a problem of
interpretation arises.

In my previous chapter, I responded to Clausewitz’s critics by saying
that it was only the Clausewitz of Jena who advocated the unleashing of
escalatory war, but this seems to be contradicted by the fact that the three
interactions to the extreme appear in Chapter 1, which was written last.
However, Chapter 1 must be seen as Clausewitz’s attempt to bring together
the antitheses of Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo. It follows from this that Jena,
as the symbol of the expansion of warfare, has its place in Chapter 1, but it
is not characteristic of war as a whole.

There are some additional points that have always been overlooked
in interpretations of Clausewitz. Firstly, the interactions to the extreme
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apply only to war aims, not to war as a whole. Secondly, these escalatory
interactions are placed in opposition to the three interactions that tend to
limit war, which are hardly ever taken into consideration.80 And thirdly,
whatever first appearances may suggest, the concept of war is by no means
determined by the three interactions to the extreme alone. In the past,
attempts have been made to respond to the arguments of Clausewitz’s
critics by explaining that the tendency towards the expansion and
escalation of war ‘to the extreme’ only relates to his concept of war. But
this proposal created more problems than it solves. Additionally, one must
draw attention here to the decisive point that at the end of Chapter 1,
Clausewitz also describes the Trinity as his concept of war (89). In this
chapter, I do not treat the three interactions to the extreme primarily as
a concept of war; rather, I analyse them initially as real problems and
tendencies characterizing developments in war.

2.1. THE INTERACTIONS TO THE EXTREME AS ATTEMPTS
TO OUTDO THE ENEMY

In the first of the interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz argues that
anyone who uses force ‘undeterred by the bloodshed it involves’ will gain
the upper hand in war if the enemy does not do the same (75–6). In this
passage, Clausewitz is reflecting on the escalation of warfare by the French
Revolution and Napoleon, and also on the further attempts to outdo this
unleashing of force in partisan warfare in Spain.

In his ‘Political Declaration’, Clausewitz partly argues in favour of a
strategy of unrestrained violence as a means to the desired end in parti-
san warfare. The starting point of the argument is the question of what
happens if the side fighting with regular troops treats the rebel prisoners
with such cruelty that the population no longer has sufficient courage to
continue this kind of war. Responding to reservations about the use of
this form of warfare, he says that ‘it is obvious that we can be just as
cruel as the enemy’. The cruel nature of this kind of war works to the
disadvantage of the side which has fewer people at its disposal, that is to say
the side fighting with standing armies and so unable to deploy the entire
population. Clausewitz continues: ‘Let us take a chance and repay cruelty
with cruelty, reply to acts of violence with more acts of violence! It will be
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easy to outdo the enemy and to lead him back to the path of moderation
and humanity.’81

The concept of outdoing the enemy, which is applied here to the
concrete situation of partisan warfare, acquires central importance in
Clausewitz’s later writings. He uses the terms outdoing and interaction as
synonyms: ‘Thus interaction, the effort to outdo the enemy, the violent
and compulsive course of war, all stagnate for lack of real incentive’ (604).
What does this attempt to outdo the enemy in the use of force mean for
the strategy of escalatory warfare?

Clausewitz’s statements about outdoing the enemy are particularly
instructive as indications of the tensions and internal contradictions
within his work. To begin with, they reveal how far Clausewitz the theorist
was removed from real events, as we can see a few sections later with
particular clarity. Clausewitz argues that there has been a tendency to
believe that the use of extreme force involves much greater danger than is
in fact the case. In relation to the guerrilla war in Spain, which was one of
the models for the Prussian struggle for liberation he advocated, he claims
that even there ‘things were not as terrible as they were imagined to be’.82

In fact, Francisco Goya’s drawings Desastres de la guerra and his painting
of the execution of rebels in the 1808–14 Franco–Spanish War prove that
force was completely unrestrained in this conflict, and give the lie to the
way in which Clausewitz plays down the cruelty of this kind of war.83

However, it is also clear that Clausewitz has an instrumental under-
standing of the unleashing of force and even sees it as a way of restoring a
limited, regulated, and professionalized way of waging war. He bases this
argument about restoring a regulated form of war on the suggestion that
after the first atrocities committed by both sides, the opposing side will
be forced to treat the insurgents, the partisans in the same way as the
regular combatants. In this passage, Clausewitz seems close to being most
concerned about the recognition of the members of the Prussian militia
as equal partners in the liberation struggle. He expresses the view that the
worst excesses of unrestrained warfare, as had happened in Spain, could be
avoided if the Prussian government were to give the protection provided
by its authority to every armed man among the Prussian people. The
escalation of force could be limited, in Clausewitz’s view, if the Prussian
government were to threaten to take revenge on prisoners for every atrocity
committed against its honourable defenders.84
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Clausewitz’s views on unlimited war have three main aspects, which are
partly in tension with one another:

1. As a pure theorist, Clausewitz underestimates the ferocity of war
between regular and irregular troops. He underrates both the moral
significance of extreme violence and the effects of this kind of warfare
on politics and society.85

2. Although escalation is used as a way of waging war successfully, it
remains restricted by the emphasis upon military success. The esca-
lation of war was not an end in itself for Clausewitz, but a rational
method to be used for the purpose of successful warfare. However,
if the extreme violence of Napoleonic warfare and, in theory, of any
escalatory strategy, could in principle always be outdone and raised
to a higher level, it could no longer be useful as a way of waging
war. After Jena Clausewitz saw escalation as a way of waging war suc-
cessfully, but in Moscow and in the Spanish partisan war it became
clear that such extremism could in turn be outdone, and could not
guarantee military success. Cora Stephan makes a similar point when
she argues that whoever breaks the rules within a strictly regulated
culture of war, such as existed in the eighteenth century, always enjoys
the advantage that accrues to the aggressor. However, everyone paid
the price in the form of a never-ending spiral of violence.86 One can
make this point even more strongly, since with respect to Napoleon
the side that initiated the escalation ended up as one of the heaviest
losers, because the other side followed suit and was able to raise the
stakes higher still. The same phenomenon occurred in the First and
Second World Wars: on each occasion Germany was the first to move
up the ladder of escalation, and on each occasion it ended up losing
most.

3. Outdoing the enemy by means of partisan warfare is for Clausewitz
a ‘paradoxical’ way of returning war to the limited forms prescribed
by custom, professionalization, and mutual respect.

The conclusions Clausewitz draws from the Spanish partisan war remain
mixed. He speaks of total war, of outdoing the enemy’s use of force as a
way of combating a regular army in partisan warfare. At the same time,
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though, this is supposed to help bring about the exact opposite, returning
war to its limited and ritualized forms.

However, this idea of outdoing an earlier escalation does not just refer to
the use of force as such. The levée en masse declaration during the French
Revolution made war into ‘the business of the people’, and, as Clausewitz
puts it, the ‘resources and efforts now available for use surpassed all
conventional limits’ (592). The expansion of war via the revolutionary
mobilization of the entire nation removed the distinction between military
specialists and ordinary citizens. From 1793 onwards war was all of a sud-
den an affair of the people, of 30 million people, all of whom considered
themselves to be citizens. However, the pressing into service of the whole
nation did not yet do away with the distinction between combat troops and
the civilian population as such. But it is this very distinction that loses its
significance in partisan warfare, because everyone—man or woman, child
or old man—is a potential participant in this form of war.

Another thing that is ‘outdone’, though, is the political restraint oper-
ating on the subject who is waging war. Even though the French Revolution
removed the personal sovereign and the aristocratic factions and put the
people and the nation in their place, war was still being waged by the
state. In the Spanish partisan struggle, on the other hand, the state was
of secondary importance. In this case there is no longer any kind of uni-
fied political subject whatsoever, just decentralized resistance by peasant
partisans which derives its virulence from unorganized spontaneity and
cruelty. The struggle of the Spanish peasant partisans ‘outdoes’ war as a
struggle between formal political communities and transforms it, at least
on one side, into a struggle for the recognition of traditional cultural and
social forms of life.

If the unleashing of war and force by the French Revolution and
Napoleon could, in principle, be outdone by the spontaneous cruelty of
the Spanish partisan struggle and in the war of extermination fought by
the Russian army, the expansion of war could no longer, for the later
Clausewitz, be a means that could be employed at any time. The unre-
strained violence of the partisan struggle is not something that can be
easily instrumentalized.

In the three interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz addresses the final
consequences that follow from the attempt to outdo the enemy. If the
way in which the French revolutionaries and Napoleon, the ‘god of war’,
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waged war was characterized by extremities of violence when compared
with warfare in the earlier part of the eighteenth century, it was still not
absolutely, completely unlimited. Initially, it was outdone in the partisan
struggle and in the Russian army’s war of extermination against the French
troops. At that time, no one could yet imagine the catastrophes of the
First and Second World Wars, the Holocaust, or the overkill capacities of
the nuclear age. However, one of Clausewitz’s own decisive experiences
of war led to his realization that the expansion of warfare that had taken
place up to that point could be outdone once again. The treatment of
the interactions to the extreme is where Clausewitz addresses this very
question, the fact that escalation can always be outdone by the enemy, and
can in principle be taken as far as a notionally extreme and absolute point
(77).

Clausewitz summarizes the three interactions to the extreme in a few
pages, and provides no complete explanation of how this mutual outdoing
works. This is why commentators on Clausewitz have usually referred to
the concept/reality antithesis, which he deals with in the following section.
Clausewitz seems, therefore, to treat escalation to the extreme as some-
thing that is restricted to the conceptual sphere. But what is he really saying
here? It is clear that in this passage, the extreme is for Clausewitz a notional
extreme point. The three interactions to the extreme are a clarification of
the way in which any escalation of warfare can be surpassed once again.
This process of outdoing the enemy corresponds to the world Clausewitz
experienced and the wars of his time. But the extreme as only a logical
consequence of unrestrained warfare, on the other hand, is purely notional
and abstract. The more decisive categories are the ones Clausewitz identi-
fies as the driving forces of the process of outdoing the enemy—violence,
fear, and the striving for power.

2.2. PURPOSE, AIM, AND MEANS IN THE THREE
INTERACTIONS TO THE EXTREME

Clausewitz begins his revised version of Chapter 1, and so the whole book,
with a definition in three parts: ‘War is thus an act of force to compel the
enemy to do our will.’ Force is the means used to impose one’s will on
the enemy, and this is the (political) purpose of war; disarming the enemy
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is the actual aim of military action. Immediately after this definition of
war, Clausewitz introduces the three interactions to the extreme: firstly
‘the maximum use of force’, secondly ‘disarming’ the enemy, and thirdly
‘the maximum exertion of strength’ (75–7). Because the three interactions
to the extreme come immediately after the definition, one might conclude
that what Clausewitz is doing here is setting out the consequences of
his three-part definition as a whole. But this is not the case.

The three interactions to the extreme refer exclusively to the aim of
warfare, the disarming and overcoming (or overthrowing) of the enemy.
In the three interactions to the extreme, the (military) aim takes the place
of the (political) purpose, and one could say that it pushes the purpose
into the background as something that is not part of war itself (75). In all
three interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz treats the overcoming of the
enemy as the aim of military action. Clausewitz makes this methodological
restriction clear when he says that a subject he had left out of section 2, the
political purpose of war, is now forcing its way back into consideration
(80). If he left the political purpose out up to this point of consider-
ation, it is clear that it can play no role in the three interactions to the
extreme.

In the exposition of the second interaction, Clausewitz says: ‘So long
as I have not overthrown my opponent I am bound to fear that he may
overthrow me.’ The worst that can happen to someone waging war is that
he finds himself in a situation where he is completely unable to defend
himself. Disarming or overcoming the enemy, whatever one may choose to
call it, is always the aim of an act of war. Clausewitz also uses the argument
about overcoming the enemy in the third interaction to the extreme: ‘If
you want to overcome your enemy you must match your effort against his
power of resistance’ (77). ‘Overcoming’ the enemy is, for Clausewitz, the
aim of warfare.

In the three interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz addresses exclusively
the question of the aim of the act of war. However, this aim is differentiated
further on the basis of the original three-part definition of purpose, aim,
and means. In the first interaction, Clausewitz examines the overcoming of
the enemy in relation to the consequences that result from the use of force
as a means of warfare. In the third interaction, the strength of the enemy’s
will and his motive for fighting are placed at the centre of the discussion
about the consequences of overcoming the enemy.
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In the first and third interactions, force as the means, and imposing one’s
will on the enemy as the political purpose of war, are treated as subordinate
aspects of the overcoming and disarming of the enemy, that is to say of the
aim of the act of war. What can one say about the second interaction to the
extreme? This examines overcoming as such, in its purity and its internal
differentiations. Clausewitz begins the exposition of the second interaction
by saying that disarming the enemy is the aim of the act of war, and goes
on to say that he now wants to show that this is necessary, at least as part
of the theoretical argument (77).

In Clausewitz’s three interactions to the extreme each part of the initial
three-part definition is discussed, but in each case it is the aim of the act
of war that remains primary. In all three of the interactions, the inten-
sification to the extreme and to the absolute point of war results from the
momentum of each side’s attempts to overcome and disarm the other. This
means that the extreme point of war, to the extent that it is discussed in
the exposition of the three interactions, results not from the totality of the
initial definition but exclusively from the isolated treatment of one of its
three elements, the aim.

2.3. THE INTERACTIONS TO THE
EXTREME—VIOLENCE/FORCE, FIGHT, AND WILL87

2.3.1. The First Interaction: ‘The Maximum Use of Force’

In the first of the three interactions, Clausewitz argues that there are no
limits to the use of force, so each side ‘will force the other to follow suit’
and drive its opponent towards extremes, the unlimited use of force (76).
Mutual escalation in war between two opponents therefore leads to an
extreme point. ‘That side will force the other to follow suit; each will
drive its opponent toward extremes, and the only limiting factors are the
counterpoises inherent in war’ (76). The restraint exercised by internal
counterbalances on a tendency that strives towards infinity can already be
found in Fichte’s writings on science.88

How should we understand Clausewitz’s statement to the effect that
there are no limits to the use of force? It is certainly not meant to be
understood in the moral sense, because Clausewitz never discusses the
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moral case for or against force and war. However, he in no way justifies or
makes the case for any abstract, limitlessness of force; rather, what he does
is to examine the escalation of force in his initially isolated treatment of
victory and defeat. When one looks at this argument more closely, it is not
yet conclusive. Why should an escalation, an intensification to the extreme
by means of uninhibited force, result from the sheer desire of each of the
two opponents to defeat the other? If both sides do the same thing, this
does not necessarily mean that each of them is trying to outdo the other in
the use of force.

It is also possible to reach a quite different conclusion: one of the two
sides could abandon its aim. An interaction could be derived from this
too, but it would lead to de-escalation rather than escalation. After his
treatment of the interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz in fact examines
three aspects that inhibit this tendency to escalation and which can be
understood as ‘interactions to limited war’ (Münkler). In one of these, he
argues that any action that either side may omit because of its weakness
becomes a real, objective reason for the other to reduce its efforts, and
so the striving towards the extreme is returned via this interaction to
a certain more limited level of effort (80). This means that intensifica-
tion to the extreme cannot be derived from the process of interaction
as such.

Clausewitz’s argument to the effect that there are no limits to the use
of force could, however, be substantiated with the help of the assumption
that violence itself involves a removal of inhibition. It is true that both
in the initial three-part definition and in the famous formula (war as the
continuation of policy by other means), Clausewitz’s basic understanding
of the use of force in war is an instrumental one. In the first of the three
interactions to the extreme, however, he observes that the use of force
involves the removal of restraint in itself. The combination of the polarity
of the duel and the principle of destruction on both sides, together with
the disinhibiting effect of the use of force, leads to a real tendency in war:
the intensification towards extreme and limitlessness force.

Disinhibition through force, the transgression of personal and societal
limits by violence, has been documented in many different contexts—and
not only in recent times. Immanuel Kant captured this aspect of escalatory
warfare 200 years ago, when he wrote: ‘What is bad about war is that
it creates more evil people than it destroys.’89 One can see the negative
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consequences of extreme violence, both for individuals and for social
groups, very clearly when one looks at the fate of child soldiers in civil
wars. Wolfgang Sofsky has provided a striking account of the way in which
people are disinhibited by violence. His examples show us the violence of
the passions which drive people, the triumph of survival, the sovereignty of
transgressing one’s own limited identity, and the desire to liberate oneself:
‘Violence intensifies itself. Absolute violence requires no justification . . . .
Its only aim is its own continuation and intensification . . . . It no longer
obeys the laws of creative production, of poiesis. It is pure praxis. Violence
for the sake of violence.’90

One can trace this disinhibition through force in wars themselves, espe-
cially in the First and Second World Wars, and also in the period between
them. There is a large amount of literature from this period dealing with
war and death. It seems that there was an audience for writing dealing
with large-scale death because the survivors were unable to find peace. This
death cult was the result of ‘a feeling of being lost’, despondency, of ‘losing
oneself ’ in war, in which civilization’s defences against barbarism were torn
down and there were no longer any limits to the toleration or exercising of
force.91

2.3.2. The Second Interaction: ‘The Aim Is to Disarm the Enemy’

In the second interaction to the extreme, Clausewitz turns his attention
to the question of the polarity of the duel as a zero-sum game: if one
of the two opponents wins, the other loses. Escalation is not primarily
caused by the intention to destroy the enemy, but by the desire to avoid
being destroyed oneself. As long as neither of the two sides has been
overthrown, both must fear being overthrown, defeated, and destroyed.
From this perspective, it is only the destruction of the enemy that can
prevent one’s own destruction. In the second interaction to the extreme,
the fear of being destroyed before the enemy has been defeated leads to
an escalation without limits (77). Dread and the fear of one’s own death
can lead to a wide variety of forms of violence, all of which have the
aim of self-preservation. Usually, one can assume that dread and the fear
of one’s own death will lead to caution and to greater restraint in war.
However, in the second interaction Clausewitz describes how the desire
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for self-preservation can have precisely the opposite effect, and lead to an
intensification of war and to attempts by both sides to outdo the enemy.92

One level of the intensification of war to the extreme, for the sake of self-
preservation, is individual combat. Unlimited fear of one’s own death, the
fear of being killed by another person, can in individual combat often only
be endured if one kills that other person. This disinhibition is intensified
even further when the instinctive and culturally imposed restraints that
normally prevent us killing are rendered ineffective by fear of one’s own
death.93 In this way the adversary seems to be responsible for the painful
way in which one’s own inhibitions in relation to killing are overcome in
this process. Finally, unlimited anger directed against the immediate oppo-
nent wells up, because it is his behaviour that results in the overcoming
of one’s own inhibitions. One has the subjective impression that it is the
opponent who causes one to kill and so is the source of one’s own guilt. In
the immediate life-and-death struggle, with its blind killing as the result of
fear of one’s own death, the fury and frenzy of violence exceeds all bounds.
On the individual level of the duel, there is a direct antithesis between the
first and second interactions to the extreme. In the first interaction it is the
individual’s disinhibition through force that leads to escalation, whereas in
the second it is fear of one’s own death that sets in motion the mechanism
of outdoing the enemy.

A second level is characterized by fear of the death of one’s own com-
munity. This community seems to be a comprehensive symbolic Self, a
symbolic ego, which has formed itself as a community for the purpose of
self-preservation. In order to preserve this community, it can be necessary
for individuals to risk their lives. In addition, the opponent is seen as a
threat to one’s own (collective) identity. Fear that the symbolic community
will ‘die’ can lead in this case too to the perception that one’s own commu-
nity can only be kept alive if the enemy community dies. A central factor
here is that one’s own community is already conceived as something that
exists for purposes of self-preservation—as a nation, state, etc. One’s own
aggression and force can therefore be justified by a threat to the community
or the possibility that it might fall apart, because it is the community that is
supposed to guarantee the self-preservation of the individuals who belong
to it.

If the identity that goes beyond the individual is additionally understood
as a religious community, something which has significance beyond the
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individual’s death, a further expansion of force follows from fear of death.
In this case, the collective consciousness is supposed to make possible
survival in a way that provides meaning, and transcends the individual in
a collective conceived in political-religious terms. On this level too, force
becomes a raging frenzy, and any kind of cruelty seems to be justified by
the ‘sacred cause’. This is more than just a life-and-death struggle; it is a
struggle over the significance of life and death.94

In all three cases, fear of death as an individual or as a political-
religious collective leads to a greater willingness to kill. Fear of individual
destruction, or of destruction that goes beyond the individual, leads to an
automatic escalation of violence, which Clausewitz expresses vividly in the
following sentence: ‘Thus I am not in control: he [the opponent] dictates
to me as much as I dictate to him’ (77).

2.3.3. The Third Interaction: ‘The Maximum Exertion of Strength’

In the first two interactions there are two identifiable factors which give rise
to the tendency towards extreme violence in war: the psychology of force
in itself, and fear of defeat, destruction, and death. In the third interaction
there is, at first glance, no such unambiguous factor that could explain
the intensification to the extreme.95 Here, Clausewitz examines the con-
sequences that are bound to follow from the principle of destruction and
outdoing the enemy by military means in circumstances where both sides
want ‘the same’. He argues that if we assume a certain level of resistance on
the part of our opponent, we must either make our own efforts so great
that they will exceed those of the enemy or at least ensure that they are
equally great. ‘But the enemy will do the same; competition will again
result’ (77). Even though the analysis here is a brief one, there can be
no doubt that this interaction too depicts a real tendency in any violent
conflict.

In the third interaction, escalation comes about because each side
attempts to impose its will on the other. Clausewitz refers to the power
of the opponent’s resistance, but this covers both the means at his disposal
and the strength of his will (79). Max Weber defined power as ‘the pos-
sibility of imposing one’s own will upon the behaviour of other’. In the
definition he provides at the outset, Clausewitz defines war as an act of
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force committed in order to compel our enemy to do our will. The third
interaction to the extreme thus addresses the tendency for war to escalate
as a result of two opponents’ striving for power.96

2.3.4. Fear of Loss of Power in the Second Interaction, as Against
the Striving for Power in the Third

Clausewitz’s account of the third interaction can be illustrated with the
help of Plato’s analysis of the causes of the Peloponnesian War. Plato argues
that any policy designed as a show of force will, for structural reasons,
lead to war. The Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta was,
according to this analysis, the inevitable result of a dynamic set in motion
in Athens by maritime trade. This meant the end of the old customs and
the modest principles that had been in operation up until that time, and
set in motion a dynamic process of material covetousness that would, in
theory, be endless. From this moment on, there was bound to be a struggle
between Athens and Sparta for supremacy in Greece. Plato says that the
decisive factor, in addition to greed and avarice, was the power struggle
between two opponents. This led to a situation in which, when war broke
out, neither of the two sides had any freedom to decide or freedom of
manoeuvre. As I have shown, Clausewitz expresses this point in the second
interaction when he says that neither side is any longer master of its own
actions; in other words, they are no longer free in the decisions they
take.97

There is another comment that can be made in relation to Clausewitz’s
argument, in the second interaction to the extreme, about the escalation of
war and force as a result of fear of destruction. Thucydides, the chronicler
of the Peloponnesian War and one of the Ancient world’s most important
historians, also sees the initial cause of the war in the growth of Athenian
power: ‘What made war inevitable was the growth of Athenian power and
the fear which this caused in Sparta.’ Unlike Plato, though, Thucydides
argues that it was not the striving for power in itself, but rather fear of loss
of power and, in the long term, fear of being oppressed, robbed of one’s
freedom, and enslaved that caused the competitive interaction leading to
war. In Thucydides’s account, fear was the cause of war on both sides:
Sparta was afraid of the growth of Athenian power, and Athens was afraid
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of what might happen if it gave in to an escalating series of demands
and threats, the end result of which could not be foreseen. Thucydides
thought the war was inevitable, not because both sides were pursuing
aggressive, expansionist, or imperialist aims but because both governments
were afraid of losing power.

According to Clausewitz it is the fear of defeat that sets political-military
escalation in motion, while for Thucydides fear of losing power has the
same effect. However, Thucydides does not treat the loss of power in an
abstract way. In the long term, losing power would mean that Sparta
would take away Athens’s power and rob the Athenians of their freedom,
as long as the Spartans themselves are striving for power.98 In this respect,
Thucydides’s analysis operates on two levels. As in Clausewitz’s second
interaction, it is primarily fear of the destruction of one’s own political
community as the result of a loss of power that sets off the escalation.
At the same time, though, Thucydides’s analysis—just like Plato’s analysis
of the causes of war and Clausewitz’s third interaction—sees the dynamics
of the striving for power as responsible for the outbreak of war.

2.4. THREE INTERACTIONS LEADING TO THE
LIMITATION OF WAR

In the three interactions to the extreme, Clausewitz describes real tenden-
cies in real wars. In the second and third interactions he even goes further
and mentions two fundamental causes of war. Clausewitz however, argues
that the three interactions only lead to an extreme ‘in the field of abstract
thought’. One could conclude from this that Clausewitz’s concept of war
is determined by the three interactions to the extreme, which, however,
he says ‘would be an abstraction and would leave the real world quite
unaffected’ (78). The part of the argument that is much more convin-
cing than the straightforward comparison between concept and reality99 is
Clausewitz’s treatment of the three antitheses, which he contrasts with the
three tendencies to the extreme. These are three restraining, ‘moderating
interactions’ (Muenkler) leading to limited war.

Clausewitz sets out these antitheses to the escalating interactions as
follows. Real war, he says, would only correspond perfectly to the three
interactions to the extreme:
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‘(a) if war were a wholly isolated act, occurring suddenly and not pro-
duced by previous events in the political world;

(b) if it consisted of a single decisive act or a set of simultaneous ones;

(c) if the decision achieved was complete and perfect in itself, uninflu-
enced by any previous estimate of the political situation it would
bring about’ (77).

Clausewitz initially accounts for the tendency to limited war in purely
negative terms. There are three things which ensure that the extreme point
of escalation will not actually be reached. Firstly, ‘Man and his affairs,
however, are always something short of perfect and will never quite achieve
the absolute best.’ These shortcomings are to be found on both sides, and
therefore constitute a moderating force (78). Secondly, Clausewitz empha-
sizes that because it is contrary to human nature to make an extreme effort,
‘the tendency therefore is always to plead that a decision may be possible
later on’ (80). Whatever one side omits to do because of its weakness will
be an objective reason for the other to reduce its efforts. Thirdly, a decision
in a battle is also seen as a transitory evil (80). The shortcomings and
weaknesses of human beings are thus ‘negative’ reasons for the tendency
towards moderation.

2.4.1. Limitation of War by its Duration

What further conditions for the limitation of war does Clausewitz identify
in the three ‘moderating interactions’? He says that the two opponents
are not unknown to one another. War does not break out wholly unex-
pectedly, and it cannot ‘spread instantaneously’ (78). Both sides are able
to assess the other by considering the way in which it has acted in the
past, not on the basis of the actions that would be dictated by theory.
Furthermore, the decision in war does not consist of one single action or
several actions occurring simultaneously, but of a set of ‘successive acts’.
An action that has just been performed is the measure of one’s own action,
and in this way the striving towards the extreme is moderated. Finally,
Clausewitz speaks of the possibility of a later ‘remedy’, which can moderate
the violence of the tension and the intensity of the effort that needs to be
made (79–80).
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All three criteria relate to the way in which war is embedded in history.
Clausewitz’s initial explanation of the non-identity of the concept of war
and real war distinguishes between concepts and historical development.
This connection becomes clear when the three criteria are seen in their
relation to the three modes of history—past, present, and future. Clause-
witz begins by emphasizing the historical advancement of war, its connec-
tion with earlier developments. He then goes on to explain in detail the
significance of the duration of the act of warfare (in war, the present is not
determined in the Aristotelian way as a brief moment in time that cannot
be broken down further, but as something continuous), and finally deals
with the repercussions of the (possible or desired) future for the present.

This final train of thought may not seem directly illuminating at first
glance, but Clausewitz illustrates it in a very vivid way: the political situ-
ation that will ensue after the war affects the way the war is waged because
it is part of the warring parties’ calculations. As past, present, and future,
the duration of the war, and future developments are integrated, certain
factors that are not directly part of the concrete war in question become
decisive.

Clausewitz argues that wars between ‘civilized nations’ are much less
cruel than those between ‘savages’. He bases this judgement on the dif-
ferences between the respective social conditions within states and in the
relations between them. However, these societal determinants are not part
of the war itself. The principle of moderation could never be introduced
into the theory of war itself without absurdity, says Clausewitz (76). This
position means that war would lead to an extreme point if it depended on
nothing but its own immanent laws.

The temporal dimension is the connecting link between internal
laws and external conditions. By introducing the temporal dimension,
Clausewitz departs from a purely internal treatment of war and places
it in the context of external determinants. The most important of these
are the earlier history of the state and its future political condition. In
the extensive treatment of the second moderating interaction, a number
of other determinants are noted. Here, Clausewitz refers to the imperfect
organization of humanity and the impossibility of summoning up and
exerting all one’s strength at the same time. He says that it is in the very
nature of these forces, and the way they are used, that they cannot all come
into operation at the same time.
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These forces are: the fighting forces proper, the country with its physical
features and population, and the state’s allies. These factors also explain
the temporal dimension of war. In this context, Clausewitz also mentions
space, ‘the country, with its physical features’ (79) as a reason why mod-
eration is possible. Strictly speaking, though, the effects of space are only
indirect, in the sense that the opposing forces cannot all go into action
simultaneously, so time remains the immediate reason for moderation.100

The very early Clausewitz nevertheless makes the point that he thinks
time is of very little significance for warfare. In his later writings, the
duration of military action and time become the decisive elements in the
limitation of the three interactions to the extreme of force. In an early
draft of On War, he argues that it is self-evident that time is irrelevant
to the act of warfare.101 This point, the question of what time has to
do with the way in which war is waged, is the very issue Clausewitz
addresses in his treatment of the three moderating interactions. In Chapter
1, Clausewitz also explains how an interruption of military activity can
come about during a war. He argues that the possibility of inaction intro-
duces a new moderation into the act of warfare. As Clausewitz puts it in his
crucial formulation, ‘the possibility of inaction has a further moderating
effect on the progress of the war by diluting it, so to speak, in time’
(85).

2.4.2. The Individual Duel and the Duel on a Larger Scale

As the temporal dimension is introduced, the external conditions of war
come to the fore. War is a ‘duel on a larger scale’, rather than an individual
duel. Even before he provides his actual definition of war, Clausewitz says:
‘War is nothing but a duel on a larger scale’ (75). What are the differences
between an individual duel and a duel on a larger scale?

The development of Clausewitz’s argument in Chapter 1 of On War can
be seen as a progressive differentiation between the duel in the strict sense
and war as a duel on a larger scale. This extension of the duel has two
aspects. The first of these is the category of time, but there is a second
aspect which can in turn be divided into three parts: the material means
of waging war; the fact that this duel takes place between states rather than
individuals; and the fact that the war occurs in certain political conditions.
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Let us examine first of all the differences between war as a duel on a
larger scale and the individual duel. These are described as follows:102

� War expresses hostile intentions, whereas the duel expresses hostile
feelings.

� Up until now there has hardly been a case in which a war has consisted
of a sole armed clash, while the duel is a single encounter in which
everything depends on only one moment.

� In war the overall result is what matters, not the fate of any individual,
whereas in the duel the individual’s fate is the decisive factor.

� Because of its geographical extension and the large numbers of people
and masses of material involved, war cannot spread instantly, so that
it is not possible for there to be fighting everywhere at the same time;
the duel, on the other hand, is fought at a moment’s notice, with all
available weapons and against all the vulnerable parts of the body—a
single blow can mean victory or defeat and can even cause death.

� War never occurs all of a sudden, because the enemy is known as a
neighbour or as someone from the past, whose behaviour is reason-
ably predictable; a duel, however, often happens out of the blue, and
the opponent is just as frequently unknown, so that in these cases
neither his strength nor his willingness to fight can be assessed in
advance.

� The outcome of a war is never absolute—as a continuation of policy
by other means, its results are modified by the policy that follows; the
result of an (individual) duel, on the other hand, can be final for the
party that is under attack and can end in death.

In the secondary literature on Clausewitz, insufficient attention has been
paid so far to the question of what changes as a result of the extension of the
duel and of the distinction between the individual and the communal duel.
Clausewitz argues that the main factor which accounts for the transition
from the interactions to the extreme to the interactions to limited war
is the duration of the war. The temporal aspect of war is also decisive
for the distinction between the individual and the extended duel. If we
follow Clausewitz in understanding war as an extended duel, this concept
of extension certainly means something more than just the adding together
of individual duels.
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In war, there are duels at different levels. These may be individual, but
they can also take place at the level of the engagement, tactics, or strategy.
Even so, all these duels do not add up to the whole war. The extension of
the duel brings with it temporal duration in the present and integration
into the past and future, so that differences in terms of content can be
derived from this, but the immediate, individual duel, which is a matter
of life and death, is almost timeless.103 The most important distinctions
between the individual and the extended duel are determined by the cat-
egory of time.

2.4.3. Differences in the Category of Time

Up until now I have accounted for the most important aspects of the
differences between the individual and the extended duel, and between
the internal and external determinants of war, in terms of the significance
of time for Clausewitz. The three interactions to limited war are also, in
decisive respects, based on the temporal dimension. One could conclude
from this that the three interactions to the extreme are characterized by
‘timelessness’. However, because there can be no timelessness in real war,
this would make the three interactions to the extreme nothing more than
an abstraction—something abstracted from time, space, and the material
means needed to wage war.104 I have tried to demonstrate that this conclu-
sion would be a mistake, because the three interactions to the extreme are
real tendencies in real wars, even though they do not determine war as a
whole.

The antithesis between timelessness and the temporal duration of war
can be compared with the antithesis between a point and a line. What
defines a point is that it is not extended. In reality, though, there are no
unextended points; every point can be treated as a line, even if it is a very
short one. The individual duel and the three interactions to the extreme
only seem to be timeless in an analogous way, but this is not the case
in reality. Every action, however brief it may be, has duration, and an
interaction in particular cannot be thought of without duration.

As Clausewitz stresses: ‘Like everything else in life, a military oper-
ation takes time’ (597). How, though, should we understand the difference
between apparent timelessness and temporal duration? The decisive point
is that temporal duration rests on a succession of distinct actions, while
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apparent timelessness marks continuous, complete acts. This means that
the three interactions towards moderation which Clausewitz introduces
are determined by the temporal dimension, because the original unity
of the action is broken down into temporally distinct acts. Clausewitz
states explicitly that a ‘decision in war consists of several successive
acts’ (79).

The fury of the fight and the immediate violence of the duel are under-
stood by Clausewitz as standing outside time. The blind killing and strug-
gle to preserve one’s own life seem to be timeless because they are unified
actions. In this case, the time horizon disappears from the consciousness of
those involved because their actions consist of nothing but violence. The
immediacy of the life-and-death struggle thus transcends the conscious-
ness of time, and moments seem to last an eternity. For this reason the
immediacy of war captured in the three interactions to the extreme seems
to be timeless.

The antithesis between the three interactions to the extreme and the
three interactions to moderation mentioned by Clausewitz is, contrary to
initial appearances, not determined by timelessness as against temporal
duration. Rather, what is involved is the antithesis between a unified action
within a period of time and time with a distinct dimension, and this makes
it possible to distinguish between different kinds of action. The possibility
of using the category of time to introduce differentiations between ‘uni-
fied’ and successive actions is what motivates Clausewitz to attach such
great significance within Chapter 1 to the possibility of ‘an interruption
of military activity’ (81–3). The temporal dimension of war and its inte-
gration into past, present, and future, features which are emphasized by
Clausewitz, rest on this distinction. However, this does not mean that the
individual duel and the interactions to the extreme are absolutely timeless
and therefore abstract.

2.5. THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE INTERACTIONS TO
THE EXTREME AND TO LIMITED WAR

What is the relationship between the interactions to the extreme and those
tending towards limited war? Is the category of time the sole explanation
of the difference between them, or are there further differences? There is
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a tension between them, even if it is not an immediate tension, and they
conflict with one another to some extent. The mechanics of escalation are
explained in the three interactions to the extreme with the help of the
categories of force, fear, and power. Even if these three categories are not
taken up directly in the interactions to moderation, the overall context
suggests quite strongly that they are the most important factors here as
well.

2.5.1. Fear: Escalation and Limitation

The contrast between moderating and escalatory tendencies is brought out
most vividly in the second interaction. This is where Clausewitz identifies
fear of one’s own destruction as the most important motive leading to
escalation. If the destruction of the enemy is the only guarantee that one
will not be destroyed oneself, the logic of the situation means that an
unlimited spiral of violence cannot be avoided. In the second moderat-
ing interaction, however, Clausewitz qualifies his position on the logic of
escalation and argues that this would only apply in cases where the war
consisted of a single decisive moment or a number of such moments occur-
ring simultaneously. However, an absolute bringing together of forces
‘in time’ (by which Clausewitz means at the same time) is contrary to
the nature of war. The possibility of a later decisive moment means that
human nature, in its weakness, would not just pursue a single outcome
(79–80).

Clausewitz sets out this antithesis to escalation out of fear, which is
conditioned by the weakness of human nature, in the section on the use
of the battle:105 ‘But the human spirit recoils even more from the idea
of a decision brought about by a single blow.’ Throughout history, gov-
ernments and commanders have sought to avoid the decisive battle. An
‘economization’ of war results from the temporal duration of the war and
from the risk that defeat in a single battle may mean losing the whole
war (259–60). It is ‘fear in the midst of fearlessness’, the survival instinct,
that accounts for all the vacillation, hesitation, and calculated weighing up
of options in war, and which explains the tendency to limited war as it is
described in the second moderating interaction.106 In Clausewitz’s view,
this fear of one’s own destruction has quite contradictory consequences.
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2.5.2. The Shortening Versus the Extension of the Time Horizon

In the interactions to moderation, the category of time limits escalation.
In the interactions to the extreme, on the other hand, the shortening
of the time horizon tends to be escalatory—both in Clausewitz’s sys-
tem of thought and in historical terms. Ever since the time of Helmuth
von Moltke, the German Chief of General Staff during the three wars of
German unification between 1864 and 1871, it has been a central con-
cern of military strategy in industrialized states to fight shorter and more
limited wars. There were repeated debates about the argument that the
waging of war and the stage of industrialization that had been reached
were mutually exclusive. However, the answer given was an attempt to find
a third alternative. Both the fear of a two-front war and, in particular, the
problem of the likely destruction of industrial capacity led, via the later
Chief of General Staff in Wilhelmine Germany, Count Schlieffen, to the
blitzkrieg strategy developed by Hitler and the German General Staff in
the Second World War.107

In all its variants, the blitzkrieg sought to use mobility and increased
destructive capacity to overwhelm the enemy with the first wave of attack,
in order to avoid prolonged positional warfare as in the First World War.
However, these conceptions had the opposite of the intended effect and
contributed to the totalization of war, since, as Clausewitz puts it, ‘the
enemy will do the same’ (77). If one side attempts to defeat its enemy at
the outset by developing new weapons technologies and military strategies,
it is only a matter of time before the other side does the same. Hitler’s
blitzkrieg was therefore successful to begin with because the other side was
unprepared for the new way of waging war. As in the case of Napoleon’s
victories, the main reason for the success of this strategy was the disin-
tegration of the morale of an opponent who was unable to react quickly
enough to ‘tactics based so overwhelmingly on speed, concentration, and
surprise’.108

After the Second World War, however, this form of warfare became gen-
erally accepted. The shortening of the time horizon reached its peak during
the nuclear age. In order to prevent incalculable damage to one’s own side,
it was necessary to try to anticipate the enemy’s actions and to destroy
his nuclear missiles before they could be launched. Both sides’ attempts to
destroy as much as possible of the enemy’s destructive potential before it
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could be used led both to warning times and conceivable exchanges lasting
only a few minutes and to a high level of overkill.

Paradoxically, both wars with knives and machetes (Herberg-Rothe) and
high-tech wars are characterized by a loss of temporality. Although the
shortening of the time horizon in modern wars is an integral compo-
nent of military success (time is not only money here, but also power),
a quite different phenomenon can be observed in the case of civil wars. In
civil wars, the significance of time is diminished: all expectations directed
towards the future are put to one side and attention is focused on imme-
diate survival. The continuation of the ‘economy’ of civil wars comes to
depend on the radical exploitation of presently available resources and
the abandonment of investment in future development. The prospect of
future peace gradually disappears as the spirals of violence and survival
escalate.109 The difference between the two forms of war is that in high-
tech wars military actions become shorter and shorter, while in civil wars
the present is extended and the future ceases to exist. Fear eats the soul and
the future.

The comparison between the interactions leading to escalation and
to limited war might suggest that a shortening of the time horizon in
warfare contributes to escalation and the extension of that time horizon
contributes to limitation. However, this fails to take into consideration the
first interaction to the extreme. I have argued that violence itself has disin-
hibiting effects. Indeed, we can use Clausewitz to speak of a postponement
of the use of military force into the future, which has limiting effects. At
the same time, though, this also extends the use of force and eliminates
restraints on the actions of both sides. One can find examples of this in
almost all the civil wars currently in progress. The limiting effect of an
extension of the time horizon is diametrically opposed to the escalatory
effect of a more prolonged use of force.

2.5.3. The Contrasting Tendencies of Power

Clausewitz’s third interaction to the extreme, the striving for power, leads
to unlimited escalation, to an automatism in which neither of the two sides
is master of itself. In the three moderating interactions, Clausewitz quali-
fies this analysis by introducing the category of time. The next question
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is: does the category of power itself have an exclusively escalatory character
in Clausewitz’s conception?

The ‘antitheses’ on escalation as a result of the striving for power on
both sides are to be found in Book VI of On War, which deals with
defence. Here, Clausewitz examines the scale of the resources available to a
defender, and in this framework treats the defender’s allies as his ‘ultimate
source of support’. The European balance of power system is, he says, not
systematically regulated. Even so, he goes on, there can be no question that
‘major and minor interests of states and peoples [are] interwoven in the
most varied and changeable manner’. Each of these points of intersection
forms a fixed point which serves to hinder the initial striving for power.
The sum of these points constitutes a more or less large totality which must
be overcome whenever anyone seeks to bring about change. In this way, the
overall network of relations between all states tends to maintain the totality
in its present form rather than to produce changes (373).

Setting aside the problematic question of whether an international bal-
ance of power system always contributes to the maintenance of peace,110 it
should be emphasized that Clausewitz understands the category of power
here as a means of ‘maintenance of the status quo’. Without this ‘com-
mon effort toward maintenance of the status quo, it would never have
been possible for a number of civilized states to coexist peacefully over
a period of time’. If Europe has been in existence for a thousand years,
this is due to the dominance of the system as a whole. It is true that the
primacy of ‘collective security’ has not always been sufficient to ensure
the preservation of each individual state, but—argues Clausewitz—these
incidents are irregularities which were not able to destroy the European
states system as a whole. The ‘maintenance of the status quo’, as a historical
tendency, is a ‘philosophic truth’ which does not, however, regulate each
individual case (374). In this context, Clausewitz’s concept of power should
be understood as self-preservation in situations of competition.

If the striving for power leads to escalation in the third interaction to
the extreme, Clausewitz’s category of power is characterized in exactly the
same way as a means to be used in striving for the ‘maintenance of the
status quo’. A balance of power understood in this sense must assume that
exercising power is the best way to acquire further power and to preserve
oneself. In this respect Clausewitz belongs to the tradition of Machiavelli
and Hobbes, both of whom understood the monopoly of force within the
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state and the external balance of power as the precondition of avoidance
of a ‘war of all against all’, and so as the guarantee of internal and external
peace. It therefore emerges that just as fear can, in Clausewitz’s analysis,
have both disinhibiting and limiting effects, so too are contradictions to be
found in the category of power. On the one hand, the striving for power
and fear of the loss of power lead, in the second and third interactions to
the extreme, to escalation without limits. On the other hand, Clausewitz’s
conceptualization of power is simultaneously characterized by the striving
to preserve what exists and the goal of self-preservation. Clausewitz thus
conceives of power as caught between competing impulses towards expan-
sion and self-preservation.111

2.5.4. Certainty Versus Uncertainty

In addition to the concept of interaction, the three interactions to the
extreme rest principally on elements that could be paraphrased in terms of
the unrestrained use of force, combined with fear of and ignorance about
the enemy’s intentions. They are therefore characterized by an absence of
communication, uncertainty, and ignorance about the enemy. The inter-
actions to limited war are a different matter. Clausewitz accounts for the
limiting interactions by saying that neither of the two sides is an abstract
person in the eyes of the other, and the other side’s will is not entirely
unknown either. As war does not happen all of a sudden, each of the two
sides can to a considerable extent already judge the other on the basis ‘by
what he is and does, instead of judging him by what he, strictly speaking,
ought to be or do’ (78).

Clausewitz continues: ‘Such shortcomings affect both sides alike and
therefore constitute a moderating force’ (78). When, in the second inter-
action to limited war, Clausewitz concludes that whatever one side omits
to do because of its weakness becomes an objective reason for moderation
on the part of the other, this presupposes that each side knows about the
other’s weakness. Without this knowledge on both sides, each would—
in accordance with the third interaction to the extreme—have to increase
its own efforts to the maximum possible in order to overcome its own
weakness.
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It was possible to observe these effects of certainty and uncertainty
about the intentions of the other side with particular clarity during the
era of the bipolar nuclear arms race. The only thing that was certain
was uncertainty about the scale of the mutual destruction and about
the enemy’s actions. The avoidance of war with nuclear weapons of
mass destruction was essentially based on a combination of certainty
and uncertainty in relation to the waging of war. In 1991, in spite of all
the rhetoric and the launching of medium-range missiles against Israel,
Iraq was put in a position where it could not attack Israel with weapons
of mass destruction. This too is likely to have been based on a com-
bination of certainty and uncertainty about Israel’s likely response. It
was claimed that Israeli planes armed with nuclear bombs had been on
the way to Baghdad, but were ordered back just before they reached
their target. Regardless of whether this report was accurate, it is pre-
cisely this combination of assumed certainty and uncertainty about how
one’s opponent will react that can have a self-deterring effect and prevent
escalation.

However, Clausewitz qualifies the equation which states that uncertainty
about the strength and will of the opponent leads to the expansion of
war while certainty leads to its limitation. The commander’s ‘imperfect
knowledge’ of the strength of the enemy’s forces and will is, in the section
on periods of inaction in war, a decisive reason for the moderation of war.
It is only in relation to his own situation that each commander is fully
informed, and his knowledge about the enemy is based on incomplete
information. This imperfect knowledge is, says Clausewitz, one of the
‘natural causes which, without entailing inconsistency, can bring military
activity to a halt’ (85, emphasis in original).

A tendency to overestimate rather than underestimate the strength of
the enemy is also part of human nature. It must therefore be admitted
that ‘partial ignorance of the situation is, generally speaking, a major
factor in delaying the progress of military action and in moderating the
principle that underlines it’ (85). This means that the categories of cer-
tainty and uncertainty do not provide us with a generally reliable way
of getting to grips with the question of escalation or limitation of war-
fare. These categories may have had escalatory or limiting functions in
individual cases, but this does not allow us to draw any generally valid
conclusions.
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2.5.5. Violence/Force as a Means

According to the interpretation of the first interaction to the extreme I have
put forward, escalation in war is explained by the fact that the use of force
itself is by nature disinhibiting. However, the issue Clausewitz addresses
is not the use of force as such, but force as a means to be employed in
waging war successfully. The disinhibition of force reaches its limit in war
at the point where it becomes dysfunctional. Thus hand-to-hand combat
produces rage and aggression as a result of the direct experience of vio-
lence. Perhaps these emotions even have a biological function, as a way of
stimulating the body so that the muscles are exerted to the maximum. But
rage and aggression are no longer useful when complex weapons systems
have to be operated. Even in the case of simple long-range weapons such
as the bow and arrow, any emotional excitement can be a disadvantage;
the important thing is to remain calm and relaxed in order to be able
to aim and hit the target. The development of firearms in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries even led to a change in the personality of the
‘ideal warrior’. If ‘wild aggression’ had been needed before, what was now
required was a passive, cautious contempt for the enemy so that the new
weapons systems could be operated effectively.112

The production and supply of weapons and uniforms, the setting up
of ammunition stores, the upkeep of the army, the establishing of sup-
ply lines, training, the construction of fortifications, and numerous other
activities needed to supply the material requirements of warfare: these
aspects too make evident the differences between modern war and war
in its narrower sense as an individual duel and trial of strength. This
problem became especially clear in the eighteenth century, when the Euro-
pean states were investing such a large proportion of their budgets in the
army that it no longer made any sense to use the army in war for fear of
bankrupting the state.

In the modern period, however, the limitation of warfare through the
fact that only limited material means were available was transformed into
its opposite, as the material possibilities grew more and more immense
(by comparison with earlier conditions) with the development of the
economy, industry, and technology. Even so, here too a tension remains
between the expansion and the limitation of war as a result of the material
capacities available. The use of force in war is and remains a disinhibiting
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factor. On the other hand, the subordination of its use to criteria of
effectiveness leads to limitation, because completely unrestrained force in
warfare would be dysfunctional.

2.6. THE CONTRASTING TENDENCIES IN THE
NATURE OF WAR

Clausewitz articulated the contrasts between unlimited and limited war,
but he did not just do this in the different stages of development of
his thought. The expansion/limitation antithesis is a constitutive part of
his definition of war in Chapter 1 of On War, the last work he com-
pleted. The ‘escalation and moderation of force’ (Muenkler) can be seen in
Clausewitz’s theory as opposing principles of war which conflict with one
another. Clausewitz did not insist exclusively, in any doctrinaire fashion,
on either escalation or moderation; he thought of these two principles as
contrasting forces, both of which affect war to the same degree.113

If we follow this train of thought further, we can see that the antitheses
of Clausewitz’s theory can be explained with reference to the object of that
theory, war itself. For Clausewitz, the fear of being destroyed in a single
encounter has an ‘economizing’ function, but it also leads to increasing
violence. Force is conceived of as disinhibiting, but it is also defined as
instrumental, and its instrumental role tends to limit its scope. The cat-
egory of power also remains tied to the antitheses of disinhibition and
self-preservation. These antitheses are not just aspects that are assigned to
different types of war; they are not simply expressions of war’s ‘dual nature’
(‘War can be of two kinds’; On War, p. 69), but are conflicting antitheses
that exist within every war.

Violence, fear, and power are the central categories in the three inter-
actions to the extreme, but they simultaneously have limiting effects in
warfare. Clausewitz also sees the temporal dimension of war in terms
of contradictory factors. What these categories share is the fact that one
cannot unambiguously associate escalatory or limiting effects with any one
of them. This even applies to the category of force itself. There may be cases
in which force must be used rationally, in order to ensure that force cannot
escalate beyond certain limits. At the same time, every act of violence runs
the risk of setting in motion a spiral that cannot be controlled, because
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the use of force as such has disinhibiting effects. The conclusion to be
drawn from this discussion of the three interactions is a sobering one.
In Clausewitz’s thought, violence/force, fear, and power can have both
escalatory and limiting effects.

What follows from this? One possibility would be to investigate the
categories identified in order to see when, and under what conditions,
which causes have led to either the expansion or the limitation of wars. One
could then try to develop a typology of escalation and limitation of war-
fare. However, it could be that while this kind of investigation would find
numerous examples to support one interpretation or the other, it would
do nothing to resolve the question of the contradictory consequences of
these categories for warfare in general. Although of course this kind of
investigation might succeed in outlining some significant probability, the
same categories can have quite different effects in real wars. The tendency
towards escalation in Clausewitz’s conception brings the opposing force of
moderation into play immediately. In a case of mutual outdoing leading
to extreme force, however, ‘consideration for the scale of the political
demands would be lost’, the means employed would lose all proportion in
relation to the aim, and in most cases this intention to ‘make an extreme
effort would fail as a result of the counterweight represented by one’s own
inner condition’.114 In this way, emphasizes Clausewitz, the ‘belligerent’ is
driven to adopt a middle course between escalation and moderation (585).

Because of the tension between escalation and moderation, theory
must—in Clausewitz’s understanding of the term—leave the area of strict
science as represented by logic and mathematics. Theory becomes an art,
the skill required to identify the most important and decisive objects
and relationships within a vast number of these, by using the ‘power of
judgement’. ‘Responsibility and danger do not tend to free or stimulate the
average person’s mind—rather the contrary; but wherever they do liberate
an individual’s judgement and confidence we can be sure that we are in
the presence of exceptional ability’ (585–6). Clausewitz takes the view that
human beings are internally torn, and that this inner conflict emerges most
noticeably in war. This, however, is also for Clausewitz the condition which
makes it possible for human beings to take their own decisions, and so
renders them free and responsible.
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Concepts of Absolute and Real War

Clausewitz begins On War with an instrumental definition: ‘War is thus
an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will’ (75). He then derives
a concept115 of war based on its escalatory interaction (75–7). Finally, in
his ‘consequences for theory’, he arrives at the ‘wondrous Trinity’ (89). A
problem arises here: these three conceptualizations are incompatible with
one another. Indeed, Clausewitz’s definition, his initial concept of war, and
his ‘consequences for theory’ are to some degree at odds with each other—
and this in the only one of all the chapters he considered finished. Was
Clausewitz no longer able to capture the complexity of his experience of
war, or does his exposition have a structure that is not immediately visible?
Is there a puzzle here that needs to be solved?

It is often the case that complex concepts are perplexing and cannot be
defined unambiguously. We know what is meant, but are unable to express
it directly. What, for example, is freedom, or infinity? Such concepts lack
a precise definition, though this does not mean that we could manage
without them. This absence of clarity is a problem, but it is also one of the
strengths of these concepts, because it means numerous differentiations,
nuances, and further developments are possible. Clausewitz’s theory of
war is one such concept: its many-sidedness makes it more of a puzzle
than an exact conceptualization. Despite the uncertainty of his theory of
war, Clausewitz’s aim is to develop ‘clear ideas’. The human mind, he says,
has ‘a universal thirst for clarity, and longs to feel itself part of an orderly
scheme of things’ (71).

Concepts are not just words, mere descriptions of objects. They are
attempts to express something, the essence or function of an object. But
what is essential in the case of a complex matter such as war, the subject of
Clausewitz’s work? And when we speak of his theory of war, do we mean
the sum of all possible meanings he attached to the word, which may them-
selves have changed over time, or do we mean the unchanging qualities
identified through abstraction? Another factor which influences the way
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some concepts are understood is their relationship to other concepts. If
war is distinguished from other forms of violence, for example, the focus
of attention is on the political context. War can also be distinguished from
other forms of fighting, on the grounds that it is a use of force organized by
the state or a community; or from other forms of politics, on the grounds
that it is violent. Moreover, concepts are not the same thing as reality.
They simultaneously capture reality and provide grounds on which we
act. Conceptualization has reflexive effects. The way we form concepts has
consequences for our actions.

The reality of war changed in fundamental ways during Clausewitz’s
own lifetime. Clausewitz joined the Prussian army at a time when it still
operated exclusively on the basis of the principles laid down for warfare
in the eighteenth century. He experienced the expansion of war by the
armies of the French Revolution, the new dynamism of Napoleonic war-
fare, and partisan warfare. He was involved in the military reforms of
the era, defended the Prussian militia as an important achievement even
after it had effectively been abolished in the Restoration, and analysed the
attempts to limit warfare after the Wars of Liberation. In his early work
he criticized the schematic nature of the military writings of authors like
von Bülow, and from this time on his theoretical work focused on changes
in warfare and the changeability of war. Changes in the image of war
were important pillars of Clausewitz’s theory, and they also influenced his
conceptualizations.

In order to bring into focus the various dimensions of the concept of war
in Clausewitz’s work, it is useful to consider some existing interpretations.
One particularly important issue in the literature on Clausewitz, for exam-
ple, is the problem of the difference between ‘absolute war’ and ‘total war’.
Clausewitz additionally assigns different functions to conceptualization
at different times, and gives different accounts of what concepts should
do. As discussed earlier, it is possible to explain such contrasts with the
help of the contrasting experiences of war represented by Jena, Moscow,
and Waterloo. But Clausewitz did not just note these contrasts and leave
it at that. He tried to develop a unified theory of war in the shape of
the ‘wondrous Trinity’. This is the point of departure for Clausewitz’s
formulation of his theory, but in order to develop and substantiate this
concept he needs the whole of Chapter 1 of On War. It is therefore log-
ical that the ‘wondrous Trinity’ should be introduced at the end of this
exposition.
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3.1. CONTRASTING INTERPRETATIONS OF CLAUSEWITZ

Raymond Aron argues that, towards the end of his life, Clausewitz arrived
at a position that is not to be found in any of the books he did not revise: a
conception of the ‘abstract, unreal, philosophical, ideal character’ of war
that is ‘in conformity with its concept’.116 Aron is attempting to refute
the view that ‘absolute war’ is the true theory of war for Clausewitz, from
which some have concluded that the idea of extermination is at the heart
of his thought. Interpretations along these lines can be found not only in
the work of Clausewitz’s harshest critics, such as Sir Basil Liddell Hart and
John Keegan, but also in the writings of German military thinkers who
concluded that absolute wars, or wars of extermination, were the only true
form of war.

Count von Schlieffen, for example, claimed that Clausewitz had made
a significant contribution to keeping the idea of ‘absolute war’, the war
of extermination, alive in the thinking of the German officer corps.
Clausewitz’s critics have often taken the same view. They have argued
that Clausewitz must bear part of the responsibility for militarization in
Europe, and especially in Germany, during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. As Liddell Hart expressed this criticism, ‘the generals became
intoxicated on the blood-red wine made from Clausewitz’s grapes’.117

Some even saw connections between Clausewitz’s conceptualization of the
absolute and extreme and the idea of ‘total war’ as formulated by Erich
Ludendorff, and echoed by Joseph Goebbels in his famous Sportpalast
speech in which he demanded to know: ‘Do you want total war? Do you
want it, if necessary, in a more brutal and more radical form than we can
even imagine today?’118 Aron is arguing against the idea that Clausewitz
was a theorist of the war of extermination, and is seeking to bring out the
analytical potential of his conceptualization of war. The question that has
to be asked, however, is whether this can be done with the help of Clause-
witz’s antithesis between theory and real war. Does his conceptualization
itself perhaps remain contradictory?

In Chapter 1 of Book I of On War, Clausewitz argues with respect to
the interactions to the extreme that ‘in the field of abstract thought’ such
interactions mean that the mind ‘can never rest’, and cannot find a fixed
point until it has reached the extreme. Clausewitz bases this claim on
the argument that extremes result when ‘absolute terms’ are deduced as
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a consequence of the continual interactions. These extremes, however, are
nothing but interplay of ideas, produced by a barely visible sequence of
logical subtleties, Clausewitz emphasizes (78). Aron argues that in this
context Clausewitz’s concept of war is purely abstract, and has nothing
to do with reality. Would the theory of war then be ‘the opposite of its
reality’?119 Aron’s understanding of ‘absolute war’ in Clausewitz places
him in a long succession of commentators (Rothfels, Kessel, Ritter, and
Hahlweg), of which he is the culmination.

One can summarize the position of these authors by saying that they
see the concept of war put forward by Clausewitz at the beginning of
Chapter 1, and specifically the tendency towards the absolute and the
extreme that is examined there, as unreal. Clausewitz’s theory, these com-
mentators argue, is an ideal type lying beyond the bounds of reality, a
purely theoretical notion which should not be confused with real war. And
indeed, Clausewitz does emphasize the difference between the conceptual,
abstract tendency towards the escalation of violence and real war immedi-
ately after he has dealt with the escalatory interaction. If one had to make
‘the greatest effort’ every time in war, he says, this would be ‘an abstraction
and would leave the real world quite unaffected’ (78).

One still has to ask, though, whether Clausewitz’s theory of war should
not in the end be interpreted as an idea that regulates reality, at least
to some extent. Hans Rothfels stresses that Clausewitz treats absolute
war as an ideal in the philosophical sense, as something that has given
unity and objectivity to a range of very different phenomena. Accordingly,
Rothfels goes on to argue that there can be no doubt that for Clausewitz,
‘absolute war’ only means war as an abstraction, ‘war on paper’. However,
Rothfels also identifies another aspect of Clausewitz’s argument. He says
that Clausewitz tries to resolve the antithesis between absolute and real war
with the help of a further concept, the idea of the ‘battle’ as a focal point—
even in wars in which no such battle is actually fought. Rothfels’ stress
on the battle, while maintaining formally the distinction between absolute
and real war, thus tends to shift attention back towards the absolute char-
acter of war.120

Panajotis Kondylis argues that Aron’s ‘liberal’ interpretation of Clause-
witz involves focusing on two pairs of contrasting concepts: ‘abstract war—
blind violence’ as against ‘real war—rational political action’. According
to Kondylis, Aron is arguing that ‘blind violence’ is characteristic of war
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only in theory, whereas real war is determined by rational political actions.
This ‘liberal’ position, he says, is based on a dichotomy between ‘undiluted
violence’, which is restricted to the realm of abstraction, and the whole
of reality, where only moderate action is possible. In the end, the idea of
‘moderate action’ implies the existence of far-sighted civilian actors who
are conscious of their own responsibility; but as a result the specificity of
military action and the momentum of war disappears. Aron’s interpret-
ation of Clausewitz, according to Kondylis, also makes a widespread and
fatal mistake: it confuses the antithesis between abstract and real war with
the one between wars of extermination and limited wars.121

Nevertheless, with the exception of one distinction (the theoretical
status of the concept of war), Kondylis’s position is not really very far
removed from Aron’s. Kondylis defines war on the basis of Clausewitz’s
three interactions to the extreme, which are held in check by factors
that are not themselves part of war. But this is not totally different from
what Aron says when he argues that there is a moderating force which is
opposed to the intensification to the extreme. This force is, according to
Aron, alien to war in its narrow meaning as a simple trial of strength;
but it is implicit in the overall definition of war as part of politics as
a whole. The only real difference between Aron and Kondylis relates to
the question of what it is that prevents war unfolding in an ‘unchecked’
way. For Aron it is politics, and for Kondylis it is culture: in the state of
culture, says Kondylis, war is diluted with other elements of existential
factors.122

Clausewitz himself explains the difference between the strict logic of
the concept and real war in terms of the barrier between the two: ‘The
barrier in question is the vast array of factors, forces, and conditions
in national affairs that are affected by war. No logical sequence could
progress through their innumerable twists and turns as though it were
a simple thread that linked two deductions.’ Real war gets stuck in these
‘twists and turns’ (579). The unresolved question—and this is a signif-
icant difference—is that of the status Clausewitz accords to the concept
and to the abstraction. Kondylis and Aron answer this question in dif-
ferent ways. For Kondylis, war in Clausewitz’s thought is predominantly
determined by the duel, struggle, existential combat, and hostility (which
leads Kondylis to interpret Clausewitz in terms of cultural anthropology).
Aron sees this aspect too, but he places more emphasis on an ‘overall
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definition’ of war as part of politics as a whole. One can also note that
Aron distinguishes between subjective and objective politics, and that the
boundaries between objective politics and society or culture are not as
clearly drawn as one might think from reading Kondylis’s criticisms of
Aron.

The reduction of Clausewitz’s concept of war to the ‘absolute and
extreme’ has problematic consequences both for uncritical admirers and
for critics of this conception. This applies to German military thinkers in
the world wars of the twentieth century, who on the basis of this apparent
concept of war came to the view that extermination was the general aim
of warfare, and also leads to internal contradictions such as can be seen
in Aron’s interpretation. On the one hand, Aron says that politics has a
fundamental tendency to moderate the kind of war that would correspond
to Clausewitz’s concept. At the same time, though, Aron argues that it is
politics itself which determines the tendency towards total war (obviously
bearing in mind the disasters of the Second World War), as well as the
relative, limited character of war.

Clausewitz indeed distinguishes between a war that leads to the extreme
because of its own internal logic123 and limited war, in which the three
moderating interactions come into play. One of these is in fact the ‘political
situation’ after the war, which has an effect on the way the war is waged
and moderates absolute or abstract war (78). One could conclude from
this that in Clausewitz’s view war leads to an extreme when it follows only
its own internal laws. Clausewitz emphasizes that an extreme is therefore
reached in ‘the field of abstract thought’ because the concept is confronted
with a ‘clash of forces’ which only follows these internal laws. Policy, on
the other hand, is something different from and external to war, and
sets fundamental limits to this tendency to the extreme. In Chapter 1 of
On War, however, Clausewitz repeats the distinction with which we are
already familiar from the Note of 1827, saying that war can be either
unlimited or limited, and stressing that, contrary to appearances, both
kinds of war are determined by policy.124 There is indeed a major problem
with Clausewitz’s concept of war, but Aron and Kondylis are not as far
apart as Kondylis has suggested.

If we want to find a position that is genuinely opposed to Aron’s, it is to
be found in John Keegan’s work. Keegan too argues that war is character-
ized by a more comprehensive totality which he identifies as culture. But
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he is convinced that war does not necessarily lead to absolute or extreme
violence when it follows its own laws, is left to itself, and is only moderated
by something external and other. According to this view, there are other
limitations applying to the intensification of the furor belli, which are
immanent to war itself.

Keegan’s position could be summarized as follows. War is a life and
death struggle, but there are immanent limits and counterweights which
restrict the intensification to the extreme. These include the survival
instinct, the fear of being killed, anthropologically conditioned inhibitions
that make us reluctant to kill other people, professionalization, ritualiza-
tion, and conventionalization. This interpretation does not account for
escalation in terms of the development of an immanent logic of war, but
rather explains it with reference to diametrically opposed, external factors:
politics and socio-cultural development, the overcoming of inhibitions
about killing with the help of developments in weapons technology and
industry, and the production of socio-moral inequality. All these factors
contribute to a perception that the enemy is no longer equal in principle.
One aspect of the creation of spatial, temporal, and socio-moral distance
is the transformation of the enemy as a human being into an object within
range of a weapon. This transformation can be seen with particular clarity
in the case of spatial distance, for example in the use of modern weapons
systems such as missiles.125

We can treat Keegan and Aron as ideal types, opposite extremes in the
interpretation of Clausewitz. The difference between their views can be
made clear with the help of a simplification. In the first interaction to the
extreme, Clausewitz seems to be arguing that immanent laws of war lead
inevitably to an extreme, because war is a form of violence and fighting.
Through fighting and the use of force, war gradually goes beyond the exist-
ing boundaries. According to Aron’s interpretation, this tendency is mod-
erated by external factors such as politics, society, and culture. Clausewitz
stresses: ‘We must not allow ourselves to be misled into regarding war
as a pure act of force and of destruction. . . . Instead we must recognize
that war is a political act that is not wholly autonomous; a true political
instrument.’126 Characteristically, here too Clausewitz repeatedly lays stress
upon the tension between contrasts, even when his argument appears to
be unambiguous: war is a political act, and it therefore does not carry
wholly its own law in itself. Keegan, unlike Clausewitz, takes the view that
it is external conditions such as politics and industrialization, rather than
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immanent factors, which lead to the increasing disinhibition of violence
in war.

3.2. ‘ABSOLUTE’ AND ‘TOTAL’ WAR

For an appropriate understanding of Clausewitz’s various concepts of war,
we need to take a closer look on the relation between ‘absolute’ and ‘total’
war. Clausewitz’s critics accuse him of using the concept of absolute war
to advocate total war. His defenders claim that there is a fundamental
difference between the two concepts. Aron, for example, argues: ‘Anyone
who equates absolute war with total war . . . is not interpreting, he is falsi-
fying.’ Later on, though, Aron examines the connections between the two
concepts. Here, too, he says that the ‘abstract need for intensification to the
extreme’ is at no time a ‘praxeological imperative’, but even so he concludes
that as soon as one examines real wars, one sees that both the possibility
of moderating behaviour and the abstract need for intensification are
decisive.127 The only difference between these two ways of looking at the
question is that, according to Aron, the conceptual level is only determined
by the absolute and extreme, whereas at the level of real wars the tendency
to the extreme is one of two contrasting possibilities.

The early Clausewitz and the Prussian military reformers took the view
that if war was to be waged successfully and if the Prussian state was to
survive, the entire nation’s potential would have to be mobilized. There is
certainly an affinity between this idea and the conception of total war. This
idea too is about using all conceivable resources and means of military
strength when waging war. As early as 1922, Erich Ludendorff, the com-
mander of German land forces in the First World War, wrote that ‘irrev-
ocable facts’ meant that the imminent war would take on the character
of a ‘total war’. Ludendorff accounted for this development by referring
to the introduction of compulsory military service at a time when the
population was increasing throughout Europe, and to the development
of new weapons systems with ever-increasing destructive power.128 This
‘total war’ was characterized by the fiction that it would be waged to ensure
the ‘survival of the people’. In other words, it was not just something that
concerned the armed forces but directly affected the life and ‘soul’ of each
individual citizen. It followed that policy too would have to take on this
total character.
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Ludendorff ’s conception of the totalization of war owed something to
Clausewitz, but at the same time Ludendorff disassociated himself from
Clausewitz’s ideas. All of Clausewitz’s theories, he wrote, should be thrown
out. War was, in Ludendorff ’s view, the highest expression of the people’s
will to live. Policy should therefore be at the service of warfare, rather than
the other way round. In Ludendorff ’s writings the elevation of the ‘people’s
will to live’ as a moral absolute, and the idea of extermination to which it
is linked, leads logically to a renunciation of the primacy of policy. This
position is diametrically opposed to Clausewitz’s. Ludendorff ’s renunci-
ation of Clausewitz indicates that the primacy of the idea of extermination,
which Clausewitz’s critics attribute to him, is not easily compatible with
the primacy of policy.

As mentioned before, one has to acknowledge that Clausewitz’s initial
use of one of his diverse concepts of war is introduced in connection with
the three interactions to the extreme. Here, though, as demonstrated, it
is not war as a whole that is meant, but only the ‘aim of warfare’ within
the initial three-part definition of war. For Clausewitz, the ‘pure theory’—
concept as well as the concept of ‘absolute war’ refers essentially to the aim
of warfare. Although this seems to be reductionism on Clausewitz’s part, it
can explain the difference between ‘absolute’ and ‘total war’. Total war gives
the impression that it is a situation in which the military aim has become
independent and been transformed into a higher purpose. The reversal of
the military aim and purpose of war seems to be the decisive criterion for
‘total war’.129

The sociologist Hans Freyer, for example, summed this up during the
1920s when he argued that all politics was a matter of ‘threatening to
wage war, preparing for war, postponing or bringing forward war, insti-
gating or preventing war’. In Freyer’s view, the state came into being as
a result of war and sustained itself through preparedness for war and
actual war. Furthermore, the state needed ‘something else, something that
demonstrates its reality as one among many states: a sphere of conquest’.
The state must ‘conquer in order to exist’. This turning of the military
aim into something autonomous in itself transforms the idea of absolute
war into that of total war. War is not a means or an instrument for
Freyer; it finds its purpose in itself. The state is ‘at its purest as a state
when it most openly embodies war’.130 In Clausewitz’s writings, by way
of contrast, we find an acknowledgement of the theoretical and historical
expansion of military aims, and also (in his early work) an existential
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conception of war, but nothing resembling this complete reversal of aim
and purpose.

3.3. THE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS OF THE ‘CONCEPT’ IN
CLAUSEWITZ’S WORK

Clausewitz’s statements about the difference, and even the opposition,
between concept and reality at the end of his analysis of the three inter-
actions are well known and have often been quoted. At this point, he
speaks repeatedly of the ‘field of abstract thought’ and of the difference
between this and real war.131 In one of the three interactions, however,
Clausewitz also says that theory and reality correspond to one another.
He emphasizes the fundamental difference between them, but also argues
that ‘the advance of civilization has done nothing practical to alter or
deflect the impulse to destroy the enemy, which is central to the idea of
war’ (76).

At the beginning of Book VIII Clausewitz interprets the concept of war as
something absolute, an ideal, a general guiding principle which reality only
approaches to a limited degree. The differences between theory and real
war cannot be removed, he says, but ‘theory has the duty to give priority
to the absolute form of war and to make that form a general point of
reference, so that he who wants to learn from theory becomes accustomed
to keeping that point in view constantly, to measuring all his hopes and
fears by it, and to approximating it when he can or when he must’ (581,
emphasis in original).

This orientation towards the absolute form of war is stated so emphat-
ically that, at this point, Clausewitz describes real war as ‘something inco-
herent and incomplete . . . something quite different from what it should
be according to theory’. Seen from this perspective, real war even seems to
Clausewitz to be a contradiction in itself. However, there is an exception.
One could doubt, says Clausewitz, whether the idea of the absolute in war
could become reality at all, ‘were it not for the fact that with our own eyes
we have seen warfare achieve this state of absolute perfection’. Napoleon’s
way of waging war was for Clausewitz (at the beginning of Book VIII) the
realization of the concept of war. After the short prelude of the French
Revolution, ‘Bonaparte brought it swiftly and ruthlessly to that point’. It is
therefore natural and necessary, says Clausewitz, that this manifestation of
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war ‘should cause us to turn again to the pure concept of war with all its
rigorous implications’ (580).

But we must bear in mind that Clausewitz’s concept of war is inte-
grated into three basic antitheses, and that the definition of the concept
varies from antithesis to antithesis. The first antithesis can be seen when
Clausewitz acknowledges the difference between theory and reality but
gives priority to the ideal of ‘absolute war’, which has become reality in
the form of Napoleon’s kind of warfare. At the beginning of Book VIII
(581), Clausewitz develops this idea of the absolute of war in order to bring
theory and reality as close together as possible despite their difference.
At several points therefore Clausewitz uses the concept of something as
a regulatory idea, from which it is possible to derive consequences for
reality and for political practice, including warfare. In one passage, for
example, he explains the concepts of the theatre of war, the army, and
the campaign, but then concludes that they cannot be specified any more
precisely because, ‘[u]nlike scientific or philosophical definitions, they are
not basic to any rules’ (281).

This means that, in Clausewitz’s view, practical consequences for war-
fare follow from ‘philosophical definitions’, although in other contexts
Clausewitz says that this line of argumentation based on the concept of
war is an abstraction. We can find the second antithesis in Chapter 1 of
Book I, in which he treats the three interactions to the extreme as a further
concept of war, but only in order to render the great difference and distance
between theory and practice visible.

The way in which Clausewitz alternates between these two positions can
be seen particularly clearly in Book VIII, too. Here he says that it is not
permissible to construct an idea of war as it should be on the basis of theory
alone. Rather, we should provide space for all the outside elements which
intervene in war, especially the profound inconsistency, imprecision, and
timidity of man. We must therefore confront the truth: war and the form
it is given are produced by ideas, feelings, and circumstances that immedi-
ately precede it. This, says Clausewitz, was the case even in the period when
war took on its absolute form ‘under Bonaparte’. Immediately after this
restriction of the function of the theory, however, he argues that the theory
must continue to orient itself towards the absolute form of war (580).

The third and final point relates to the contrast between the narrow con-
cept of war as fighting and trial of strength, and to the overall concept of
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war as part of a more comprehensive whole. At one point, Clausewitz says:
‘Essentially war is fighting, for fighting is the only effective principle in the
manifold activities generally designated as war. The need to fight quickly
led man to invent appropriate devices to gain advantages in combat, and
these brought about great changes in the forms of fighting’ (127). The only
means that can be used in war is fighting. Although this may take many
different forms, may have come a long way since its origins as a brutal
discharge of hatred and enmity, and many other forces may intrude which
are not themselves part of fighting, the concept of war always means that
everything that occurs must originally derive from fighting (95).

Clausewitz characterizes this narrow concept of war with the help of
terms such as ‘abstract thoughts’ (79) and the ‘pure concept of war’ (90).
At the beginning of Book VIII, he understands the ‘general concept of war’
in the sense of fighting with the aim of destroying the enemy forces (577).
In this book, though, he stresses repeatedly that war ‘cannot follow its
own laws’ but must instead be treated as part of a more comprehensive
whole—and that whole is policy (606). Here too, the concept performs
two fundamentally different functions for Clausewitz. On the one hand,
he uses a narrow, immediate concept of war which is oriented towards
fighting. On the other hand, he emphasizes that the concept of war refers
to the whole of war and must be understood as part of this totality.

3.4. THREE CONCEPTS OF WAR: JENA, MOSCOW,
AND WATERLOO

How can we resolve these tensions, contrasts and even sometimes con-
tradictions in Clausewitz’s various concepts of war? A combination of
historical and systematic factors accounts for Clausewitz’s wavering and
uncertainty in relation to a clear concept of war. The early Clausewitz
assumed that there was a direct correspondence between concept and real-
ity. Taking up the ideas of Kiesewetter (a follower of Kant), whose lectures
Clausewitz had attended, he distinguished between two forms of truth.
Formal truth was correspondence between ideas and the laws of thought,
logic. Material truth, on the other hand, was correspondence between the
idea and the object it represented.132 It may be that as Clausewitz’s theory
grew more complex, he found that it was no longer possible to formulate
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it in terms of the correspondence between idea and reality only, which
nevertheless remained his goal.

However, there were also historical and systematic reasons why
Clausewitz retained the idea of correspondence between theory and reality
while simultaneously stressing differences. Real war around the time of
Jena was determined by Napoleon’s way of waging war, which Clausewitz,
like his contemporaries, experienced as the ‘absolute form’ of war. The
dominant elements here were the principle of extermination, the waging
of war regardless of the losses suffered, and the use of the resources of the
entire nation. By comparison with this absolute form of war, the earlier
cabinet wars had been extremely limited; during the eighteenth century,
no one could imagine the possibilities of warfare Napoleon was to demon-
strate. In Clausewitz’s eyes, the call for correspondence between theory and
reality meant that conceptualization must orient itself towards this new
form of warfare. While the wars of the eighteenth century had remained
limited for reasons unrelated to military factors, such as consideration of
the financial means available, Clausewitz saw Napoleon’s way of waging
war as war in its naked, ‘pure’ form. Precisely because Napoleon used all
the resources and means available to the French nation when he waged war,
war came near to revealing its ‘true face’, and was no longer circumscribed
by the need to take non-military factors into consideration.

The great success enjoyed by Napoleon’s new way of waging war must
also be taken into account. In a few short years he defeated nearly all the
European powers, and expanded France’s sphere of influence to include
almost the whole of Europe. The twin battles of Jena and Auerstedt showed
that this new challenge was too much even for the military state of Prussia.
If the state was to survive politically, there seemed to be only one option:
Prussia’s own army must be reorganized in accordance with the new way
of waging war. The Prussian military reforms were an attempt to do this,
but so too were the early Clausewitz’s writings on the new kind of warfare.
The theory of war had to be oriented towards the new way of waging war
in order for it to correspond to reality, and the same requirements were
dictated by the need to ensure the state’s political survival. It followed that
all consequences for the practice of warfare must be derived from the new
concept of war. By combining correspondence between theory and reality
with the orientation towards Napoleon’s way of waging war, Clausewitz
arrived at the following formula: we only need to remember the concept
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of war in order to be able to say with conviction that ‘destruction of the
enemy forces’ is the main principle of war (258).

Moscow, and Clausewitz’s analysis of Napoleon’s Russian campaign, is
the turning point. Napoleon, the ‘god of war’, and his strategy are still
Clausewitz’s ideal. At the same time, though, the failure of the Russian
campaign makes him realize that this strategy cannot be employed in all
circumstances and that obstacles can arise. Clausewitz calls these obstacles
to the waging of war ‘friction’. Everything in war is very simple, he says,
but the most simple thing is difficult. These difficulties mount up and
give rise to a friction that no one who has not seen war with his own eyes
can really imagine. Friction is the only concept that distinguishes real war
from war fought on paper: ‘This tremendous friction, which cannot, as
in mechanics, be reduced to a few points, is everywhere in contact with
chance, and brings about effects that cannot be measured, just because
they are largely due to chance’ (120). One example of these chance effects
is the weather, which can slow down a battalion on the march or hide the
enemy from view.

This friction causes war to become ‘like movement in a resistant ele-
ment’. The dangers war brings with it and the bodily exertions it requires
cause such an increase in the evil of friction that they can be seen as its most
significant causes (120). Clausewitz’s remarks about friction in Book I of
On War originate in his analysis of the Russian campaign, from which
he took the relevant passages almost verbatim.133 Clausewitz continues to
treat Napoleon’s way of waging war as an ideal and as a regulatory princi-
ple, but from now on only in the realm of theory—which he contrasts with
the limitations imposed by reality, friction.

In Clausewitz’s day, the concept of friction was a major problem in the
natural sciences. The established eighteenth-century view of the physical
world offered explanations in terms of gravitational attraction between
heavenly bodies. However, the rubbing together of two bodies, or friction,
could not be accounted for within this worldview. What happens when
a body is placed on an inclined plane? Sooner or later, when the friction
is overcome, it slides down. The calculation of the moment when this
would happen, and the speed at which it would happen, was impossible
as long as one relied on the laws of celestial mechanics. The concept of
friction shattered the prevailing view of the world, because the inclined
plane of friction was incompatible with the laws governing the supposedly
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frictionless motion of the planets. In Clausewitz’s writings after Moscow,
absolute war can be seen simultaneously as a borderline case and point
of construction. Reality circles around this point but cannot reach it.
The same problem was debated in mathematics at the time, in the form
of the transition from infinitely small distances into the limits used in
infinitesimal calculus.134

The difference between the concept of the absolute of war as an ‘ideal’,
after Jena, or as a regulatory idea that is limited by friction, after Moscow,
can be made clear in the following way. In the first case, it is a matter of
keeping hold of the absolute and overcoming friction: ‘Iron will-power can
overcome this friction; it pulverizes every obstacle, but of course it wears
down the machine as well. . . . The proud spirit’s firm will dominates the art
of war as an obelisk dominates the town square on which it stands’ (119).
In the second case, one has to bear in mind what is possible and sensible. It
is now ‘instinct and tact’ which make it possible for the experienced officer,
like a ‘man of the world’, always to take the appropriate decision whatever
the situation and to give the necessary orders. Many years of experience
and practice mean that an officer knows, without really thinking about it,
that sometimes friction can be overcome and sometimes this is impossible
(120).

Although the difference in conceptualization after Moscow may seem
small, it is in fact fundamental. In the first case, friction is overcome
with the help of ‘iron will-power’—Clausewitz is describing Napoleon’s
military genius here, though without mentioning him by name. However,
the decisive problem has already been mentioned indirectly. The price that
has to be paid in the long run is that although the obstacles are worn
down, the ‘machine’ is worn down as well; that is to say, Napoleon’s own
army, which was to be destroyed in the Russian campaign. We can already
see the shadow of Moscow, and perhaps that of Waterloo as well. After
Moscow, it is no longer a matter of overcoming the obstacles whatever the
cost; instinct and tact decide the correct course of action in each individual
situation.

Keegan, who is Clausewitz’s harshest critic, has a formulation which is
equivalent to the latter’s idea that the conceivable extreme of war is limited
by the ‘friction’ of real life. However, Keegan is evidently unaware that he
has provided this same formulation. He says that war is always limited not
because man wishes this to be so, but because nature decrees it. King Lear,
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railing at his enemies, may have threatened to ‘do such things—what they
are yet I know not—but they shall be the terrors of the earth’; as other
potentates in straitened circumstances have found, however, the terrors of
the earth are hard to conjure up. Resources are insufficient, the weather
worsens, the seasons turn, the will of friends and allies fail, human nature
itself may revolt against the hardship that strife demands. This statement
may appear quite cynical when facing the actual ‘terrors of the earth’ that
even warlords in straitened circumstances are able to conjure up. Keegan’s
conclusion that war and violence are always limited by natural determin-
ation should be understood in the following way: the extreme violence
that is conceivable in theory is limited by external conditions in reality.
Clausewitz takes the same position by emphasizing the difference between
the extreme required by theory and the limitations in real war.135

Clausewitz is more specific than Keegan, because he takes into account
the human and societal conditions limiting violence, as well as the ‘natural’
ones. For Clausewitz, the crucial aspects which distinguish the conceivable
extreme from real war are the restrictions imposed by time and space, the
connection with previous events in the political world, and the calculation
about the political situation desired after the war. Here too Clausewitz
speaks of an interaction, but this time it is an interaction to moderation
rather than to the extreme; this brings the striving towards the extreme
back within certain bounds of effort (78).

But it was the battle of Waterloo that forced Clausewitz to offer a fun-
damentally new conceptualization of war. As we have demonstrated, he
did this in his analysis of the 1815 campaign in Belgium, which ended
with Napoleon’s final defeat. In this text, written in 1827–8, Clausewitz
criticizes Napoleon for failing to limit his defeat at Waterloo, and from this
moment on Clausewitz emphasizes the dual nature of war, especially in
his Note (dated 10 July 1827). The transitions between one type of war
and the other must still be considered, ‘but the fact that the aims of the
two types are quite different must be clear at all times, and their points of
irreconcilability brought out’ (69).

It is nearly impossible to overstate the significance of this statement for
Clausewitz’s theory of war. When, in the Note, he makes the ‘two types
of war’ the point of departure for the projected revision of his work, this
means that he no longer considers warfare to be a unity and so no longer
has a unified theory of war. War can no longer be defined via the concept
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of fighting alone, because the analysis of Waterloo has shown that there
are two fundamentally different forms of war, which need to be waged in
different ways. In the later parts of Book VIII, Clausewitz sets out the con-
clusions he draws from the differentiation between the two types of war.
He says that he has, up until this point, examined the difference between
war and the other interests of individuals and societies. The reasons for
this difference, he says, are to be found in human nature itself.

His objective now would be to identify the unity that brings these
contradictory elements together in practical life. Clausewitz explains that
it was necessary to proceed initially by emphasizing these contradictions
clearly and examining separately the different elements of warfare. Their
unity, though, is captured in the concept that states that war is only
one part of political intercourse; which is to say that it is by no means
autonomous. After making this point, Clausewitz introduces the famous
formula: war is nothing but a continuation of policy by other means. He
says ‘by other means’, and so claims at the same time that this political
intercourse is not brought to a halt by the war; its essence continues to
exist and is not transformed into anything different. The main lines along
which events proceed in war, and to which they are tied, are ‘political lines
that continue throughout the war into the subsequent peace’ (605).

Let us summarize the argument so far. Clausewitz originally thought
there were no limits to the revolutionary warfare of Napoleon, but once
he saw that this was not the case he became aware of the significance
of political conditions as they influenced the outcome of the Battle of
Waterloo. After Waterloo, Clausewitz no longer employs a concept of
only one kind of warfare because his theory must now incorporate two
fundamentally different forms of warfare; as he puts it in the Note, those
irreconcilable elements must be separated from one another. If fighting no
longer provides a unified conceptualization, Clausewitz needs a category
that will enable him to conceptualize war as a whole. He finds this in the
concept of politics. In spite of the internal contrast between different forms
of warfare, it is the overarching role of policy that makes a unified theory
of war possible again: ‘Only if war is looked at in this way does its unity
reappear; only then can we see that all wars are things of the same nature’
(606, emphasis in original). These two aspects of Clausewitz’s declared
intention to revise his work, the two types of war and the primacy of
policy, belong together in terms of their contents. The way in which the
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two forms of warfare are opposed to each other forces Clausewitz to find a
theory of war that incorporates this contrast. But there remains a difference
between Clausewitz’s Book VIII and Chapter 1 of Book I, which now has
to be treated separately.

3.5. THE ‘WONDROUS TRINITY’ AS A DIFFERENT
CONCEPT OF WAR

All previous interpretations of Clausewitz’s concept of war have treated
it as something that must be understood in connection with the three
interactions to the extreme, as set out at the beginning of Chapter 1 of
On War. On this basis, students of Clausewitz have gone on to examine,
in diverse and varied ways, the status of this concept for Clausewitz and
the relationship between the theory of war and ‘real war’. The latter con-
cept has sometimes (Aron) been associated with the ‘wondrous Trinity’,
which is introduced at the end of Chapter 1 with the three tendencies to
primordial violence, the play of chance and probability, and the primacy
of policy. Because absolute and extreme violence have been exclusively
assigned to theory, and the ‘wondrous Trinity’ to real war, the Trinity has
been thought to have not such a significance of its own for the concept of
war. This interpretation overlooks an important point: Clausewitz speaks
explicitly of the ‘wondrous Trinity’ as his concept of war. The final sentence
of Chapter 1, referring to the ‘wondrous Trinity’, stresses that the ‘concept
of war which we have formulated casts a first ray of light on the basic
structure of theory’ (89).136

There is room for different interpretations of this sentence: should the
words Clausewitz uses here be taken to refer to the ‘wondrous Trinity’?
My own view is that the connection is clear. Clausewitz says that he
must examine separately the difficult question of how the theory of war
‘maintains a balance’, floats between the three tendencies that make up the
‘wondrous Trinity’. His goal is a theory that satisfies the requirements of
reality. It is in this context that he speaks of the concept of war he has
formulated (89). There are therefore two quite different concepts of war
in Chapter 1 of Book I. Clausewitz develops the first of these concepts in
order to make clear the difference and distance between absolute war as an
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abstraction and war as a historical reality. The second concept of war, the
‘wondrous Trinity’, is an attempt to conceptualize war as a whole.

Immediately afterwards, in Chapter 2 of Book I, Clausewitz says that he
now wants to examine the relationship between purpose, aim, and means.
In order to do this, he wants to ‘for the moment . . . consider the pure
concept of war’ (90). When he refers here to the ‘pure concept of war’,
he does not mean the ‘wondrous Trinity’ but rather the concept of war
he had used at the beginning of Chapter 1. By speaking of the concept of
war at the beginning and again at the end of Chapter 1, Clausewitz gives
the ‘wondrous Trinity’ another dimension: it acquires theoretical status in
itself. Chapter 1 begins with considerations which Clausewitz describes as
‘definition’ and with the following conceptualization of war in connection
with the three interactions to the extreme. At the end of this chapter,
though, he speaks of the consequences for theory and of the ‘wondrous
Trinity’ as his concept of war.

What is the relationship between the ‘wondrous Trinity’, the definition
that Clausewitz offers at the beginning of this chapter, and the three inter-
actions to the extreme? In Chapter 1, the only one Clausewitz revised,
he attempts to summarize in a concentrated way his theoretical ideas,
reflections on the history of warfare, and his own experiences of war. His
objective here is to map out the direction that will be taken by his work as
a whole.

It makes sense to assume that the definition, the concept of war within
the three interactions to the extreme, and the model presented as the
consequences for theory (the ‘wondrous Trinity’) are supposed to be com-
patible with one another, at least to a certain degree. However, we find that
in Clausewitz, the definition, the initial concept, and the ‘consequences for
theory’ are simply incompatible with one another. The definition opens
up an instrumental horizon, the initial concept of war (in the three inter-
actions to the extreme) cannot be separated from the extreme of violence
and fighting, and the wondrous Trinity understands war to be made up of
different tendencies, some of which conflict with one another.

Clausewitz’s conceptualization remains ambivalent. We must conclude
that he never succeeded in bringing together the conflicting elements of his
conceptualization as parts of a unified whole. In particular, the character-
ization of the absolute and extreme of violence as the concept of war has
caused two problems: it has had bad consequences for interpretations of
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Clausewitz’s work, and it contradicts what he says elsewhere in Chapter 1.
If we add to this the famous formula, which is not explicitly presented as a
definition but has all the characteristics of one, we can see that there is no
way in which Clausewitz’s definition, the initial concept within the three
interactions to the extreme, the formula, and the consequences for theory
can be made compatible with one another.

The solution to this dilemma that has been presented here is as follows.
If we assume that the concept of war Clausewitz wishes to employ is only
formulated when we get to the ‘wondrous Trinity’, we can read the whole
of Chapter 1 in fact as leading up to this concept of war. It follows from this
interpretation that Clausewitz cannot be accused of introducing a concept
of war in a dogmatic way right at the beginning of his book. What he does
is to introduce the definition, the interactions, the distinction between
‘pure’ and real war, the debate about political purpose, and all the other
material in Chapter 1 as a way of developing the concept of war he really
wishes to bring into play. On the basis of this understanding it is perfectly
logical that this concept of war, which provides the basis of Clausewitz’s
work, should be found at the end of Chapter 1 where it serves as the revised
starting point for the book as a whole.
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Clausewitz’s Legacy: The Trinity

The essential difference is that war is not an exercise of the will
directed at inanimate matter, as is the case with the mechanical arts,
or at matter which is animate but passive and yielding, as is the case
with the human mind and emotions in the fine arts. In war, the will is
directed at an animate object that reacts.

Clausewitz, On War (149)

Clausewitz’s theory is based on a dynamic understanding of war and force.
A central theme in his later work is the question of ‘whether a conflict of
living forces as it develops and is resolved in war remains subject to general
laws, and whether these can provide a useful guide to action’ (149–50).
There is no suggestion in Clausewitz’s thought of any form of essentialism,
or of any tracing of war back to a core founded on anthropology or game
theory (as van Creveld believes). The ‘state of crisis in which the forces find
themselves during periods of tension and movement’ is not an anomaly
during fighting; rather, ‘the state of crisis is the real war’ (222).

Clausewitz lived in an age of fundamental change, and he did not try to
abstract any kind of unvarying essence of war. He emphasized the dynamic
character of war, and made the changes that he observed the focus of
his analysis. In one of the last texts he wrote, he sums up by saying that
‘most people’ say it is impossible to ‘construct a scientific theory for the
art of war’, since ‘it deals with matters that no permanent law can provide
for’ (71). This dynamic understanding is what characterizes Clausewitz’s
theory of war, and it is to be found in Chapter 1 of On War, the chapter
that is considered his ‘Testament’ (Aron), his true legacy.

Clausewitz’s Chapter 1 does not invalidate the antitheses he had already
established in his theoretical conceptions. In Chapter 1 of Book I, he tries
to bring together the four basic antitheses of his political theory so that
they form part of one coherent approach: extremism and escalation as
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against limitation, an existential as against an instrumental understanding
of war, the antithesis of attack and defence as avatars for disinhibition and
self-preservation, and the primacy of force or policy. As he attempts to do
this, Clausewitz develops a conception in which he makes the contradic-
tory nature of his experiences of war into the immanent point of departure
for his theoretical conceptualization of the phenomenon. In the present
chapter and the following one, I offer the detailed interpretation needed
in order to give an explicit account of the system which is implicit in this
approach.

Throughout Chapter 1, Clausewitz is addressing a fundamental prob-
lem: the ‘conflict of living forces’, he says, cannot be grasped by means of
the ‘mechanical arts’, instrumental thought in the narrow sense. In this
kind of thought, the activity of the will is directed against ‘inanimate
matter’ (a subject–object relationship). Nor can the conflict be examined
with the help of nothing more than the ‘fine arts’. In this case, the activity
of the will is directed against a living object, but this object is ‘animate but
passive and yielding’. Here, the enemy in war is treated like an object (this
kind of approach could be best described as thinking in strategic categories
(149)).

For Clausewitz, therefore, action in war is ‘like movement in a resisting
element’ (129), because it involves two opponents who are alive, who act,
and who react to one another, and whose respective actions can never be
fully predicted. The interactions to the extreme and to limitation underline
the significance of living actions in war, all of which are influenced by the
actions of the enemy. The internal logic of Chapter 1 therefore incorpor-
ates different forms of action, which can be deciphered in terms of the
antithesis of action and counteraction.

I proceed in the present chapter by examining what gives Clausewitz’s
Chapter 1 its special character. After that, I provide an exposition of the
‘wondrous Trinity’ and its immanent limits. I then go on to look at the rela-
tionship between this Trinity and the (three-part) definition of war. The
contrasting conceptualizations of war in Chapter 1 can be accounted for as
a sequence of action and counteraction. After this fundamental difference
has been introduced it is possible to conceptualize war in a unified way,
in accordance with Clausewitz’s account but also going beyond what he
says, by bringing together the initial three-part definition and the tripartite
nature of war.
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4.1. ON THE SPECIAL CHARACTER OF CHAPTER 1
AND OF THE ‘WONDROUS TRINITY’

In the last of the notes he wrote commenting on On War, Clausewitz
stressed that his work remained unfinished: ‘The manuscript on the con-
duct of operations that will be found after my death can, in its present state,
be regarded as nothing but a collection of materials from which a theory
was to have been distilled. I am still dissatisfied with most of it’ (70). In the
same text, however, Clausewitz emphasizes that Chapter 1 of Book I is an
exception: ‘Chapter 1 of Book One alone I regard as finished. It will at least
serve the whole by indicating the direction I meant to follow everywhere’
(70).

In the literature on Clausewitz, there has been a debate about the sig-
nificance of Chapter 1: does it provide the key which enables the reader to
understand the whole work? Reinhard Stumpf, for example, tries to argue
that Clausewitz would probably never have completed his work because
of the structure of his personality. What Stumpf is saying is that because
his character was internally torn, Clausewitz would never have managed to
finish the book. Raymond Aron takes a quite different view of Clausewitz’s
assessment of his own work, placing this in the context of the Note of 1827,
in which Clausewitz speaks of his intention to carry out a fundamental
revision.137

The planned revision was intended to involve two main aspects: the two
types of war, and the formula that ‘war is nothing but the continuation of
policy with other means’.138 Clausewitz writes that if this is ‘firmly kept in
mind throughout’, it will bring unity to the whole treatment of the ques-
tion. Referring to the two types of war, ‘unlimited’ and limited, Clausewitz
stresses that: ‘Transitions from one type to the other will of course recur in
my treatment; but the fact that the aims of the two types are quite different
must be clear at all times, and their points of irreconcilability brought out’
(69). When we see Clausewitz’s Chapter 1 in perspective, it becomes clear
that it is the one he really did revise as he had said he intended to, which
meant that he was able to treat it as the only completed chapter.

The debate about whether Clausewitz’s character meant he would never
have finished his work, and whether he intended to carry out a funda-
mental revision of it, does have significance in relation to the content of
On War. The question is not just the abstract one of whether the book we
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have is complete or not; something quite different is at stake. If we accept
Stumpf ’s argument, we must ‘harmonize’ the evident contrasts between
the different parts of the whole book. In terms of content, this interpreta-
tion sees fight, combat and battle as the basis of war’s essence, its unity, and
unchanging nature. In Stumpf ’s edited volume which includes excerpts
from the writings of Clausewitz and of the Chief of the Prussian General
Staff, Helmuth von Moltke, he tries throughout to present Moltke as the
more important military theorist. This amounts to a flagrant distortion
of Clausewitz’s significance, and Stumpf also reduces his work to nothing
more than an instructional work on how to wage war. On War is a great
deal more than this. It is only by reducing the book to a work on this
question alone that Stumpf can see Moltke as a more important author
than Clausewitz.139

If we proceed differently, by demonstrating that there are contrasting
aspects of Clausewitz’s work which can be located in the different stages
via which his thought developed, it becomes possible to emphasize the
two main points he makes in the Note: the two types of war, unlimited
and limited, which form different poles, and the primacy of policy. As
I have shown, these two aspects of Clausewitz’s intention to revise the
book cannot be separated from one another. If the later Clausewitz’s con-
ception of war saw it as determined by the antithesis between the two
types of war, war can no longer be characterized by the uniformity of
fighting. Consequently, a third element is needed in order to re-establish
the unity of the theory of war. Clausewitz presents this in Book VIII, in
the form of the theory of war as the continuation of state policy by other
means.

My argument is the same as Raymond Aron’s in this respect: Chapter 1
of Book I provides us with the guiding principle, the main thread and
immanent structure of Clausewitz’s theory of war, and we can use this
to establish the relationship between the different parts of the work as
a whole. I differ from Aron, however, in seeing a significant difference
between the 1827 Note and Chapter 1, which was at least partly written
later. This relates to the difference between the Note and the ‘wondrous
Trinity’, which is introduced at the end of Chapter 1. While the Note
stresses that war is nothing but the continuation of policy by other means,
this conceptualization is only one of three tendencies within the later ‘won-
drous Trinity’, and these tendencies are in principle of equal importance.140
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It is not only the fact that On War remained unfinished that has led
to a wide range of competing interpretations and ‘half-baked criticism’,
as Clausewitz himself feared would happen (70). In addition, Chapter 1
includes almost all the important elements of Clausewitz’s theory of war
in a condensed form. In that chapter, one of Clausewitz’s approaches is
to take up again the contrast between the theory and the reality of war,
which has already played such an important role at the beginning of
Book VIII. The assumption that policy decides whether war will have a
limited character or a tendency to become absolute is also documented in
earlier texts. The significance of the antithesis between attack and defence,
which is emphasized by Clausewitz in the undated note (70–1) and in
Chapter 1, and the conceptualization of their true logical antithesis, which
I will suggest is central, is also to be found in the relevant chapters of
Book VI of On War. Other texts also sketch the rationality of purpose,
aim, and means, and there is a version of escalatory interaction in an
early draft of this chapter which is almost identical to the published
text.141

My suggestion therefore sees these aspects of Chapter 1 as providing
the thread that guides us through Clausewitz’s theory of war. However, we
cannot leave it at that. If we want to take Clausewitz’s own assessment of his
work seriously, we must also ask: what is the special character of Chapter 1
in terms of its content? There is one element which is only mentioned
explicitly in Chapter 1, although the problem associated with it is one
that preoccupied Clausewitz right from the start of his study of the theory
of war. This is the ‘wondrous Trinity’ of war. Clausewitz summarizes the
discussion at the end of Chapter 1 by introducing this concept, which must
be understood as his ‘last word’ and Testament, his true legacy. There are
some additional comments made by Clausewitz at a later date, but these
do not come anywhere near the conclusion of Chapter 1 as a theoretical
reflection on war.

The considerable extent to which Chapter 1 was revised can be seen
most clearly when we compare the last known draft version with the pub-
lished text. This draft is almost identical to the published version where it
deals with the duel, the initial three-part definition, escalatory interaction,
and the difference between theory and real war; but other points are only
mentioned briefly: the significance of policy, the tendency towards mod-
eration, and the difference between attack and defence. However, there
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is no mention at all in this last draft of the conception of the ‘wondrous
Trinity’.142

How, then, does Clausewitz conceptualize the ‘wondrous Trinity’ as
‘consequences for the theory of war’? War is not simply a ‘true chameleon
that slightly adapts its characteristics to the given case’. As a ‘total phenom-
enon its dominant tendencies always make war a remarkable Trinity’. This,
says Clausewitz, is ‘composed of primordial violence, hatred and enmity,
which are to be regarded as a blind natural force; of the play of chance
and probability within which the creative spirit is free to roam; and of
its element of subordination, as an instrument of policy, which makes it
subject to reason alone’ (89).

Clausewitz then emphasizes that:

These three tendencies are . . . deep-rooted in their subject and yet variable in their
relationship to one another. A theory that ignores any one of them or seeks to
fix an arbitrary relationship between them would conflict with reality to such an
extent that for this reason alone it would be totally useless. Our task therefore is to
develop a theory that maintains a balance between these three tendencies, like an
object suspended between three magnets (89).143

The first thing one notices about the ‘wondrous Trinity’ is that Clausewitz
speaks of the subordinate nature of war as an instrument of policy (as in
the famous formula of war as a continuation of policy by other means),
but he also characterizes this as only one of three tendencies within war,
each of which has a status that is in principle equal to that of the others.
Not only do these three tendencies enjoy equal status within Clausewitz’s
conception, but two of them also give expression to a fundamental antith-
esis: war is, on the one hand, made up of primordial violence, hatred and
enmity, which are to be regarded as a blind natural force, and, on the
other hand, it is a subordinate instrument of policy. Primordial violence
combined with hatred and enmity, like a blind natural force, and war as
an instrument of policy, a rational instrument—these equal tendencies
form an antithesis and cannot be combined directly with one another.
Indirectly, the ‘wondrous Trinity’ includes a further antithesis. Clausewitz
combines the first of the three tendencies—primordial violence, hatred,
and enmity—with the statement that these should be seen as a ‘blind
natural force’. The second of the three tendencies is, by way of contrast,
described as the play of chance and probability (89).
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We can rule out the possibility that Clausewitz, although his language
was sometimes rich in images, saw the ‘wondrous Trinity’ as nothing
more than a metaphor or was unaware that at least two tendencies among
the Trinity were antitheses. It is also unlikely that this conception simply
reflects the fact that he is sometimes imprecise in his use of concepts. Nor
can I agree with Stumpf ’s view that the use of this religious concept is only
intended to be understood descriptively, and that Clausewitz qualifies it
by adding ‘wondrous’ in order to deny it any legitimate function. I also
reject the possibility that this conception is no more than a remnant of
earlier ideas. It is clear from Clausewitz’s assessments that none of these
assumptions are correct: ‘consequences for the theory’, ‘deep-rooted in
their subject’, ‘Our task therefore is . . . ’.

Most importantly, though, Clausewitz emphasizes the need for this
theoretical approach to correspond to real war. A theory that did not
take into account any one of the three tendencies, or tried to establish an
arbitrary relationship between them, would ‘conflict with reality to such
an extent that for this reason alone it would be totally useless’ (89). The
way in which the conceptualization of war as the continuation of policy
by other means (in sections 24–7 of Chapter 1) is followed immediately
by the integration of this formula into a more comprehensive whole (in
section 28) is further evidence against the suggestion that Clausewitz was
no longer able to cope with the complexity of his own argument. The break
between these sections is so clear that Clausewitz must have been aware
of it. The most one could concede would be that most commentators
on Clausewitz’s work have also overlooked this break, because they have
concentrated too much on the interactions to the extreme as set out at the
beginning of Chapter 1 as well as on the famous formula.

The way in which Clausewitz stresses the ‘wondrous Trinity’ and its
three tendencies is so obvious that one really has to ask why the existing
literature has paid so little attention to it. Some authors have argued
that Clausewitz has a purely instrumental view of war, even though this
is expressly stated to be only one of three equal tendencies within the
wondrous Trinity. This contradiction is especially noticeable in Aron’s
interpretation. Although Aron places particular stress on the ‘wondrous
Trinity’ and treats Chapter 1, which concludes with a summary of the Trin-
ity, as Clausewitz’s Testament, he simultaneously argues that Clausewitz’s
ultimate position is characterized by a general primacy of policy.144 These
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interpretations can be explained with reference to Clausewitz’s expression
of this position in the famous formula in the immediately preceding sec-
tions (87). But if war is, as the formula puts it, a continuation of policy by
other means, this stands in direct contradiction to the conceptualization
of war as only one of three tendencies in the ‘wondrous Trinity’.

It is not possible to bring the ‘wondrous Trinity’ into harmony with
a general conceptualization of war as a continuation of policy by other
means. In the ‘wondrous Trinity’, war is made up of the antithesis of its
primordial violence and its subordinate nature as an instrument of policy.
One could put this the other way round by saying that the primacy of
policy is by no means annulled in the ‘wondrous Trinity’; it retains its place
and is re-emphasized. But it must also be admitted that Clausewitz neither
explains how he arrives at the ‘wondrous Trinity’ nor provides any detailed
account of it. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the ‘wondrous Trinity’
represents Clausewitz’s summary of the findings of Chapter 1.

Even if we proceed on the basis of the assumption that the ‘wondrous
Trinity’ is the fundamental key to understanding Chapter 1 of On War, we
still need to look more closely at the concept itself. Clausewitz expresses
the basic tension between the three tendencies of the Trinity very clearly
when he says that the theory must be ‘like an object suspended between
three magnets’. He also emphasizes that the three tendencies are equally
important, and says that war is made up of these different and contrasting
tendencies. The question is whether this will suffice as a description of
Clausewitz’s method. How can we characterize this state of being ‘sus-
pended’ between opposed tendencies?

There is certainly a religious background to the ‘wondrous Trinity’, but
it also has an analytical dimension.145 In one contemporary philosophical
dictionary, ‘Dreieinigkeit od. Dreifaltigkeit’ (i.e. Trinity) is defined as the
idea of one being which is also three. It is possible to go beyond the
religious significance of this conception by interpreting it in terms of God
seen first as the creator (the generating principle, i.e. the father), then
second as the one who sustains (the reproductive principle, i.e. the son),
and finally as the one who rules (the guiding or holy principle, i.e. the
spirit).146

As far as the methodology is concerned, there is a direct link between
the trinity in religious terms and Clausewitz’s ‘wondrous Trinity’. He char-
acterizes the first of these three tendencies as primordial violence. This can
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be treated as a ‘generating principle’ of war. The third of these tendencies
in Clausewitz’s work is war’s subordinate nature as an instrument of pol-
icy, which means it falls into the realm of pure reason. Clausewitz goes
on to say that this tendency belongs exclusively to the government. The
dictionary definition speaks of the ‘ruler as spirit’ as the guiding principle.
In each of these definitions, the third element is characterized by govern-
ment and reason or ‘ruler and spirit’. What about the second tendency?
Clausewitz initially describes this as no more than the play of chance and
probability—which means, however, that war becomes an activity within
which the creative spirit is free to roam. He assigns this tendency to the
commander and his army. The commander and his army can be identified
as those who actually wage war; they are its sustainers.

Clausewitz stresses that these three tendencies are of equal importance
within the ‘wondrous Trinity’, and that each war is made up of these
different tendencies. However, this does not mean there are no differences
between them. By comparing them with the religious Trinity, we can draw
the direct conclusion that the ‘generative’, ‘sustaining’, and ‘guiding’ prin-
ciples are not identical. Without wishing to place undue emphasis on the
differences between these principles, we can conclude that the three ten-
dencies of the ‘wondrous Trinity’ describe three quite different dimensions
of warfare which, in each individual war, act together as a whole.

4.2. TENSIONS BETWEEN THE ‘WONDROUS TRINITY’
AND CLAUSEWITZ’S ‘DEFINITION’ OF WAR

The whole of Chapter 1 is integrated into two three-part conceptualiza-
tions of war which appear at the beginning and end of the chapter; Clause-
witz describes these as a ‘definition’ and the ‘consequences for the theory’.
At the end of this chapter he characterizes the ‘wondrous Trinity’ as the
consequences for the theory, and at the beginning he defines war as follows:
‘War is thus an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will’ (75).
If we compare these two conceptualizations of war, we find some com-
mon features but also fundamental differences. In my view, the ‘wondrous
Trinity’ at the end of this chapter takes up and develops the initial three-
part definition. The initial definition is enriched and differentiated, and
the ‘wondrous Trinity’ is accounted for in terms of the way the argument
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has been developed throughout the chapter. Raymond Aron criticizes the
initial three-part definition, but his analysis provides indirect support for
my interpretation. He argues that the initial definition is still contained
within all three elements of the ‘wondrous Trinity’. I also agree with Aron’s
view that a differentiation and enrichment of the initial definition takes
place as Chapter 1 develops.147

Unlike Aron, however, I do not think the initial definition is a definition
in two parts, and I do not believe that all the concepts used in the first
few sections of this chapter refer exclusively to the unreality, abstractness,
or absoluteness of the extreme of war. It is understandable that Aron
should seek to correct misinterpretations of Clausewitz which present him
as an advocate of extreme and absolute interactions as the ideal form of
warfare, but he fails to appreciate the differentiated nature of Clausewitz’s
analysis. Let us have a closer look at the relationship between the two three-
part conceptualizations of war that we find at the beginning and end of
Chapter 1. Both of them address the same three conceptual fields, but
in each case a specific antithetical relationship is identified. In the initial
three-part definition, Clausewitz says that force is the means we use, while
compelling the enemy to do our will is the (political) purpose of war. In
order to be sure of attaining this purpose we must disarm the enemy,
and this is—according to the theory—the actual aim of military action
in Clausewitz’s view. Force as rational means, the will as political purpose,
and compelling the enemy to do one’s will and disarming him as the aim:
these are the three elements that make up the initial definition (75–7).
This means that the three conceptual fields shared by the initial definition
and the ‘wondrous Trinity’ at the end of Chapter 1 are violence/force,
compelling the enemy, and political purpose that the enemy complies with
one’s will.148

In the initial definition force is conceptualized as an instrument, but
in the ‘wondrous Trinity’ Clausewitz speaks of primordial violence, which
must be seen as a blind natural force. The elements we find in respect of
compelling the enemy to do one’s will in the definition are the interactions
to the extreme and the necessity and logic of escalation; in the Trinity it
is the ‘play of chance and probability’. Two of the three equal conceptual
fields involved here are thus characterized by a fundamental antithesis:
the instrumental rationality of force as against primordial violence, and
the necessity and logic of escalation as against the play of chance and
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probability. The third conceptual field, that of policy, does not seem at first
glance to be characterized by any such antithesis.

When Clausewitz examines the two three-part conceptualizations he
does not argue explicitly that there is an antithesis in the conceptual field
of policy, but much of the literature on Clausewitz sees him as having at
least a dual concept of politics.149 Without wishing to anticipate the more
extensive analysis of the concept of politics that follows in Chapter 6 of
the present book, two of its dimensions can be mentioned here. The first
of these is subjectively determined policy as against an understanding of
politics based on objective social conditions, and the second is politics
understood as a struggle for power as against a position that rests on
the ability to compromise and a balance of interests. If we want to use
Clausewitz to go beyond Clausewitz here, we can see each of the concep-
tual fields of the initial definition, the interactions to the extreme and to
limitation, and the ‘wondrous Trinity’ as relating to the conceptual fields
of violence/force, fight, and politics; war is made up of the conflict and
interplay between these fields.

Let us try to summarize what has been said so far about the structure
of Chapter 1. It is framed by 2 three-part conceptualizations of war, which
Clausewitz presents under the headings ‘definition’ and ‘consequences for
the theory’. We can note that the famous formula is not stressed in a
comparable way in Clausewitz’s text. Each of these two conceptualiza-
tions, at the beginning and end of Chapter 1, articulates the same three
conceptual fields—violence/force, fight, and policy. Each of these three
conceptual fields is characterized, explicitly or implicitly, by a specific
antithesis:

1. Violence/force as an instrumental means, as against primordial vio-
lence.

2. The tendency towards the absolute and extreme, the need for and
logic of escalation, as against the play of chance and probability in
fight and combat.

3. Subjective policy as against objective conditions. In addition, policy
is determined here within the tension provided by the antithesis of
gaining power as against agreement or law, and finally of an instru-
mental as against an existential understanding of war.
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The poles in each of these antithetical relationships can be understood as
opposing borders; war is determined by these borders, but it also moves
and develops as the point half-way between them. The antitheses set out
by Clausewitz in the whole of Chapter 1, and the way he differentiates
them, are his real conceptualization of war. The way they are made up
and the oppositions between them determine every war, though they do
so in such a way that they are shaped differently in each case and one
pole of the specific antithesis may be dominant. The extremes of these
antitheses are the borders within which each concrete war is located. We
can sum up the relationship between the initial three-part definition and
the ‘wondrous Trinity’ by saying that although there is a correspondence
between the two in terms of the content of the conceptual fields, each
of their elements is characterized by a specific antithetical relationship.
In addition to this, there are some limited cross-references between the
individual determinations in some of the different conceptual fields.

However, this is where the true tension in Clausewitz’s approach is to
be found. Thus it is the very conceptualization of force as a means that
accounts for the initial definition of the instrumentality of war, but in
the trinity it is located in the conceptual field of policy rather than force.
The tendency towards the absolute and extreme in the conceptual field of
compelling the enemy corresponds to hatred and hostility as a blind force
of nature, but at the end of the chapter these appear in the conceptual field
of force. The cross-references between the two definitions indicate that the
three elements within each definition do not simply stand alongside each
other without having any relationship to one another, as may seem to be
the case at first glance. It is true that there is no direct connection between
the three elements within each of the two determinations of war, but there
is a connection between the conceptual fields identified in each.

4.3. A RECONSTRUCTION OF CHAPTER 1, WITH
THE HELP OF A DISTINCTION BETWEEN ACTION

AND COUNTERACTION

How can we resolve the antitheses between the conceptualizations of war
I have identified at the beginning and end of Clausewitz’s first chapter?
Could it be that they cannot be resolved? Even if we were able to assume
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that Clausewitz felt intuitively, or by following the ‘instinct of the object’
(by analogy with his well-known ‘instinct of judgement’) that war was
treated in Chapter 1 as a unity within which competing antitheses were
opposed to each other, this would not amount to an endorsement of his
position by itself.

I propose to offer an account of the contrasting conceptualizations
of war in Chapter 1 with the help of the idea of action succeeded by
counteraction.150 Although I do not share Ernst Vollrath’s view that action
in war can be reduced to counteraction or his integration of the instrumen-
tal character of war into this conception, his distinction between action
and counteraction provides the key to understanding the contrasting con-
ceptualizations of war in Clausewitz’s Chapter 1.

Clausewitz does not formulate this distinction explicitly, but he uses
it as the implicit basis for the development of his theoretical approach.
The fundamental significance of this distinction becomes clear right at the
beginning of Chapter 1. The initial definition assumes a sovereign and
independent subject which imposes its will on the enemy through the
use of force. In the interactions, on the other hand, the will is not seen
as sovereign at all. ‘Thus I am not in control: he [the enemy] dictates to
me as much as I dictate to him’, Clausewitz emphasizes (77). This restric-
tion of the sovereign will comes about in two steps. The first of these is
Clausewitz’s statement that the interactions mean that no one is ‘in con-
trol’: no one is autonomous. The second is that each side dictates to the
other, and neither party can escape this.

In Chapter 2, Clausewitz expresses this thought even more clearly: ‘If he
[the enemy] were to seek the decision through a major battle, his choice
would force us against our will to do likewise’ (98, emphasis in original). In
the initial definition, Clausewitz defines war by saying that it is a matter of
compelling the enemy to do one’s will. In Chapter 2, however, he says that
actions which are even opposed to one’s own will can be necessary in war.

For Clausewitz, ‘action’ is determined by the autonomy and responsi-
bility of one’s own will. Counteraction is a response to an assumed or
real action on the part of another person, and only comes into being
‘against our will’ as a result of this action. Every action within a context of
human activity is determined by both dimensions of action: the autonomy
and responsibility of one’s will, which cannot be given up, as against the
‘interaction’ of various counteractions, which operate according to their
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own logic and which are reciprocally related to one another. In war it is
impossible to separate these two types from one another, so this distinction
is not a matter of discrete forms of action. It expresses different dimensions
or ‘tendencies’, as Clausewitz puts it, of one and the same context of
action.

I take this distinction between action and counteraction from the work
of Ernst Vollrath, but it needs to be developed further and differentiated.
Vollrath argues that action can be treated as part of politics, whereas war is
essentially determined by counteraction. Not all counteraction is warlike,
but all action in war belongs to counteraction, Vollrath emphasizes. Action
as a whole is primarily a matter of disputes rather than agreement. He
argues that this is why the need to reach agreement arises. In action, all
action encounters the action of others. The result of this ‘acting together’
is also determined by the fact that human beings have not sought it
together—rather, one action has been directed against another.

Vollrath understands the possibility of counteraction as the fundamen-
tal precondition of every society’s existence. It is theoretically conceivable
that this possibility could be eliminated, but there would then be a dan-
ger that the many special features that make man what he is would be
abandoned. This elimination can be brought about in theory by funda-
mentalist demands on identity and enforced in practice by using force to
break another party’s will to resist. However, it is a feature of the good
sense that makes it possible for human beings to join together in the first
place that they cannot be made to submit to this by force. This in turn
assumes that it is possible, together with others, to resist the force designed
to make one submit by taking counteraction. Vollrath, arguing on similar
lines to Wolfgang Sofsky, sees the human capacity to take counteraction,
to defend oneself, and to resist as a fundamental condition of the freedom
of every society.151

4.3.1. Action and Counteraction in Clausewitz’s Definition

The distinction between action and counteraction can be illustrated with
the help of the initial three-part definition. Clausewitz says that war is an
act of force designed to compel our enemy to do our will. This definition
operates at the level of the autonomy of one’s own action. If we move
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beyond this conceptualization, the dimension of counteraction is imme-
diately revealed: war involves not just one actor trying to impose his will
on another by force, but two opponents fighting each other. Clausewitz
uses the image of the duel to make this point. Even before he presents the
definition itself, Clausewitz stresses the connection between war and the
duel (75).

Within this reciprocal counteraction in a duel, however, there is a funda-
mental distinction to be drawn: the two sides and the counteractions they
take can be either symmetrically or asymmetrically structured. Clausewitz
uses the image of two opponents wrestling with one another, each try to
floor the other, in order to capture a symmetrical relationship. Here we
are at the level of counteraction; the actions of each side, though directed
against the other, are of the same type: ‘Each tries through physical force
to compel the other to do his will’ (75). This symmetrical counteraction
needs to be distinguished from another type, asymmetrical counteraction.
Let us return to Clausewitz’s original definition as a starting point. Accord-
ing to the definition, the idea is to force an opponent to do our will. In a
war, though, the opponent does not want to do this and resists. At this
level, we have asymmetrical counteraction.

In the second interaction, Clausewitz says that war is not the effect of a
living force on a lifeless mass. Rather, because total non-resistance would
not be war at all, it is always a collision between two living forces.152 My
interpretation of Clausewitz’s Chapter 1 sees the instrumental character
of war, force as a means, as resting on the will of one of the opposing
sides. In the ‘wondrous Trinity’, on the other hand, war as a composite
made up of different tendencies is explained by the fact that there are
two (or more) opponents, both of whom want to assert their (individually
isolated) wills in a conflict, in fight and combat. War as an instrument and
force as a means rest on action, and this is tied to the relationship between
purpose, aim, and means. As a consequence of action and counteraction,
however, there comes into being a separate rationality of interaction, which
is not in every case subject to the individual will. Clausewitz expresses this
theoretically in the ‘wondrous Trinity’.

In brief summary, we can say that the difference lies in the fact that
war is not just a matter of imposing one’s will on the enemy. It is a
combat in which two opponents are both trying to impose their will, or
one of the two is struggling to prevent the other from imposing his will.
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This differentiation of Clausewitz’s original definition makes it possible to
distinguish between three aspects of the question:

1. Separate consideration of each of the combatants and of instrumental
action taken on the basis of each one’s free will.

2. Analysis of symmetrical interaction between the opponents. Each of
them wants to use force to impose his will on the other. Both of them
want to impose their will, but the opponents and their actions are
of the same type. Thus a momentum arises, and the consequence of
this is that the individual is no longer in control and must even act
against his own original will.

3. The asymmetrical relationship within which—according to
Clausewitz’s definition—the enemy is to be compelled to do one’s
will. However, this implies the thought that Clausewitz does not
express openly at the beginning of this chapter, namely the idea that
this opponent defends himself precisely because he does not want to
accept being compelled to do the other’s will.

Clausewitz begins On War by saying that war is nothing more than a duel.
Although he then differentiates this original concept by introducing the
idea of a ‘duel on a larger scale’ and the three-part definition, what he is
doing here is stressing the symmetrical relationship between opponents.
This assumption of symmetry in the concept of the duel has far-reaching
consequences. Clausewitz’s argument here reflects the political theory of
the eighteenth century, according to which every state had the right to wage
war. This concept differed from the medieval idea of ‘just war’ by assuming
that the right to wage war was an aspect of every state’s sovereignty. This
symmetry brings with it a tendency to justify wars, but it has other conse-
quences as well. It includes a recognition in principle that one’s opponent is
iustus hostis—an equal—so the enemy is no longer considered a criminal.
This assumption that enemies in war are equal is the basic precondition of
respect for the laws of war.153

Clausewitz conceptualizes war quite differently in the context of his
concept of defence. He argues that when we consider war philosophically,
we see that it begins with defence. ‘Essentially, the concept of war does
not originate with the attack’, he says, and notes that it originates with
defence rather than attack (377). The immediate purpose of defence is
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fighting, because defending oneself and fighting are obviously the same
thing. Defence is a matter of fighting off an attack, so it presupposes
this attack. Attack, on the other hand, is directed towards the occupa-
tion of territory, which is its ‘positive purpose’. We have, says Clausewitz,
now established where to find the ‘fixed point’ outside the interaction of
attack and defence, namely in defence (377). By saying this, Clausewitz
introduces a decisive qualification into his account of the symmetry and
polarity of the duel. There are political implications here as well. If we
establish a close connection between the conceptualization of war and the
concept of defence, we have grounds on which to state that war may have
a iusta causa—a just cause—and also that an attacker may be committing
a criminal act.

Wolfgang Sofsky takes up Clausewitz’s idea that war begins with defence
rather than attack. An invasion or occupation is not fighting, he says;
fighting only begins when someone resists the attack. The attack wants
to seize and subjugate, to invade and triumph, not to fight. It is only the
defence which wants to fight, to resist the invader, to hold on to what it
has, to defy the enemy. ‘This means that resistance and fighting are one’,
concludes Sofsky. Anyone who wanted to abolish the violence of fighting
would have to take away from human beings their capacity to resist.154

Clausewitz translates the categories of compelling the enemy to do our
will as well as not allowing the enemy to impose his will upon us into the
antithetical principles of attack and defence. At the level of abstraction
at which Chapter 1 operates, he treats attack and defence as opposed
principles rather than as strategic, tactical, or operational concepts within
warfare. Needless to say, actions in war cannot simply be divided into these
tendencies, and this is certainly not the sense or purpose of my distinction
here. The point is that this distinction can be used to reconstruct the
way in which Clausewitz’s first chapter develops. We can then identify a
sequence of autonomous action, symmetrical counteraction (the equality
of two opponents in the interactions), and asymmetrical counteraction
(to impose one’s will on the other and to resist attempts to compel one
to do the will of the other). I shall now go on to use this distinction in a
section-by-section examination of Chapter 1. The objective is to offer an
interpretation of the way Clausewitz moves from the definition of war to
the ‘wondrous Trinity’, and so to get a clearer view of the puzzle and to
reveal the secret.
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4.3.2. Action and Counteraction in Chapter 1

Section 1
Clausewitz begins with the conceptualization of war as a ‘duel on a larger
scale’ (75). The theoretical status of this determination of war probably
remains a matter of dispute; here it expresses the most general conceptu-
alization of ‘pure’ counteraction. No distinctions are drawn between the
opponents or their actions.

Section 2: Definition
Clausewitz continues by—initially—looking at each of the two opponents
separately. ‘Each tries through physical force to compel the other to do his
will’, and this leads him to conclude: ‘War is thus an act of force to compel
our enemy to do our will’ (75). This definition means that war is an act of
force for both sides; the objective is to impose one’s own will on the other
side, by carrying out an action with purposes, aims, and means one has
decided for oneself. Each side’s will is initially considered in isolation.

Sections 3–9: Interactions
In the next section, Clausewitz returns to the idea that action in war never
occurs in isolation, but is always confronted by another action: the other
side does ‘the same’. He discusses the consequences of this counteraction
in the three interactions to the extreme (sections 3–5) and to moderation
(sections 6–9). Up until now, most commentators on Clausewitz have
connected the category of interaction with the extreme of force. This has
made it more difficult to understand the distinction between action and
counteraction. An additional difficulty has been caused by the fact that the
way Clausewitz structures Chapter 1 is determined by an initial assump-
tion that there is no difference between the two opponents’ respective wills
or the purposes of their actions in the duel. This assumption that the
opponents are of the same type can lead to the further assumption that all
we need is an examination of war in relation to each of the two opponents
and their isolated wills. It is true that at this level, it is hard to distinguish
between action and counteraction.

Section 10
After the three interactions to the extreme Clausewitz introduces the dis-
tinction between theory and reality, but he accounts for this in terms of the
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interactions to limited war. On the basis of the antithesis of the interactions
to escalation and those to limited war, Clausewitz concludes that the laws
of probability are in operation: ‘From the enemy’s character, from his
institutions, the state of his affairs and his general situation, each side,
using the laws of probability, forms an estimate of its opponent’s likely
course and acts accordingly’ (80).

Section 11: The Influence of Policy on War
Up until this point, Clausewitz has been examining the problems that arise
because of the symmetry of counteraction. He now returns to the question
of the effects of the interactions on each of the two opponents, and argues
that this object has up until now been ‘rather overshadowed’ by the law of
the extremes. As soon as this law ‘begins to lose its force’ and is replaced
by the calculation of probabilities, the political purpose of war must come
to the fore again. In this section, therefore, Clausewitz leaves the level of
counteraction and returns to the examination of action (80).

In this section there is a passage that can be used to elucidate the
distinction between action and counteraction. Clausewitz’s argument here
uses the idea of war’s instrumentality as a means of policy, but he restricts
this in a very significant way. The political purpose is only described as the
‘original motive’ of war. One and the same political purpose can have quite
different effects when pursued by different peoples and at different times.
The influence of policy on war is limited to the extent to which it influences
‘the forces it is meant to move’. It is possible that ‘there can be such
tensions’ and such a ‘mass of inflammable material’ between two peoples
and states that ‘the slightest quarrel can produce a wholly disproportionate
effect—a real explosion’ (81).

This position is diametrically opposed to the statements of the famous
formula (in sections 24 and 25), which declares that war is a ‘true political
instrument’. The only thing that remains as a specific characteristic of
war, Clausewitz stresses there, relates purely to the specific nature of the
means employed. However strongly war may also, in some cases, affect
the political intentions of the actors once it has started, this can only be
seen as a modification of those intentions. Clausewitz emphasizes this
thought when he says that the political intention is the purpose and war
is the means of reaching it; the means can never be thought of in isolation
from the purpose (87). Immediately after making this point, Clausewitz
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even argues that the more violent the tension preceding a war, the closer
it comes to its abstract, absolute form; even this kind of war, though, is
politically determined (sections 25 and 26, pp. 87–8).

Although Clausewitz sees one case in which the tensions between states
are so great that even a trivial quarrel can lead to an explosion (section 11),
he argues later that even a war with a tendency to become total remains
politically determined (sections 24–6). There is a logical contradiction
here, but this antithesis can be resolved. My argument with respect to this
point is that in the later sections (24–6), Clausewitz emphasizes that each
of the opponents will remain responsible for his own actions, even in a war
with a tendency to become total.

However, after his examination of the three interactions as forms of
symmetrical counteraction, he moves on to a first attempt to analyse their
relationship to the initial definition of war, which was oriented towards
the autonomous will. Clausewitz says clearly at this point: the political
object will determine both the military objective to be reached and the
amount of effort it requires, but it cannot ‘in itself ’ provide the standard
of measurement because it can do so ‘only in the context of the two states
at war’ (81). In this way it becomes possible for one and the same political
purpose to have quite different effects.

Having dealt with the two types of action separately up to this point,
Clausewitz turns for the first time in this section to an analysis of the
relationship between action and the momentum which arises out of coun-
teraction.

Sections 12–14: An Interruption of Military Activity
Immediately after this, Clausewitz begins to differentiate further the idea of
counteraction. He introduces this question with an examination of inter-
ruptions in military activity. It is at first glance surprising that Clausewitz
should consider an examination of interruptions of military activity to
be necessary at the level of abstraction at which Chapter 1 operates. One
indication of just how surprising the examination of this topic at this point
is can be seen in the fact that up until now, commentators on Chapter 1
have paid absolutely no attention to it. They have evidently seen it as a
special military problem which does not fit Chapter 1’s level of abstraction.
However, as Clausewitz puts it: ‘can the process of war be interrupted, even
for a moment? The question reaches deep into the heart of the matter’
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(81–2). This question becomes interesting at the point where Clausewitz
again begins to discuss tendencies to moderation and to escalation. He
initially rejects the view that a balance between the warring parties can
explain the interruption (82–3). In fact, he says, both parties’ striving
to avoid a situation of balance would bring with it a new continuity of
escalation (section 14, 83).

Sections 15–17: Polarity as Against the Asymmetry of Attack
and Defence
The difference between the two forms of counteraction emerges even
more clearly in the following sections of Chapter 1. Up until this point,
Clausewitz has distinguished between the individual action and individual
will of each actor, and the counteraction that results when two equal wills
collide with one another and each side seeks to impose its will on the other.
Now he differentiates between the symmetrical and the asymmetrical form
of counteraction. He starts by explaining once again the specific feature of
symmetrical counteraction: ‘In a battle each side aims at victory; that is
a case of true polarity, since the victory of one side excludes the victory
of the other’ (83). This symmetry is conceptualized with the help of the
category of polarity. Clausewitz then distinguishes it from another form of
counteraction, which he discusses by using the example of the relationship
between attack and defence.

Clausewitz begins this section by saying that if there were only one form
of war in which there was no difference between attack and defence, the
forms of fighting would be ‘identical’. In this case fighting would be a
zero-sum game and a ‘true polarity’; one side loses whatever the other
side gains. Clausewitz then stresses that attack and defence are in fact very
different, and of unequal strength. Defence, he says, is a stronger form of
war than attack. This means that the escalatory effect of the equality of the
two sides, each of which wants to defeat the other, is lost as a result of the
different strengths of attack and defence, and so becomes ineffective. ‘I am
convinced that the superiority of the defensive (if rightly understood) is
very great, far greater than appears at first sight. It is this which explains
without any inconsistency most periods of inaction that occur in war’ (84).

Here too, one could argue that Chapter 1 is not really the right place
for a discussion of attack and defence. However, Clausewitz is drawing
attention to a more fundamental problem, that of counteraction in war.
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We can shed more light on this problem if we bring in some addi-
tional statements about the difference between attack and defence from
Chapter 2 in which Clausewitz distinguishes the positive purpose of the
attack from the negative purpose of the defence. He describes this posi-
tive purpose as the destruction of the enemy forces, but characterizes the
negative purpose differently: ‘But resistance is a form of action, aimed
at destroying enough of the enemy’s power to force him to renounce
his intentions.’ Clausewitz understands this ‘pure resistance’ as ‘fight-
ing without a positive intention’ (93), whereas this positive intention
involves an action where an attempt is made to impose one’s will on an
opponent.

On the basis of this distinction between the two kinds of action,
Clausewitz concludes that there is a fundamental difference between attack
and defence. He formulates this as follows: ‘Here lies the origin of the
distinction that dominates the whole of war: the difference between attack
and defence’ (94). The most general aspect of this difference is, says Clause-
witz, that while the attack seeks to destroy the enemy’s resistance, the
defence has a different purpose: ‘Preserving our own forces has a negative
purpose: it frustrates the enemy’s intentions—that is, it amounts to pure
resistance’ (98). Clausewitz’s initial definition of war says that the enemy
must be compelled to do one’s will, but defence is characterized differently.
The content of defence is self-preservation driven by the imperative of not
allowing the enemy to impose his will on us.

It is true that this distinction is relative. One could argue that if one of
the two sides does not allow the enemy to impose his will, or is trying to
prevent him doing so, then this side too is trying to compel the enemy
to do his own will. This relative equality explains the possibility, which
frequently becomes a reality, that action and asymmetrical counteraction
may in practice merge with one another. But this does not mean that
the entirely distinctive nature of the two kinds of action, and the differ-
ence between them, disappears. I assume that action and asymmetrical
counteraction account for different forms of rationality in both physical
and political self-preservation. The difference between these two forms of
action becomes particularly clear in partisan warfare: partisans who put
up ‘pure resistance’ have already ‘won’ if they do not allow the enemy to
‘defeat’ them.155
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Sections 18–22: Probabilities, Chance, and War as a Gamble
In the next few sections, Clausewitz sets out the conclusions that follow
from the antithesis of action and interruption in war. He says that an
interruption moves war even further away from the absolute and makes
it a calculation of probability in which chance dominates. Because of war’s
complete unpredictability, its objective nature and subjective appearance
make it seem like a game: ‘In short, absolute, so-called mathematical,
factors never find a firm basis in military calculations. From the very
start there is an interplay of possibilities, probabilities, good luck and bad
that weaves its way throughout the length and breadth of the tapestry. In
the whole range of human activities, war most closely resembles a game
of cards’ (86). We have reached another of Clausewitz’s ‘extreme points’
here, but this time it is the extreme of chance, of a game of cards, rather
than of force. The three interactions to the extreme were determined by
the extreme of force and the extreme logic of escalation; now, Clausewitz
compares war with the extremes of chance that occur in a game of cards,
with its complete unpredictability.

However, Clausewitz does not simply regret this uncertainty, the
way warfare depends on good or bad luck, on probabilities and
unpredictability.156 It is only because war is, as Clausewitz understands
it, marked by a series of unpredictable factors that moral forces such as
courage, self-confidence, and boldness, ‘even foolhardiness’ acquire their
meaning. ‘The art of war deals with living and with moral forces. Conse-
quently, it cannot attain the absolute, or certainty; it must always leave
a margin for uncertainty’ (86). The uncertainty of warfare also means
that daring, caution, and shrewdness become more significant. Clausewitz
concludes that in general, this suits human nature best (86).

Sections 23–6: The Famous Formula
After this comparison of the unpredictability of war with a game of cards,
Clausewitz stresses in the next section that war remains ‘a serious means
to a serious end’ (86). This is an obvious change of subject, which brings
Clausewitz back to the political conceptualization of war. The transition
between these two sections appears to be a sudden break in the argument.
This reveals a characteristic of the account which runs through the whole
of Chapter 1. Clausewitz takes each aspect of his subject, and examines it
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so fully and exhaustively that the internal logic of the account leads to an
extreme. Once a full account of one aspect has been given or has reached
an extreme, he turns to the antithesis of this question or tries to sum up
what he has said so far so that the continuity of the argument is not lost.

To explain this approach very briefly: Clausewitz begins with the defin-
ition, which seems to him to be complete. He then introduces the three
interactions to the extreme in connection with the aim of the military
action, and this leads him to extremes. The account then goes off in a
different direction, as Clausewitz suggests that in reality there would never
be any such escalation to the extreme. The interactions to escalation and
to limitation are focused on the equal wills of both opponents, and iden-
tify the question of their contrasting effects. Clausewitz then changes his
perspective again, and introduces the idea that opponents in war do not
want the same thing; in fact, there are different forms of counteraction.
This brings Clausewitz to a new extreme, the comparison between war
and a game of cards. This too calls for a new antithesis: war is not a game
of cards, but rather ‘a clash between major interests, which is resolved by
bloodshed’ (149).

After Clausewitz has, within the internal logic of Chapter 1, started by
examining the action of one of the two sides and then looked at coun-
teraction that can either be symmetrical (‘the enemy does the same’) or
asymmetrical (the desire not to allow the enemy to impose his will on
one), he returns once again to the question of action. War should, he says,
remain subject to the action of a ‘superior intelligence’ in order to be able
to deal with the unpredictable nature of counteraction (87). The continued
influence of the momentum of counteraction, which he examined earlier,
becomes clear when one considers the following sentence: ‘Policy, then,
will permeate all military operations, and in so far as their violent nature
will admit, it will have a continuous influence on them’ (87).

I would like to suggest that this formulation is where Clausewitz pro-
vides his best description both of the influence of policy on warfare and
of the limits of its importance. Immediately after this he changes his per-
spective once again and states the world-famous formula, ‘war is merely
the continuation of policy by other means’ (87). In terms of its content,
one certainly cannot say that this conceptualization of war follows from
the way the argument has developed in Chapter 1 so far. In fact, the reverse
is the case. In particular, the statement that war is ‘merely’ a continuation
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of policy has led to numerous misunderstandings in the literature. A com-
plete reduction of war to an instrument of policy would be a contradiction
even within Chapter 1, as it would conflict with the ‘wondrous Trinity’.

Within the implicit logic of Chapter 1 as I have presented it, however, the
formula emerges as Clausewitz returns once again to the level of action.
This can be seen in particular in his statement that war must remain
subject to the action of a superior intelligence and has a political purpose.
What he is therefore doing in the famous formula is stressing action, the
responsibility of each of the two opponents for their own actions. Since,
with the exception of the initial definition, Clausewitz has concentrated as
Chapter 1 progresses on reciprocal counteraction, there is a new break in
the argument when he returns to autonomy and the responsibility of each
party for his own actions. In order to ensure that this dimension of action
is distinguished sharply enough from the counteraction he has just dealt
with, he exaggerates this point (probably unconsciously) and says that war
is merely a continuation of policy by other means.

In the three sections that follow the formula, Clausewitz argues that
both limited and unlimited wars are politically determined, whatever
appearances may suggest (87–9). This argument is not at all unsurprising,
as Clausewitz has explained the expansion of warfare in the French Revo-
lution by referring to changes in political circumstances and has also
explained Napoleon’s final defeat with reference to changes in domes-
tic political conditions. However, this position contradicts the last sen-
tence before the introduction of the formula, which states that policy
only influences military operations ‘in so far as their violent nature will
admit’ (87).157

In section 11 of Chapter 1 Clausewitz stresses that even a very minor
political quarrel can lead to a real explosion of warfare and that one and
the same purpose can have different effects (80–1). Within the context
of the formula he says the opposite: even total war remains determined
by the political purpose. How can this contradiction be resolved? In my
view, this is only possible if we assume that before the formula Clausewitz
sees the influence of policy as limited by the momentum of counteraction.
After the formula, though, he develops a position which states that even
an unlimited war retains a dimension in which the parties are responsible
for their own actions; this dimension does not disappear completely in the
imposed reciprocity of counteraction.
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Section 27: Consequences for the Theory of War
After Clausewitz has provided an exhaustive account of the influence of the
political purpose, he reaches another extreme. Even in an unlimited war
with a tendency to become total, he says, warfare is determined by policy.
This position obviously strikes him as so extreme that he immediately
qualifies it, and there is another sharp break in the argument. The next
‘antithesis’ is the introduction of the category of the ‘wondrous Trinity’, in
which the instrumentality of war fought for a political purpose is now only
one of three tendencies of equal importance.

Section 28: The Result—‘Wondrous Trinity’
The three different dimensions of action (action, symmetrical counterac-
tion, and asymmetrical counteraction) are still reflected in the ‘wondrous
Trinity’. Action appears in the conceptualization of war as a subordinate
instrument of policy. The activities of commanders and armies attempting
to defeat each other can be interpreted as symmetrical counteraction: ‘the
scope which the play of courage and talent will enjoy in the realm of
probability and chance’ depends on the particular character of the com-
mander and his army. (89). The primordial violence of war, as the third
dimension of the ‘wondrous Trinity’, cannot be immediately classified in
an unambiguous way as a kind of action.

As I have already indicated, in one of his antitheses Clausewitz derives
the actual theory of war from defence: ‘Consider . . . how war originates.
Essentially, the concept of war does not originate with the attack’ (377).158

The absolute purpose of attack is primarily possession, and only secondar-
ily fighting, while defence is determined by fighting and self-preservation.
An invasion or conquest is not yet a war. Fighting and war only come about
when the side under attack defends itself. Clausewitz is therefore saying
that the way war comes into existence, its origin, is primarily a matter of
defence, and this in turn is determined by the taking of counteraction so
that the enemy cannot impose his will on one. If we combine the cate-
gory of original violence with Clausewitz’s identification of defence as the
phenomenon that gives rise to war, we can say that defence is determined
by asymmetrical counteraction. This indicates that the three tendencies of
the ‘wondrous Trinity’ provide a systematic reflection of the three dimen-
sions of action—action, asymmetrical counteraction, and symmetrical
counteraction.
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4.4. CLAUSEWITZ’S ‘TESTAMENT’: BRINGING TOGETHER
THE INITIAL THREE-PART DEFINITION AND THE

‘WONDROUS TRINITY’

Let us summarize our findings in relation to the structure of Clausewitz’s
Chapter 1. War is for Clausewitz a conflict made up of active, reciprocal
actions. Chapter 1 of Book I of On War is Clausewitz’s attempt to bring
together his diverse experiences of war and his understanding of its essen-
tial dynamism within an analytic synthesis. However, because he has such
a realistic view of the world, Clausewitz cannot be satisfied with one-sided
conceptualizations of war. He has too much intellectual integrity to derive
his theory of war from dogmatic positions. In Chapter 1, whenever he has
provided a full account of one elemental conceptualization of war or taken
it to its logical conclusion, he then shifts to an antithesis, and from this
point begins to investigate a new aspect of his subject.

What this means for the interpretation of Chapter 1 is that Clausewitz
conceptualized war as a process developing within the antitheses of the
‘wondrous Trinity’ and the initial three-part definition. These antitheses
are boundary concepts, tendencies or dimensions which characterize every
war. Depending on the historical situation, the external circumstances, and
the decisions taken in each case, one or other of these poles comes to the
fore at the expense of the others. Every war, though, is characterized by the
antitheses between the instrumental rationality of force and its ‘primordial
violence’, of an immanent, necessary logic of action and counteraction,
and of the play of chance and probability. War as a continuation of policy
by other means itself rests on a tension that can never be overcome. The
influence of policy on warfare is, says Clausewitz, very great, but he simul-
taneously stresses that policy makes use of other means when a decision to
wage war is taken.

Clausewitz’s way of proceeding in Chapter 1 follows the logic of the
succession of action, symmetrical counteraction, and asymmetrical coun-
teraction. He sees action as tied to a rationality of purpose, aim, and
means; action’s relationship to its own means of power and to the enemy is
an instrumental one which treats them as objects. However, because there
are two opponents who are both doing ‘the same thing’, a dynamic is set
in motion which releases other forms of rationality. Initially, this ‘doing
the same thing’ leads to symmetrical counteraction which gives expression
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to the fact that each of the two sides is seeking to defeat the other. This
counteraction relates primarily to the enemy’s actions rather than to the
enemy as an object.

In the three interactions to the extreme the reflexivity of this
counteraction leads to escalation and the absolute of violence, but in the
three interactions to limited war it leads, via communication between the
sides and the passage of time, to a moderation of violence. However, this
does not mean the end of the dynamic that develops out of the fact that
the enemy does the same. Because both sides do the same thing and each
wants to compel the other to do its will, it is inevitable that resistance
actions arise in the form of a determination not to let the enemy impose
his will and to assert one’s own will or special qualities. This last concept
of asymmetrical counteraction can be connected with the original concept
of action: not allowing the enemy to impose his will can equally well
be described as the assertion of one’s own will, which one is attempting
to compel the enemy to accept. In fact, the distinction between action,
symmetrical counteraction, and asymmetrical counteraction not only dis-
tinguishes between different kinds of action but also makes distinctions
within one and the same kind of action.

Clausewitz’s contemporary Hegel emphasized that the truth could not
be stated in one sentence only. Each of Hegel’s statements, like each of
Clausewitz’s, calls for an antithesis to follow it.159 As quoted earlier, Carl
Linnebach emphasized Clausewitz’s way of developing his ideas as fol-
lows: ‘The statements and counter-statements made by Clausewitz are like
“weights and counterweights”, and one could say that through their play
and interplay the scales of truth are brought into balance.’160 The statement
and counterstatement of Chapter 1 of Book I are the initial three-part
definition and the ‘wondrous Trinity’ at the end of this chapter. In Chap-
ter 1, Clausewitz depicts the contrasting effects of the three conceptual
fields of violence/force, fighting, and policy. War is characterized by these
‘boundary concepts’ (Muenkler), which in Clausewitz’s account constitute
every war and within which war develops as a form of ‘Between’.
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Polarities and the Asymmetry between
Attack and Defence

And if we are ever to succeed in creating a political theory worthy of
the name, this will only be possible in a similar way, by means of an
equally harmonious combination of conflicting elements.

Hans Rothfels161

Clausewitz’s Testament is characterized by the way in which it brings
together contrasting tendencies. According to Clausewitz, war is made up
of the antitheses that constitute his three-part definition and the ‘won-
drous Trinity’. My argument so far has been that the antitheses in Clause-
witz’s political theory can be explained with reference to his own experi-
ence of war. This made it possible to explain the antitheses in Chapter 1
by distinguishing between action and counteraction. The subject of the
present chapter is Clausewitz’s attempt to think systematically about the
interaction of antithetical elements.

5.1. ANTITHESES IN THE THOUGHT OF CLAUSEWITZ
AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

Clausewitz was aware that the conceptualization of war in terms of antith-
eses was problematic, and he made some attempts to solve this problem.
Evidence of this can be found in his statement that he intended to write
a separate chapter on the principle of polarity (83). He was never able
to do this, as was the case with so many of the plans he had at the time
of his death. In an article written shortly before he died, Clausewitz says
that the ‘whole of physical and intellectual nature’ is kept in balance by
means of antitheses.162 When he deals with the relationship between attack
and defence, Clausewitz even speaks of the ‘true logical antithesis’ between
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them, which is of greater significance than a simple logical contradiction
(523).

Raymond Aron and Peter Paret, the authors of some of the most impor-
tant studies of Clausewitz published to date, have both emphasized his
‘dialectical’ method. Aron assumes that Clausewitz would have disclosed
the secret of his method in the chapter he intended to write about polarity.
He draws attention in particular to the fact that none of the commenta-
tors on Clausewitz has so far undertaken any further investigation of the
significance of this remark. The planned chapter on polarity would, says
Aron, have covered the different kinds of antithesis, which is to say that it
would have dealt with the particular features of Clausewitz’s method. Aron
assumes that in this chapter, Clausewitz would have revealed the secret of
his dialectics.163 It is this question, the secret of Clausewitz’s dialectics, that
I now wish to look at more closely.

Aron argues that the narrow concept of polarity could not become a
fundamental concept for Clausewitz because it is tied to the idea of a zero-
sum game. As Clausewitz puts it, the principle of polarity is only valid
in cases where ‘positive and negative interests exactly cancel one another
out’. In a battle, both sides are trying to win; only this is ‘true polarity’,
since if one wins the other must lose (83). Aron distinguishes between the
zero-sum game of the duel and the diverse forms of antithesis which are
typical of the pairs of concepts Clausewitz uses. In these antitheses, each
concept can be seen as a pole: theory and practice, the scale of success
and the risk taken, attack and defence. Aron concludes that if one wanted
to identify a fundamental concept in Clausewitz, it would be that of the
antithesis.164

Peter Paret determines that Clausewitz’s general approach is dialectical
in character. This was, he says, something shared by Clausewitz’s gener-
ation, all of whom thought in terms such as contradiction, polarity, the
separation and connection of the active and passive, the positive and
the negative. The principle of polarity seemed to be the only thing that
could overcome the infinite distance between the positive and the negative.
Clausewitz’s treatments of polarity and of the relationship between attack
and defence were, according to Paret, variations on a theme that was very
popular at the time.165

What was the significance of the concept of polarity in Clausewitz’s
time? It was a fundamental principle of Goethe’s understanding of nature
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that a force could be divided into polar opposites, but that these would
then reunite. Goethe wrote in 1828 that the concepts of polarity and
growth were the two great wheels driving the whole of nature. Clausewitz’s
remarks at the beginning of his first chapter are in accordance with this
methodological principle: he infers the natural intensification of force
within the three interactions to the extreme from the polarity of the duel
(75–7). Hegel stressed that the contemporary discovery of polarity had
been of ‘enormous significance’.

During this period, a time of fundamental changes in the circumstances
of life, ideas, habits of thought, and political conditions, the question of
whether an antithesis should be thought of as a unity, or if it was only
possible to emphasize the contrast between old and new, was an issue of
paramount importance. In 1811, Rahel Levin described this problem in
the following terms: ‘In this new world that has been broken into pieces,
the only thing left to a man who wishes to understand . . . is the heroism of
scholarship.’166

There are different aspects of polarity which need to be distinguished
from one another. Schelling, for example, stressed the idea that behind
what appeared to be contrasts there was a hidden identity that must be
sought, and understood polarity as a law of the world: ‘It is a priori certain
that . . . real principles opposed to another are at work throughout the
whole of nature.’ If these opposing principles are united in one body, they
give that body polarity, according to Schelling. Goethe, on the other hand,
placed more emphasis on the idea that there was a lively tension between
the opposites: ‘The life of nature divides what is unified and unites what is
divided.’167

The most important influences on Clausewitz were the rationalist cur-
rents of the Enlightenment, Idealism, Romanticism, and the findings of
the natural sciences. It was from Kiesewetter, a follower of Kant, that
Clausewitz learned about rationalism at an early age. During Clausewitz’s
time in Berlin, the idealism of Fichte and Hegel was the dominant current
of thought in intellectual circles. It has to be mentioned, that Clausewitz
also spent a number of weeks in 1829 reading the Goethe–Schiller cor-
respondence. Additionally, he also attended the lectures of the romantic
philosopher Heinrich Steffens during the winter of 1824–5, and those of
the naturalist Alexander von Humboldt, which were the start of a new
flowering of the natural sciences in Germany, in 1827.168
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Clausewitz took up aspects of all these tendencies within the thought
of his contemporaries and used them in his theory of war, to the extent
that they helped him to reflect on his own experiences of war. One can say
that Clausewitz’s own position floats within the field formed by these four
currents of thought. Each of them provided him with stimulation, but his
own position cannot be traced back to any single one of them. By floating
in this way, Clausewitz was able to develop a position of his own which is
more than a mere variation on the theme of the significance of antitheses
and their unity, which was so widely discussed at the time.

5.1.1. Polarity in Clausewitz’s Thought

There are only four places in the whole of Clausewitz’s writings where the
concept of polarity appears. The first of these is to be found in the title
of a section dealing with the simultaneous and the successive use of the
armed forces, in a very early text entitled Leitfaden zur Bearbeitung der
Taktik der Gefechtslehre. In this section, Clausewitz says that it is important
to understand the laws of polarity. The two ways in which the armed
forces can be used are simultaneously or successively, and these can be
understood as a pair of poles which balance each other.169 The second
use of the concept of polarity comes in Clausewitz’s report on the Russian
campaign. Here he uses the concept to demonstrate that both Napoleon
and his opponent Kutuzov had the same desire not to fight another battle
after Borodino.170

The third appearance of the concept of polarity is to be found in one
of the works that was unpublished in Clausewitz’s lifetime. This is a pre-
liminary sketch of the chapter on polarity he intended to write. Here,
Clausewitz stresses that polarity is by no means restricted to the descrip-
tion of an antithesis and that it also implies equality between the two poles.
He says that the rule that one should always do the opposite of what the
enemy wants, which is so often found in the works of military writers is no
more than a distorted picture of the truth. This rule can easily deceive the
unwary. The mistaken, or at least misunderstood, precondition is that the
two commanders never want the same thing and always have contrasting
desires. It is true that the activities of the two sides are set against one
another and tend to cancel each other out. It is seen to follow from this
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that any advantage gained by one side will eo ipso be to the disadvantage of
the other. However, this is only true if we look at each individual and fail
to consider the whole context.

Clausewitz then subordinates the polarity of the individual elements of
a situation (‘Elementarteilchen’ in German) to the oppositions relating to
the whole; he argues that it is not in the end the polarity of the parts that is
decisive, but rather that of the unities: ‘The most complete and necessary
elements are the final goals and the highest unities, which cancel each other
out.’171 In this draft, the main question Clausewitz is addressing is that of
why two opponents in war see one and the same thing as being to their
advantage, and can in this respect—despite their antagonism—also pursue
the same interests. In saying this, he qualifies the opposition within the
polarity (though this continues to exist) and places more emphasis on the
equality of the poles.

The final occasion on which Clausewitz speaks of polarity is in Chapter 1
of On War, where he develops a concept of a ‘genuine polarity’: ‘By think-
ing that the interests of the two commanders are opposed in equal measure
to each other, we have assumed a genuine polarity’ (emphasis in original).
The principle of polarity is only valid, he says, when polarity is thought
of in relation to one and the same object, where the positive and nega-
tive interests cancel each other out completely. Clausewitz develops this
thought further by saying that if there were no defence but just ‘attacking
the enemy’ by both sides, war would always be exactly the same: ‘then
every advantage gained by one side would be a precisely equal disadvantage
to the other—true polarity would exist’ (83). Friedrich Engels follows
the same train of thought in connection with the relationship between
attraction and repulsion, originally emphasized by Kant. These forces, he
says, offset each other perfectly, and this situation follows as a matter of
necessity from the nature of polar distribution: two magnetic poles would
not be true poles if they did not exist in balance with one another. As
mentioned, Aron characterizes this form of polarity as a zero-sum game,
that is to say a case in which a gain for one side means a loss for the other.172

If we look more closely at Clausewitz’s text here, we can see that he
really does use the concept of polarity in connection with the idea of a
zero-sum game; however, he only does this in order to distance himself
from this idea immediately afterwards. He argues that when we speak of
two different things which have a common relation external to themselves,
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it is the relationship and not the things themselves which partakes of
polarity. Clausewitz put this concept of polarity forward in his analysis of
the Russian campaign: ‘Polarity refers only to the end, not the means.’ The
title of section 16 states that attack and defence are different in kind and
of unequal strength, so that the idea of polarity seems not to be applicable
to them. But it is clear that what Clausewitz means here is that polarity as
a zero-sum game would not be applicable to attack and defence. He does,
though, explain that the polarity of attack and defence is to be found in the
decision, which is what they both seek to achieve (83–4).

Clausewitz thus distinguishes between two elements within polarity. He
initially emphasizes that the two poles are united because they are elements
of an overarching whole. In this respect there is no difference between
attack and defence, both of which are just elements of war. Clausewitz
characterizes this aspect by saying that the principle of polarity is only valid
when it is thought of as applying to one and the same object. Immediately
after this, he stresses that the polarity (of attack and defence) is character-
ized by the relationship between the poles, not by the poles as ‘things’173

(83–4). If we turn this around, we can say that Clausewitz’s concept of
polarity is characterized by a high degree of symmetry, and implies the
similarity or equal strength of the poles. Clausewitz goes on to argue that
true polarity is when the victory of one side destroys the victory of the
other. Polarity is present when any advantage one side gains in combat
would be an equally great disadvantage to the other (83–4). The equality of
the poles is demonstrated by their symmetry, but Clausewitz stresses that
these are not ‘things’, not objects. What does he mean by this distinction?

5.1.2. Polarity Explained, Using the Example of a Magnet

In order to clarify the question of whether polar opposites relate to the
poles as ‘things’ or to their relationship to one another, it is helpful to
consider the example of a magnet. Hegel incorporated into his work a
finding from natural science, the idea that even filing through a magnet
does not lead to a separation of the poles. If we do this what we have is
not separate north and south poles, but more than one of each type and
more than one magnet. Clausewitz understands polarity as a relationship
between opposites rather than one between different ‘things’. According to
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this conception, the unity of north and south poles does make them an
inseparable unity as a third entity, the magnet.174 The equality of the poles
in a magnet is not material or concrete. There is no north or south pole
as a thing, an object, just their inseparable unity as a magnet. This is the
sense in which Clausewitz emphasizes that in polarity, it is the relationship
rather than the things themselves which establishes an identity. There is
therefore a third entity which goes beyond the two poles and exceeds
them. This third entity, though, is by no means located outside the two
opposites; it is determined by the opposition in the relationship of the
two poles.

One can get a particularly vivid sense of this model by considering not
just the opposition between the poles treated as a unity, but also their
field formed by a magnet. The dynamic element in the model of polarity,
which forms its structure, also discloses its full scope when the extremes are
not perceived as things, objects, substances, and so on. This interpretation
corresponds to Hegel’s position on the philosophical conceptualization of
magnetism, which understands it as a purely immaterial form.175 If the
poles in a polar antithesis are understood as objects, the concept of the
object entails a separation. It would therefore be a logical contradiction
to assign a unity to the antithesis between objects within one and the
same relationship. In Clausewitz’s treatment of polarity he argues unam-
biguously that it can only be thought of in relation to one and the same
object. This means, quite simply, that the poles in this kind of antithetical
relationship cannot themselves be objects.

There was a very similar problem in mathematics during Clausewitz’s
lifetime, which became a philosophical problem too once Kant had taken
it up. This involved the question of how the content of negative numbers
could be provided with a philosophical basis. If positive numbers exist
and zero is understood as ‘nothing’, what are negative numbers? Less than
nothing? Kant tried to solve this problem by treating positive and negative
numbers as relations rather than substances.176

Since this is all Clausewitz wrote on the subject of polarity, I shall now
try to deduce his likely intentions by looking at the work of one of his
contemporaries, Johann Bernhard Wilbrand. Wilbrand taught anatomy,
physiology, and natural history in Giessen, and was also the head of the
town’s botanical garden. In 1819, he identified the following elements of
polarity:177 Polarity is, he says:
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1. an opposition between two entities, each of which presupposes the
existence of the other, and where one of the two only has its charac-
teristic meaning when opposed to the other;

2. the internal unity of this antithesis within a third entity, which

3. has the antithesis to thank for its own characteristic unity, which
could not be in being without the antithesis.

Arguing in a way that is very close to Clausewitz’s method in the ‘wondrous
Trinity’ sections, Wilbrand concludes that neither feature takes priority
over the other. Summing up the state of natural-scientific knowledge at the
time, Wilbrand immediately stresses both the antithesis and the insepar-
able unity within a higher whole. It has turned out to be the case, he writes,
that both electric and magnetic phenomena rest on an internal antithesis.
The nature of this antithesis is that the opposing forces are both part of
one and the same whole. Wilbrand argues that the most important aspect
of the concept of polarity is the fact that it points to an antithesis that only
exists within one and the same whole.178

For Wilbrand, the concept of polarity corresponds to a ‘dynamic view of
nature’. This view of nature may treat material as the result of interaction
between two opposing forces, or portray natural phenomena as the result
of an antithesis. Wilbrand distinguishes his position sharply from atom-
ism. The difference between atomism and dynamism becomes evident,
he says, when we ask about the origins of matter. Wilbrand then refers
explicitly to Kant, saying Kant has shown that all material can only be
thought of as the product of two conflicting forces.179 Clausewitz’s idea
of polarity, like Wilbrand’s, is dynamic and characterized by an implicit
rejection of atomism.

Let us try to summarize what Clausewitz says about polarity. Although
polarity involves an antithesis, it constitutes a third entity as a unity. This
third entity is the whole, whether it be the magnet determined by the polar
relationship, or war, which Clausewitz sees as characterized by the ‘true
logical antithesis’ of attack and defence. This identity of an object can only
exist because the poles within such a relationship are not ‘things’. Even a
violent splitting of the two parts of this relationship of mutual dependency
does not lead to a genuine separation of the opposing poles, but rather to
the multiplication of their potential. When Clausewitz emphasizes polar-
ity, he is giving expression to his dynamic conception of war.
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5.2. THE CONCEPT OF THE ‘TRUE LOGICAL ANTITHESIS’

I do not entirely share Raymond Aron’s view that Clausewitz would have
revealed the ‘secret of his method’ in the chapter he intended to write
about polarity. Although it is true that polarity is an important part of
Clausewitz’s theory, he does not leave things there. In Clausewitz’s view,
polarity would only be present if there were just one form of war, attacking
the enemy, a case in which one side’s advantage is always an equally great
disadvantage to the other side. In order to explain how varied war can be
and how it does not always consist of one and the same battle, Clausewitz
introduces the categories of attack and defence. These categories are in
one sense polar opposites in their mutual relations, but at the same time
they are fundamentally different and are therefore something other than
polarity. Clausewitz expresses this tension by saying that polarity cannot be
applied to attack and defence as things, but is only in their relationship180

(83). This means that his conception of attack and defence goes beyond
pure polarity. To emphasize the difference, Clausewitz says that polarity
lies ‘not . . . in attack or defence, but in the object both seek to achieve: the
decision’ (84).

Clausewitz stresses that in a ‘true polarity’, the forms of fighting would
be ‘identical’. Even though he says some positive things about polarity,
he criticizes it because it is a concept that cannot be used to make any
further progress in thought (83–4). Clausewitz’s criticism of the limita-
tions of ‘pure’ polarity can be explained with the help of a comparison
with G. W. F. Hegel’s position.181 Although Hegel too is extremely positive
about polarity, there are some points in his treatment that also lead him to
criticize the concept.182 The most important of these are:

1. Hegel is critical of the fact that in polarity there is no transition from
unity to antithesis and back to identity. Polarity thus lacks further
development, since the unity of the antithesis is simply presupposed.
Clausewitz argues in an analogous way, saying that a purely polar
duel always remains one and the same.

2. Hegel argues that in polarity there is no transition between the oppo-
sites; they do not mutually interpenetrate one another. On the basis
of his own experiences of war, Clausewitz too insists that attack and
defence can merge with one another in war.
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3. In polarity, the equality of the poles is complete, so that there is
no perceptible difference between them in terms of their content;
in Hegel’s critique, polarity has not yet reached the stage of being a
concept.183 Clausewitz takes up this criticism when he says that attack
and defence are very different and of unequal strength.

Clausewitz develops a position that goes beyond the limitations of the idea
of polarity, but simultaneously tries to incorporate its positive aspects.
He understands the relationship between attack and defence as a polar
one that explains the unity of war. However, he argues that the difference
between them mainly is responsible for the concrete course taken by wars.
The relationship between attack and defence therefore allowed Clausewitz
to extrapolate a model that he used to conceptualize (at least implicitly)
the unity of antitheses within an identity. The model character of this con-
ceptualization is underlined by the fact that Clausewitz places particular
stress on the relationship between attack and defence; he calls attack and
defence a ‘true logical antithesis’.

Clausewitz’s exposition of this concept is as follows: ‘Where two ideas
form a true logical antithesis, each complementary to the other, then
fundamentally each is implied in the other. The limitations of our mind
may not allow us to comprehend both simultaneously, and to discover by
antithesis the whole of one in the whole of the other. Nevertheless each
will shed enough reciprocal light to clarify many of the details’ (523).
What does Clausewitz mean when, at the beginning of Book VII, he calls
attack and defence a ‘true logical antithesis’? It is clear that he is not only
distinguishing this ‘true logical antithesis’ from another form, the normal
or usual antithesis; in addition, he is characterizing this kind of antithesis
as the real or ‘true’ logical antithesis.

What is the relationship between Clausewitz’s conception of the ‘true
logical antithesis’ and the concept of polarity? He argues that attack and
defence are different kinds of thing and have different degrees of strength.
In the text that Aron calls the ‘Second Note’,184 Clausewitz explains that
defence is the stronger form of fighting with a negative purpose, while
attack is the weaker form with a positive purpose. Aron considers this to
be Clausewitz’s antithesis par excellence. It is noticeable here that the dif-
ference between attack and defence is captured in concepts that are them-
selves not far from being polar opposites: negative and positive purpose,
stronger and weaker forms of fighting. In the simple form of polarity,
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when both poles are absolutely equal, there can be no progress or develop-
ment. Clausewitz says quite clearly that in this case, fighting is always one
and the same. There can only be a development in war, he argues, when
other antitheses, which are themselves very similar to polar opposites, are
incorporated into the simple polar antithesis.185 It is this totality formed
by the unity of different antitheses that Clausewitz calls the ‘true logical
antithesis’ of attack and defence.

In order to explain the ‘true logical antithesis’ in more detail, let us begin
by identifying its characteristics (at the beginning of Book VII):

If two concepts form a true logical antithesis,

� in which one is complementary to the other,
� each is fundamentally implied in the other.

Let us now ask what Clausewitz means by a complement. One contempor-
ary encyclopedia presents various definitions of the concept of a comple-
ment, and one of these comes very close to the way Clausewitz uses the
term: ‘A complement or supplement is what needs to be added to a quan-
tity in order for it to be equal to another quantity. In pure mathematics,
we encounter this expression most frequently in the following connection:
the complement of a fraction is what must be added to the fraction for it
to be made equal to 1.’186 An important characteristic of the relationship
between attack and defence can be seen clearly here: attack and defence
complement each other so that they form a whole (i.e. they equal 1).

The modern concept of complementarity is rather different. It is now
understood as the shared element linking alternative ways of experiencing
the same object. We speak of different forms of knowledge being com-
plementary to the extent that they apply with equal validity to the same
object. However, they exclude each other in the sense that they cannot
provide knowledge of this object simultaneously and in relation to the
same moment. This modern concept of complementarity attained general
scientific significance as a result of Niels Bohr’s interpretation of wave–
particle dualism.187

There is a clear difference between this definition and the earlier one.
The ‘modern’ concept of complementarity is characterized by the fact
that the antitheses exclude each other to the extent that they cannot be
experienced simultaneously and in relation to the same moment; but
this does not apply to the complementarity between attack and defence.
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Although these complementary characterizations of war are mutually
exclusive, they nevertheless constitute the whole of war in relation to the
same moment in time and space. Complementary antitheses, unlike polar
relationships, also contain numerous forms of coupling and interaction
between the two aspects. Clausewitz says that each term is implied in the
other.

One modern contribution expresses the limitation of the concept of
polarity explicitly. A study of polarity and its significance for the phil-
osophy of modern physics, biology, and psychology specifies the criteria
required for polarity and names one feature that can often be observed.
The criteria mentioned are those oppositions that follow a regular and
necessary pattern, their mutually exclusive nature, and the equally invari-
able way in which they belong together; it is this last element that would
resolve the antithesis in the Hegelian sense. In addition, the absence of
any transition between the poles is identified as a special characteristic
of polarity. This last relational element is not necessary, but it can be
observed in many polar antitheses. There is, it is argued, no dimension
that serves as a transition from one pole to the other.188 The absence of any
transition between one pole and the other is thus a crucial characteristic
distinguishing polarity in the strict sense from the ‘true logical antithesis’
of attack and defence.

Let us draw up a preliminary summary of Clausewitz’s exposition of the
‘true logical antithesis’:

1. Like polarity, a ‘true logical antithesis’ constitutes an identity as an
object. The polarity of this antithetical relationship conditions the
symmetrical relations between the poles; they are of the same kind,
but only in their relationship to one another and not as things.

2. The ‘true logical antithesis’ goes beyond the limitations of polarity
and makes it possible to think in terms of additional forms of inter-
action and development in this relationship. Each term is implied
in the other, and positing one of them entails the other. Clausewitz
accounts for development by saying that a ‘true logical antithesis’ not
only implies a single polar relationship, but also includes several such
‘antitheses’ of the same kind: the polarity of the duel, the positive as
against the negative purpose of attack and defence, and their different
strengths.
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5.3. CLAUSEWITZ ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ATTACK AND DEFENCE

Clausewitz’s dynamic model is characterized both by the polarity of the
duel and by the difference between attack and defence (attack is the weaker
form of war with a positive purpose, and defence is the stronger form
of war with a negative purpose). This conception enables Clausewitz to
think in terms of transitions between and the development of antitheses
in war.

Clausewitz’s analysis of the relationship between attack and defence is
based to a considerable extent on his examination of the Russian cam-
paign. This is where he argues for the first time that attack is the weaker
form of war and defence the stronger, but that the former has positive,
that is to say greater and more decisive, purposes, while the latter has only
negative purposes; it is this that makes it possible for both forms to exist
alongside one another.189 Clausewitz’s historical analyses directly influ-
enced both the formation of his theory and his methodological reflections,
for ‘[a]nalysis and observation, theory and experience must never disdain
or exclude each other’ (61). I have argued that Clausewitz’s ‘true logical
antithesis’ goes beyond polarity. There are two respects in which it can be
compared with Hegel’s conception. Firstly, in both cases the antitheses are
opposed to one another, but each also defines its own identity in relation to
its opposite. Secondly, there are many forms of transition between attack
and defence, and this is excluded in polarity. Let us now look more closely
at the various relations of and transitions from attack to defence and from
defence to attack.

5.3.1. Different Concepts of Defence

Clausewitz distinguishes between two fundamentally different forms of
defence. The first of these is defence in opposition to an attacker; the
attacker seeks to overcome the defence, and the defender resists. The
second is a quite different form of defence, which is transformed into an
element of attack.

The first form of defence is distinguished from attack with the help of
the antithesis between a negative and a positive purpose. This distinction
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is derived from Clausewitz’s definition of war. He says that the positive
purpose is the desire to impose one’s will on the enemy. The content
of defence, on the other hand, is self-preservation and resistance to the
enemy’s intentions. The main concern of the defender is to prevent the
enemy imposing his will on one. This is the antithesis, imposing one’s
will on the enemy (the positive intention) as distinct from frustrating the
enemy’s intentions (the negative action), which lies at the root of Clause-
witz’s distinction between the positive and negative purpose of attack and
defence (98).

There is a distinction between this concept of defence and a quite differ-
ent one that constitutes a second form of defence. In the chapter on ‘The
Nature of Strategic Attack’, Clausewitz argues that ‘[t]he act of attack’ is
‘a constant alternation and combination of attack and defense’. Defence
is not just an effective preparation for attack, he says, but simultan-
eously its ‘impending burden’, ‘original sin’, and ‘mortal disease’.
Clausewitz describes the transition to defence in terms of the diminishing
force of attack: ‘The object of strategic attack, therefore, may be thought
of in numerous gradations, from the conquest of a whole country to that
of an insignificant hamlet. As soon as the objective has been attained the
attack ends and the defence takes over’ (524–6).

Clausewitz uses quite different concepts of defence in this short
passage:

� Firstly, we find a concept of defence that is completely subordinated
to attack: defence is nothing more than an effective preparation for
attack.

� This concept of effective preparation for attack can be contrasted with
a second notion of defence, which places the emphasis on different
aspects: ‘original sin’, ‘mortal disease’, ‘impending burden’. Defence
is an element of attack here as well, but it is no longer its effective
preparation. It is rather to be understood as something that is attached
to attack, but weakens it because it is by nature opposed to it.

� Clausewitz also uses a third concept of defence, as something that takes
over when the attack has attained its purpose. This last form of defence
is hardly part of war any more, and could be described as the state of
affairs after the end of military action, but it is nevertheless assigned
to defence.
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Although these three concepts of defence are very different, the char-
acteristic they share is the fact that they are a mere tendency within
attack. Attack therefore has its own antithesis within itself, but for this
very reason, defence, which originally confronts an attack, is transformed
into a tendency of the latter. It is vital to appreciate that this process of
transformation leads to a change in the content of the concept of defence.
When characterized as a tendency within attack, this form of defence
differs fundamentally from the one that has an adversarial relationship to
attack. Clausewitz says that when an attack comes to an end because the
objective has been attained (i.e. its limited or more comprehensive aim) or
because it has exhausted its strength, this leads automatically to defence.
This defence, which comes about automatically and which is attached to
attack or is the consequence of attack, is a fundamentally different kind
of defence from the one that is opposed to attack in the strict sense. This
latter kind of defence stands opposed to attack, and the aim of attack is
to overcome it. This is where attack and defence clash with one another,
repulse each other, and are in ‘conflict’ (Kiesewetter) with each other.

Clausewitz goes on in this section to ask what defence is, and answers
his own question: it is nothing but the more effective form of war, by
means of which one seeks to attain victory in order to go onto the attack
after gaining the upper hand—in other words, to move on to the positive
purpose of war. He also emphasizes that: ‘A sudden powerful transition to
the offensive—the flashing sword of vengeance—is the greatest moment
for the defense’190 (370–1). A further differentiation in the concept of
defence emerges here. Defence is nothing less than a more effective form
of war; it is only chosen as a preferred way of fighting because it improves
the prospects of victory. When Clausewitz puts this argument forward
he dispenses almost completely with the difference between attack and
defence, so that they are treated as no more than temporary differences
in the symmetry of the duel.

Overall, we can distinguish three fundamental concepts of defence in
Clausewitz’s work:191

� Defence is characterized by the purpose of self-preservation and par-
rying the enemy’s blow. With this in mind, Clausewitz argues that
the real concept of war only begins with defence, and he stresses the
asymmetry between attack and defence. The point of departure for
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these conceptualizations of defence is the antithesis of the negative and
the positive purpose.

� However, defence for Clausewitz is at the same time nothing other
than the ‘more effective form’ of combat, which is selected temporarily
so that one can be surer of winning the war. As a consequence of the
polarity between them, attack and defence are only different elements
within warfare.

� Finally, defence is attached to its own antithesis, defence as a delaying
factor and also as an effective preparation; this changes the original
concept of defence.

The combination of his various determinations explains the numerous dif-
ferentiations put forward by Clausewitz in his treatment of the relationship
between attack and defence and their respective conceptual expressions.
When Clausewitz argues, for example, that defence is a more effective way
of preparing an attack, he combines the ‘positive purpose’ of attack with
the greater strength of defence. When, on the other hand, he claims that
defence is the original sin of attack, he brings together the positive purpose
of attack and the negative purpose of defence on the attacker’s side. In one
famous passage, Clausewitz says that the ‘flashing sword of vengeance’ is
the greatest moment for the defence. Here he combines the greater strength
of defence with the positive purpose of attack.192

5.3.2. Different Kinds of Transition: Highest Intensity
(Immediacy) and Declining Strength (Mediacy)

In Clausewitz’s theory, a standstill within a military activity is a form in
which an attack changes into a defence of one’s own position. The reason
for this transition to defence is either the ‘diminishing force’ of the attack
or the resistance put up by the enemy. For Clausewitz there is a point at
which the attack culminates: ‘where [the attack’s] remaining strength is
just enough’. ‘Beyond that point the scale turns and the reaction follows.’
The force of this kind of reaction is usually much greater than the strength
of one’s own attack (527–8). Elsewhere, Clausewitz argues in an analogous
way when he says that going beyond this culminating point is not just a
useless expenditure of energy but also a damaging one. Experience has
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shown, he says, that the reactions that follow always have disproportionate
effects193 (570). In this way, attack changes initially into a standstill within
a military action and subsequently into defence. What is involved here is
not the form of defence that is incorporated into the effectiveness of attack;
rather, a real change from attack to a state of defence comes about via a
standstill within a military activity.

The transition from defence to attack is something quite different,
the ‘greatest moment’ for the defence, as Clausewitz puts it (370). Every
defender does all he can to find a way of going over to the attack (600).
During the most intensive stage of combat, the differences between attack
and defence initially become blurred; it is no longer possible to distinguish
between them, so that a direct transition to attack can take place. In
concrete reality one certainly encounters quite different, mixed forms of
this mutual transition; but if we distinguish between attack and defence by
formulating ideal types, they look like this:

� Attack becomes defence via a standstill within a military action—
either because the attack has exhausted itself, or because it has reached
its culminating point, or because there is no longer any way to attain
further political goals on the basis of a reasonable calculation of costs
and benefits. A standstill within a military action is the point of medi-
acy, the point half way between attack and defence when we consider
the transition from attack to defence.

� Defence becomes attack directly via combat, when the intensity of
combat has reached a level at which the antithesis of attack and
defence is blurred. Defence is therefore transformed directly into
attack, because this is a change at the highest level of intensity.

Clausewitz gives two explanations of the difference between the transition
from attack to defence and the transition from defence to attack. The first
of these relates to a standstill within a military action, the second to the
highest level of intensity.

5.3.3. Attack and Non-Attack, Defence and Non-Defence

For Clausewitz, the relationship between attack and defence is a ‘true
logical antithesis’. This raises the question of the relationship between
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this ‘true logical’ antithesis and the traditional conception of a logical
antithesis. What is the relationship between the attack–defence antithe-
sis and the logical contradiction of attack–non-attack or defence–non-
defence? Clausewitz draws a fundamental distinction between the true
logical antithesis and one formed by mere negation. At no point does he
formulate explicitly the concepts of either non-attack or non-defence, but
one can certainly deduce them from the context.

If attack and defence were a simple logical antithesis, this would mean
that attack would be the same as non-defence and defence the same as non-
attack.194 What Clausewitz means by non-attack, though, is not defence
but rather a standstill within a military action, the absence of the positive
element of attack. In Chapter 4 of Book VII, Clausewitz deals with the
diminishing strength of the attack and the way in which this is brought
about by a variety of factors. These include the purpose of the attack,
i.e. the goal of occupying the enemy’s country, and the need to occupy
territory one has already conquered in order to secure one’s lines of com-
munication. The attack is weakened further by losses in action and through
sickness, the increasing distance from sources of replacements, sieges and
the investment of fortresses, relaxation of efforts, and the defection of allies
(527).

All these factors, which weaken the attack with its ‘positive’ purpose,
help to bring about a standstill within a military action. As early as
Chapter 1 of On War, Clausewitz emphasizes the efforts that have to be
made to overcome the standstill: war is the effect of forces that sometimes
expand sufficiently ‘to overcome the resistance of inertia or friction; at
others they are too weak to have any effect’ (86–7). In war, the resistance of
inertia or friction must be overcome. It is completely justified to describe
this standstill within a military action (and before it) as ‘non-attack’,
because the ‘positive purpose’ of attack is missing. Attack and non-attack
are, in their mutual relationship, characterized by the positive purpose that
one has and the other lacks. Attack and non-attack differ by virtue of the
‘positive purpose’ of overcoming ‘inertia’ which determines attack and is
absent from non-attack.

This also applies in principle to defence, though in reverse and in a
different form. If a state, nation, or community does not defend itself
when an attack is launched against it, this is scarcely the equivalent of a
‘counterattack’. But this is what non-defence would have to be if attack
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and defence were a logical antithesis. Clausewitz uses a concept that makes
this clear: defence is not simply passive endurance. We could add that it is
not just a matter of putting up with an attack (379). Passive endurance of
an attack could be characterized as non-defence, and non-defence could in
no circumstances be understood as a form of attack. Here too, non-defence
lacks something—the negative purpose of defence, which may be negative
but is still a purpose. It is this purpose that Clausewitz conceptualizes with
reference to attack as winning and to defence as preservation, and which he
uses to distinguish attack from non-attack and defence from non-defence
(357).

5.4. SUMMARY: POLARITY AND THE TRUE
LOGICAL ANTITHESIS

We can sum up Clausewitz’s conception of the unity of and difference
between antitheses in the following terms. The unity of antitheses, in the
duel and in the relationship between attack and defence, rests on polarity.
Both polarity and the true logical antithesis are only valid when they apply
to one and the same object. The relationship between the opposing poles
in polarity is a symmetrical one. However, Clausewitz does not restrict
himself to characterizing polarity, and he goes on to consider its limits.
He develops his own model in the true logical antithesis of attack and
defence.195

The following characteristics should be noted:

1. In a true logical antithesis, as in polarity, the polar opposites are
not things or objects. They are antithetical tendencies within a single
identity. Within this identity, the opposites cannot be separated from
one another. In addition, in a true logical antithesis each of these
tendencies is implied in the other. This is not dualism, since polarity
ensures the maintenance of an inseparable unity. Nor is it monism,
since this identity, its ‘essence’, can only be characterized by the two
opposites. This kind of opposition and its unity is clearly distin-
guishable from a binary code, in which there is only one sequence of
antitheses as substances. The field of action in warfare is structured
and given dynamism via this kind of opposition, and this is quite
different from how a binary code works.
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2. Each pole of the pair in such a ‘true logical’ antithesis is attached to its
own opposite, though these take different forms. Defence is attached
to attack, which leads to changes in the content of the concept and
form of defence as an element of attack. The transition from attack to
defence therefore needs a mediacy, because it is tied to the standstill
in the military action. This non-attack (standstill) is the point located
half way between attack and defence, the moment when a transition
from attack to defence occurs. Defence, on the other hand, has its
direct antithesis within itself, since—as the metaphor of the flashing
sword of vengeance expresses it—it shifts to its antithesis directly at
the most intensive stage of combat.

3. The true logical antithesis of attack and defence cannot be charac-
terized as a double negative. It contains different kinds of antithesis
within itself: the polarity of the duel, the positive and the negative
purpose, and the weaker and stronger form. The logical antitheses of
attack and non-attack and of defence and non-defence are integrated
into this more comprehensive antithesis.

This means that Clausewitz’s model of the true logical antithesis incor-
porates polarity and at the same time, in contrast to this determination,
makes it possible to account for the development of and transition between
opposites within this unity. With the help of Clausewitz’s treatments of
polarity and of the true logical antithesis, we can conclude that his different
conceptualizations of war in Chapter 1 of Book I of On War are antithetical
tendencies within every war. The antitheses of his initial definition of war
at the beginning and of the ‘wondrous Trinity’ at the end of Chapter 1
can be understood as poles of one and the same object. These poles are not
separate ‘things’. They provide the basis for the unity of war by functioning
as antithetical tendencies within it, and as its borders. We can elucidate the
diversity of the antitheses and the transitions that can often be observed in
war with the help of the model of the true logical antithesis. Just as this spe-
cific antithesis contains within it a unity made up of different antitheses,
so Clausewitz articulates in Chapter 1 a variety of polar antitheses which,
taken together, make up war as a whole.196
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The Formula: Politics in War

The readiness to fight and the readiness to compromise lie at the core
of politics.

Peter Paret197

‘War is merely the continuation of policy by other means’ (87). Attempts
to reduce complex social phenomena to simple formulae have seldom been
successful in human history. However apt they may be, they can never
do more than express one aspect of reality. ‘L’état, c’est moi’, the famous
sentence attributed to Louis XIV, the ‘Sun King’, expressed one aspect
of absolutist reality in the eighteenth century. Clausewitz’s formula, too,
captures only one aspect of war. However, it has been the fate of this
sentence to be treated as the definition of the whole of war, its totality.
Clausewitz cannot be entirely absolved of blame for the history of this
misinterpretation. He wanted to stress the great and significant influence
of policy on war, but in doing so he gave this question an excessively
privileged place and, in some of his formulations, reduced war, as he says,
‘merely’ to a continuation of policy.198 It is therefore necessary to consider
how this famous formulation should be understood in relation to the
development of Clausewitz’s overall argument?

Let us begin by recapitulating the argument that has been put forward
in this study in respect of the relationship between politics and war. In his
early work, Clausewitz traced the revolutionary transformation of warfare
back to changes in political conditions in France. During this period,
though, he still thought of war as a self-contained whole: ‘In this way,
every war is raised to a whole which is complete in itself.’199 In these terms
Napoleon’s way of waging war appeared at first to be the realization of
the idea of true war. As a result of Moscow and especially of Waterloo,
however, he came to appreciate the fundamental contrast between limited
and unrestrained war. In the Note of 1827, Clausewitz made the existence
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of these ‘two types of war’ one of the two principles on which his planned
revision of the book was to be based (69–70).

Once he had arrived at the antithesis of limited and unrestrained war,
Clausewitz could no longer see war as an autonomous unity. From now on,
he considered it to be only part of a more comprehensive whole. Although
Clausewitz is uncertain about what exactly he wants to say in Book VIII,
this is where he identifies this particular problem with great clarity: the
practice of war is ‘incomplete and self-contradictory’. It therefore cannot
simply follow its own laws but must be ‘treated as a part of some other
whole; the name of which is policy’ (606). Treating war as part of a larger
whole provides the basis for the formula, Clausewitz’s statement that war
is merely a continuation of policy.

However, both the critics and the admirers of Clausewitz’s formula have
usually failed to see that there is a tension here, a tension that cannot be
overcome, between the conceptualization of war as a continuation of policy
and the final part of the sentence, which states that policy uses other means.
If we look more closely we can see that the world-famous formula, even
though it appears to be unambiguous, actually contains three aspects, and
that there are tensions between them. Firstly, Clausewitz emphasizes the
influence of policy on warfare. War is a continuation of policy, but this
does not mean that war can be reduced to policy. Secondly, he stresses that
in this continuation, the means used differ from those employed in policy
as such. Thirdly, the formula says that war is ‘merely’ a continuation, which
means that Clausewitz is treating war as part of a more comprehensive
whole, as part of politics in general.

In conceptual terms, we can once again trace this distinction back to
Clausewitz’s reflections on Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo. He explains the
triumphal progress of the Napoleonic armies by referring to Bonaparte’s
own military genius, but he also refers to changes in political conditions in
France and to the mistaken policies of France’s enemies (609). In Moscow,
it became clear that warfare also operated according to its own laws.
Even without any changes in the social-political conditions of the Russian
Empire, the ‘pure resistance’ (98) of the Russian army led to a military dis-
aster for Napoleon (as did the guerrilla war in Spain). Napoleon attempted
to use military force to create a political fait accompli, and failed when he
reached the limit of what was militarily possible. The formula states the
conclusion Clausewitz arrived at: war is a continuation of policy, but by
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other means. In its internal workings, war continues to operate according
to its own rules. War does not have a logic of its own, because it is part
of a larger whole, but it does have its own grammar (605). Finally, after
Waterloo Clausewitz saw that war was not an independent whole itself,
but something that must be understood as part of a more comprehensive
whole, politics.

However, there is a difference between Chapter 1 and Book VIII together
with the Note of 1827. In the ‘wondrous Trinity’ of Chapter 1, the influence
of policy is only one of three tendencies, any one of which may prevail over
the others. As far as the overall logic of On War is concerned, this difference
can be explained as Clausewitz’s attempt to explain how his contrasting
experiences of war—Jena, Moscow, and Waterloo—could be accounted
for within one unified conception. We can grasp the contrast between
the formula and the ‘wondrous Trinity’ by distinguishing between action
and counteraction. In the formula, Clausewitz emphasizes the autonomy
of human (political) action, which is always limited but can never be
abandoned. In the ‘wondrous Trinity’, he tries to conceptualize action and
counteraction together.

The inherent tension within Clausewitz’s formula is investigated in the
following sections.

6.1. DIFFERENT CONCEPTS OF POLITICS IN CLAUSEWITZ

6.1.1. The ‘Subjective’ Understanding of Policy Versus
Political Intercourse

Raymond Aron distinguishes between two dimensions of Clausewitz’s
concept of politics. The first of these is objective politics as the totality of
socio-political conditions, and the second is subjective policy; the state is
‘thought of as a person, and policy as the product of its brain’ (88).200 Dan
Diner argues on similar lines when he speaks explicitly of a doubling of the
concept of politics in Clausewitz. The first form of the concept, says Diner,
should be understood as an instrumentally sought after framework of goal-
oriented behaviour involving the organized use of force. This instrumental
rationality is involved in every act of warfare. But, he argues, the concept
also has another meaning for Clausewitz: the expression of the whole range
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of societal conditions, as something relevant to action; these conditions
are always present before force is used, and they cannot be manipulated
by the actors in any way that suits them. The political in this sense is thus
a ‘substance’ removed from the concept of means and purpose that can
be steered by the will, and it stands in an analogous relationship to the
prevailing form of societal interaction.201

Kondylis generalizes this second concept of politics in Clausewitz even
further. He argues that it is so broad as to mean something like ‘the societal
unit’, ‘the political whole’, or ‘the polity’. The concept of politics in Clause-
witz, says Kondylis, does not have the sense of a single-minded action;
rather, it expresses the idea of public interaction within a given societal
unit. This is such a broad interpretation of Clausewitz that it becomes
almost impossible to distinguish between politics and society or culture.202

In terms of the overall logic of the argument, we can see the contrast
between the two concepts as the result of the range of Clausewitz’s own
experiences. The absolutist idea of the state that prevailed during the eight-
eenth century saw it as a living whole, a sovereign actor with clear aims
equipped with a ‘personified intelligence’. However, this idea of the state
collapsed as a result of the Prussian defeat at Jena and Auerstedt. Clause-
witz took the view that it was precisely the mistaken policy pursued by the
personified intelligence of the Prussian state that had led to this disaster.

After this, Clausewitz’s thought developed within the parameters set
by the ideas of the constitutional government and national interest.203

Within this framework, he argued in a number of military and political
memoranda that national unity should take precedence over the special
interests of individual sections of the population. Finally, Napoleon got
himself into an impossible situation at Waterloo: for domestic political
reasons, he was forced to wage war with inadequate military forces against
an alliance of hostile powers. This strengthened Clausewitz’s conviction
that the concept of politics should not be restricted to the actions of a
political intelligence. He now saw politics as determined to the same degree
by political intercourse between the states, which placed limits on the
autonomy of their actions (87–8, 605–7). The antithesis that resulted from
the autonomy of the actor and the limits to this autonomy set by existing
conditions, which Clausewitz expressed in his treatment of warfare in the
ideas of action and (asymmetrical) counteraction, also lies at the heart of
his understanding of politics.
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6.1.2. The Antithesis of Political and Military Leadership

The tension between the subjective and objective concepts of politics
becomes especially clear when Clausewitz formulates his recommenda-
tions for action. Throughout On War, he provides numerous instructions
to commanders and political leaders. ‘If war is to be fully consonant with
political objectives, and policy suited to the means available for war’, then
there is only one means available: the supreme commander must be made
a member of the cabinet, so that the cabinet can be involved in the most
important decisions he takes (608). If war were, for Clausewitz, always and
in every case merely a continuation of policy, there would be no need for
advice on the best way to bring about a unity of war and policy. We can
see the inherent importance of this factor in Clausewitz’s statement that
it is justified for the art of war and the commander to demand that the
goals of policy should not be inconsistent with the means used to wage
war (87).

Clausewitz argues on similar lines in Book VIII, saying that it would
be senseless to subordinate political considerations to military ones. The
only possible way of proceeding is to subordinate the military to the
political. The supreme standpoint for the war leadership, the place where
decisions are taken on the main priorities, must be the political per-
spective. He goes on to say that leaving a major military action, or the
plan to carry out such an action, to be decided by military criteria alone
involves drawing an inadmissible distinction, a distinction which is harm-
ful in itself. In fact, it would be nonsensical to ask the military for advice
on war plans in order to come to purely military judgements on these
plans (606–8). Clausewitz is certainly not saying here that war is always,
from the very start, a continuation of policy by other means. What he
is doing is using his general postulate about the primacy of policy as the
basis for a recommendation that it should in practice always be given
priority.

If we look more closely, we can see that Clausewitz is introducing
a new differentiation between military and political leadership here. As
Clausewitz sees it and expresses his recommendation, this primacy of the
political leadership must and should be re-established every time. This
reflects an element of tension in Clausewitz’s understanding of theory.
There are two senses of theory in Clausewitz. On the one hand, theory
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involves an effort to develop a structured and dynamic image of the whole
of war. On the other hand, On War is just as much an attempt to develop a
guide to the art of war for the time in which it was written. Theory has
to provide knowledge about its object, but it also has to furnish guid-
ance for action. For Clausewitz, true knowledge leads to creative action
based on a mastery of theory. In Clausewitz’s work, this dual sense of
theory provides the basis for the antithesis of subjective and objective
politics.204

We can see the subjective element in Clausewitz’s conceptualization of
politics clearly in the concepts of government and commander, political
and military bodies (609–10). With reference to this understanding of
politics, we can note that the famous formula is almost a paradox. War
is the continuation of policy by other means (i.e. the objective concept of
politics), and it should therefore be waged in accordance with the require-
ment that policy be given primacy (i.e. the subjective concept of politics).
An examination of Clausewitz’s analysis of the Prussian defeats shows
the correspondence and difference between fact and recommendations for
action most clearly. In his later writings, Clausewitz’s position differs from
arguments put forward by other authors at the time. He argues that it was
not the influence of the political leadership as such that was harmful, but
only the policy mistakes made by the Prussian government and its allies
(607–8). Policy can only have a harmful effect on war when it mis-
understands certain possibilities in warfare. If this happens, the polit-
ical leadership can issue orders ‘that defeat the purpose they are meant
to serve’ (608). In this subjective dimension of policy recommenda-
tions, the primacy of policy is therefore something that needs to be
established.

Clausewitz’s position on this point can be more clearly understood if we
consider a comparable argument found in Hegel. Throughout his work,
Hegel set himself the task of developing a practical philosophy that would
turn Kant’s idea of individual autonomy into something more than a mere
normative demand. He succeeded in doing this by treating the idea as an
element of social reality that was already historically effective.205 In an
analogous way, the primacy of policy expressed in Clausewitz’s formula
could be understood as an unconditional demand. This already affects the
reality of war, but it does not come to complete fruition in every individual
case.
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6.1.3. Objective Politics as a Political Intercourse in the
Nuclear Age

The possibility of a fundamental reversal in the relationship between
means and the political purpose of war played a major role in the discus-
sion about Clausewitz in the nuclear age that was conducted not so very
long ago. Aron, in his book first published in 1976, says that these days
one only needs to quote Clausewitz’s formula about the primacy of policy
in order to receive the seemingly illuminating response: nuclear war is no
longer a continuation of policy by other means. How could the destruction
of cities, the blind wiping out of millions of people by thermonuclear
weapons, be considered a means like others employed to achieve goals such
as those normally pursued by states?

Aron argues that war is only one phase in interstate relations. If nuclear
weapons were actually used, the human significance of this relationship,
the trial of wills, would disappear and only the raw trial of strength would
remain. The peace researcher Dieter Senghaas wrote a programmatic paper
in which he said a premature farewell to Clausewitz’s work. He posed the
question of the relationship between war and policy in a nuclear war, in
which the reality of war would be identical with the philosophical concept
of the absolute of war. In such an eventuality, argued Senghaas, war can no
longer be a continuation of policy.206

It is quite clear that an answer to the question of whether war in the
nuclear age can still be a continuation of policy by other means depends
on which of Clausewitz’s concepts of politics one uses. If we proceed on
the basis of a subjective concept of politics, we can say that during the
period of the nuclear arms race there were no political goals that could have
been attained with the help of military action that would have destroyed
the planet many times over. Things look different if we follow Kondylis
and attribute to Clausewitz an extremely broad concept of politics: in this
case, there is a continuity between politics and war which rests on their
homogeneity. If any act of warfare carried out by ‘civilized peoples’ must
be political, the concept of politics has become so broad that even a nuclear
war is by definition a political act.207

Another way in which it was possible to continue to employ Clausewitz’s
formula, in spite of the fundamental changes that took place in the means
of warfare, was by establishing a link between the concept of politics
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and class struggle, an element that transcended both war and politics to
the same degree. According to an article on basic concepts which sum-
marized the debate in a Soviet military journal: ‘We assume once again
that the unchanging formula, which states that war is a continuation of
policy by violent means, is correct. We also assume that the unity of the
political, class-determined content of war and armed force represents the
relatively permanent and general basis of the nature of all wars, without
exception.’208 The conceptualization of war as a continuation of politics
depends here on a category that extends beyond both (subjective) policy
and war to the same degree.

Clausewitz’s position in his later writings is located between the two
extremes of policy conducted by autonomous subjects and an objectified
political intercourse. This tension expresses the antithesis of action and
counteraction, the consciousness that there is a sphere of autonomy and
responsibility that is always present, however limited it may be. Simultan-
eously, however, one’s own actions can be influenced by the political
actions of others and the surrounding conditions to such an extent that this
autonomy appears to be pure fiction. For Clausewitz, Jena and Waterloo
are antitheses in warfare which provide a contrast but cannot be consid-
ered separately from one another.

At the same time, though, war was in both cases a continuation of the
policy that had gone before. In the first case it reflected the failure of the
Prussian political leadership, and in the second case it reflected the fact
that every aspect of Napoleon’s action was influenced by the domestic
and external conditions in which France found itself. Although Jena and
Waterloo formed an antithesis, they could also be treated as battles of
the same type. In each case, it was the political dimension that decided
the outcome of the battle. By identifying the parallels between Jena and
Waterloo in this way, Clausewitz was able to see the overlapping whole of
politics that brought the internal contradictions within war together into
a unity once again.

Clausewitz’s argument returns to its starting point here. In his analysis
of the successes of the French armies (before Napoleon), he emphasized
that fundamental political changes resulting from the Revolution had
made these victories possible. Around the time of Jena, he stressed the sub-
jective aspects of the Prussian leadership’s political failure and of Prussia’s
political self-assertion as a state. There was a direct connection between the
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Prussian state’s ability to re-establish its honour and regain international
recognition through once again taking up the struggle against Napoleon.
Moscow showed that there were limits to the political changes that could be
brought about by the use of military force. Finally, Waterloo demonstrated
the dominant influence of political conditions on success in warfare.

6.1.4. Politics between Power and Freedom

Clausewitz’s dual concept of politics also articulates a further, even more
fundamental antithesis. According to the formula war is a continuation
of policy, but the means employed are different. This implies that the
formula rests on two inherently contrasting concepts of politics. War is
a continuation of policy in the sense of an understanding of politics char-
acterized by power—gaining power, using power, and fearing the loss of
power. In this respect, Clausewitz is part of a tradition stretching from
Niccolò Machiavelli to Max Weber. At the time of Jena, Clausewitz took
the view that the essence of politics was to be found in Napoleon’s demon-
stration that a policy based on military power was superior to inadequately
armed political ideals.209 There is, however, a quite different concept of
politics that can be found in the history of political thought. Seen from
this perspective, Clausewitz’s formula treats war as a continuation of
politics with the emphasis placed on the different quality of the means
employed.

From the Ancient period up until the eighteenth century, the concept
of politics reflected efforts to create a just way of exercising power that
was oriented towards the common good. The common good was the
central point of reference for the natural law doctrine of the late eighteenth
century. However, this doctrine differed from the Christian-influenced
medieval understanding of politics in so far as it associated this sphere
more strongly with autonomous ideas of the goals action was intended
to achieve in this world. We have still not seen any resolution of this
debate: which is the more important of the two contrasting elements
of the conceptual field of politics, power or agreement? Since Ancient
times, there has been an unbroken series of discussions about the essence
of the political—is this a matter of ‘power or order’?210 The concept of
politics has been most positively charged when it has been equated with
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peace: ‘The object and the goal of politics is peace. Peace is definitely the
political category.’211

Clausewitz’s formula articulates these contrasting concepts of politics
within one unified context. But Clausewitz is well aware of the problems
raised by this tension, as can be seen from an examination of three passages
from On War. In Chapter 1, Clausewitz uses a concept of politics based
on the capacity to achieve one’s goals through the exercise of power. He
distinguishes his own position from another idea, the conventional idea
of a ‘cautious, devious, even dishonest, shying away from force’ (88). As a
result, Clausewitz’s own concept of politics is revealed: it expresses force
rather than turning away from it. Clausewitz never got over his experience
of the failure of Prussia’s political leadership, which wanted to avoid war by
using ‘diplomatic cleverness’, which led the country into the catastrophe of
Jena. He reacts in an almost knee-jerk way to anything that reminds him
of this experience.

Whenever Clausewitz observes anything that might present the slightest
threat to the existence of Prussia as a state, his political reaction to it
reflects a concern that a repetition of Jena is imminent.212 After Jena,
Clausewitz sees the preservation of a position of military power as the
essence of politics, because a state’s own military power is the only thing
that can guarantee its existence as a state confronting other states: ‘Because
it guarantees the state’s existence, power in relation to other states is
the ultimate standard by which the internal affairs of the state must be
measured.’213

In Book VIII, on the other hand, Clausewitz characterizes politics in a
different and more complex way. Here, he says: ‘The conduct of war, in
its great outlines, is therefore policy itself, which takes up the sword in
place of the pen, but does not on that account cease to think according to
its own laws’ (610). The metaphor of exchanging the pen for the sword
expresses the contrast between the two concepts of politics particularly
well. The pen stands for civil policy and diplomacy, and the sword for
military self-assertion and the exercise of force. However, Clausewitz is
saying that even if politics exchanges the pen for the sword, it does not
stop thinking in terms of its own laws. In this context, politics is to be
understood as a category including action with both the pen and the
sword. This concept of politics cannot be equated with and thus restricted
to the institutional contrast between political and military leadership, but
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is a general concept of political action. The metaphor treats politics as
both a subjectively determined civil policy and a sphere where political
and military leadership overlap: ‘In short, at the highest level the art of war
turns into policy—but a policy conducted by fighting battles rather than
by sending diplomatic notes’ (607).

Kondylis argues that we cannot read Clausewitz as saying that politics
must be conceptualized within the antithesis of civil and military action.
This antithesis, says Kondylis, only developed gradually during the course
of the nineteenth century, as a result of the growing professionalization
and specialization of military affairs and the early stages of the industri-
alization of warfare—or, to be more specific, of war waged with mass-
produced weapons and the rise and consolidation of the liberal ideas of
popular sovereignty and the state governed by the rule of law. But Kondylis
fails to see that Clausewitz does not have just a single concept of politics
containing the general elements of war. He also has a second concept
that provides a contrast with war and the military. Kondylis practically
contradicts himself when he says that military authority is self-evidently
subordinate to political authority because the latter gives expression to the
priority of the political point of view. If this is the case, this civil authority
must at least have a stronger affinity with the political than the military
authority does.214

The contrast between a civil concept of politics and one based on
military power is emphasized by Clausewitz in the following passage: ‘It
can be taken as agreed that the aim of policy is to unify and reconcile
all aspects of internal administration as well as of spiritual values, and
whatever else the moral philosopher may care to add. Policy, of course,
is nothing in itself; it is simply the trustee for all those interests against the
outside world.’ Policy may sometimes move in the wrong direction, or it
may serve the ambition, private interests, or vanity of rulers, but these are
secondary considerations. Commenting on this point, Clausewitz says that
‘we can only treat policy as representative of all interests of the community’
(606–7). Clausewitz’s understanding of politics is characterized here by the
idea of a sense of balance of interests and compromise between adversaries.
There can be few conceptualizations of politics so far removed from an
understanding based on force and power. Although this conception could
at first glance only be applied meaningfully within a state and community,
and Clausewitz therefore seems to express only the well-known ‘realist’
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position, this contrast between the two concepts of politics transcends the
opposition of internal and external. As Peter Paret emphasizes in the above
quotation with regard to Clausewitz’s concept of politics: The readiness
to fight and the readiness to compromise lie at the core of politics. These
contrasts not only constitute an unresolvable tension within the concept
of politics, a further ‘Between’. The ‘floating’ between these contrasts is
additionally one of the driving forces of history and is therefore articulated
again and again in the history of political ideas.215

We can turn to Hegel once again in order to render visible the complex
nature of this concept of politics. Hegel’s concepts of the state as the con-
sciousness of freedom, and of law as the rule of freedom, are the counter-
parts of the conceptualizations of politics as force. Hegel writes: ‘It is often
said that force keeps the state together, but in reality it is only the basic
feeling of order shared by all that does this.’ At another point, Hegel says
that force is by no means the basis of law; it is only the external or apparent
starting-point of states, not their substantive principle. Hegel therefore sees
a fundamental difference between force as the apparent starting-point of
states and order as their substantive principle. We can say that Clause-
witz’s concept of politics places him somewhere ‘between’ Machiavelli
and Hegel, between the conceptualization of politics as an inherently
violent sphere where force and power enjoy primacy, and one in which
politics is an expression and means of freedom, intelligence, and hence
reason.216

We can sum up by saying that the basis of Clausewitz’s conceptualization
of war as a continuation of policy by other means is a contrast within
the concept of politics. Unless we are aware of this, we cannot assess the
famous formula adequately.217

6.2. ON CLAUSEWITZ’S CONCEPT OF THE LOGIC AND
GRAMMAR OF WAR

We can arrive at a more concrete understanding of the relationship
between politics and war by looking at Clausewitz’s statement that war
has no logic of its own, but does have its own grammar (605). If war
has no logic of its own, what does it mean to say that it has a grammar?
Clausewitz’s emphasis on the concept of grammar probably reflects the
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fact that he was acquainted with Wilhelm von Humboldt, who was an
important philologist and politician. Von Humboldt’s works are among
the most significant in the history of the study of grammar. Of particular
importance for the development of linguistics was his view that every lan-
guage expresses its own unique view of the world.218 Clausewitz rejected
the idea that war has its own logic with the argument that this would imply
the conceptualization of an independent whole, which in his later works
after Moscow and Waterloo, he dismissed totally. The concept of grammar,
on the other hand, illustrates both war’s unity with a greater whole and its
relative autonomy.

An article in the Encyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste, (Ency-
clopedia of the Sciences and Arts), expounds in detail the concept of
grammar in use at the time. If one substitutes ‘war’ for ‘language’, much of
the content of Clausewitz’s conceptualization of war can be found in this
article.219 Clausewitz makes this comparison explicit, and argues initially
that political intercourse does not end when war breaks out, it is not
transformed into something quite different. He then asks whether war
is not ‘just . . . another form of speech or writing’, a way of expressing the
thoughts of different peoples and governments. In this context, Clausewitz
then stresses that while war has no logic of its own it does, as the ‘speech or
writing’ of thought, have its own grammar (605). According to the Encyk-
lopädie, grammar is the meaning of a scientific embodiment of the laws
of language. Everything about language that is lawful belongs to grammar.
Grammar is complete when it encompasses in itself the complete extent of
these lawful elements in language.

The Encyklopädie goes on to say that something of a double nature is
united in the concept of language, just as man is made up of body and
soul: the sensory body of the way audible sounds are put together and the
contents of thought, the soul of these sounds. Both man and language are
said to be a living combination or unified synthesis of a double element,
something that in itself is completely diverse, the real and ideal or sensory
and spiritual. In the formula, in an analogous way, Clausewitz understands
the concept of politics as a synthesis made up of quite heterogeneous
elements.

The Encyklopädie then describes how language is understood as the
expression of the intellectual nature of man. If we apply this character-
ization to the relationship between politics and war, it corresponds to a
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position in which war is only an expression, something corresponding
to a concept of politics based on relations that take a violent form. In
this understanding of the relationship, war can do no more than modify
the pre-existing general phenomenon of politics. It cannot change it in
any significant way. The Encyklopädie also says, however, that the unity
of language and thought is limited by the fact that thought is more com-
prehensive than language. Thought cannot be separated from language,
which is its external form or reality, but thought has a completely specific,
objective nature. For Clausewitz, politics too is more comprehensive than
war.

What consequences does the Encyklopädie draw from the unity of lan-
guage and thought and from the independence and specificity of thought?
It argues that the relationship between them is frequently understood as
external, in the sense that language is seen as nothing but a means of
imparting information (here one can emphasize Clausewitz’s analogous
characterization of force as a means). Thought is the earlier, primary
phenomenon, and expression comes later. On the other hand, it is also
stated that this dependence of language on thought applies the other way
round too, because thought itself cannot be expressed in any other way
than at the level of language. Language is, in one sense, the expression of
thought, as war is for Clausewitz the continuation of policy. But precisely
because language is an expression of thought, the actual act of speech can
in turn have an effect on this thought, just as the course of a war can affect
politics and can also change it in a fundamental way.220

If the relationship between language and thought were to be reduced
to nothing more than correspondence, the reversal would mean that the
grammar of language would simultaneously be the logic of thought. And
indeed, the core of the linguistic turn of the twentieth century does amount
to just such a reversal, in which the grammar of language generates the
logic of thought. The Encyklopädie article also assumes that language and
thought more or less correspond to one another, but it also stresses that
thought is more comprehensive than language. Clausewitz takes the same
position, but it is noticeable that he is applying an implicit description
of politics and war that is dynamic: war is part of politics, which is a
more general phenomenon, but for this very reason, the conduct and
outcome of war can change the original underlying aims and ends of
politics.
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6.3. IS THERE A CONFLICT BETWEEN POLITICS AND WAR?

The formula’s apodictic way of making its point seems to say that there
can, as a matter of principle, be no disagreement between politics and war,
so that any possibility of warfare operating according to its own laws and
dynamic would be excluded. This assumption is strengthened when we
note Clausewitz’s argument that, although things may look different on
the surface, he considers both unrestrained war with a tendency to become
absolute and limited war to be influenced by policy to the same degree.
But what exactly is Clausewitz’s argument here? ‘The more powerful and
inspiring the motives for war, the more they affect the belligerent nations’,
the closer war comes to its absolute form.221 In this case the military aim
and the political purpose would be identical, and ‘the more military and
less political will war appear to be’. The weaker the motives leading to
war and the tensions between the opponents are, the greater would be the
distance between the political purpose and the goal of ‘ideal war’, and so
war would appear to be more political (87–8).

Two factors need to be borne in mind in interpreting this passage.
Clausewitz speaks here of the aim of an ‘ideal war’, meaning Napoleon’s
way of waging war from the time of Jena, the search for a decisive
encounter in battle, and the tendency towards unrestrained violence in
war. A limited way of waging war can only appear more strongly political
against the background of this comparison with an ‘ideal war’. Further-
more, Clausewitz’s own concept of politics in this context is a general,
objectified one which expresses the political circumstances. The formu-
lations he uses make this clear: the more inspiring the motives for war are
and the more they affect the belligerent nations, the closer war comes to its
absolute form.

In a letter written at almost the same time, Clausewitz explains that in
this kind of war politics and enmity are the same thing: the more policy
functions on the basis of considering the whole and the existence of the
state, the more the question posed on both sides is ‘to be or not to be?’222

We can decipher these statements of Clausewitz’s by recalling his dual
concept of politics. As war draws closer to its absolute form, it seems to
become more and more apolitical in the sense of a concept of politics
based on force. What about limited war? The further war deviates from
its ‘natural’ direction, the more it seems to be influenced by policy in the
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sense of Clausewitz’s ‘conventional’ concept of politics. Both types of war,
though, are—despite appearances—characterized to the same extent by a
correspondence, as military aim and political purpose coincide with one
another.

When Clausewitz assumes that the political purpose and the military
aim coincide, is he thereby ruling out any possibility of a conflict between
them? Does he think war is always and everywhere nothing more than a
continuation of policy? Clausewitz qualifies this correspondence when he
introduces a distinction between some cases and most cases. In some cases,
the ‘morale and emotions of the combatants’ mean that they can only with
difficulty be restrained within the framework of the political purpose. In
most cases, though, this kind of conflict would not arise because in war the
‘emotions’ are usually tied up with an associated policy (88). By contrast-
ing ‘some’ and ‘most’ cases in this way, Clausewitz makes it clear that he
admits the possibility of a conflict between political purpose and warfare
or military aim. This qualification of the correspondence between war and
policy is general, and is not affected by the question of whether the conflict
arises because of the stimulation of the ‘emotions’ of the combatants, as
in this case, or, as Clausewitz stresses elsewhere, as a result of societal,
national, or other differences and tensions (86–7).

The most important point must be emphasized once again. Within
Clausewitz’s formula stating that war is merely the continuation of policy
by other means, there is a tension between different concepts of politics.
According to the first of these, war is merely a continuation against the
background of a quite general understanding of politics on Clausewitz’s
part, political intercourse between men and states. There are no clear
boundaries between this understanding of politics and categories such as
society and culture. In the second sense, the formula understands politics
as a struggle for power and for political existence, one of the central
components of Clausewitz’s political thought after Jena. In the third sense,
though, war is a continuation of policy by other means. This stress on
the fact that these means are different implies both a concept of politics
that can be approximately characterized with the help of categories such
as ‘civil’ or the capacity for compromise and peace, and the relative auton-
omy of warfare (war can change the policy being pursued in a reflexive
way).
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The central problem posed by the formula is not only that it artic-
ulates these different conceptualizations of politics as such. This is not
a problem in itself. The real difficulty that arises does so as a result of
the fact that Clausewitz summarized these different aspects in an undif-
ferentiated way, in a short formula which left a great deal of room for
misinterpretation. Because Clausewitz only identified these different char-
acterizations of politics implicitly and never stated them directly, each
individual interpretation of the formula has singled out only one aspect.
For example, if the formula is interpreted as stating that war is merely a
continuation of politics, the grammar of war becomes the logic of pol-
icy. This would be reductive, and it would even lead to a reversal of the
formula.223

If politics is no more than something general which is by nature violent,
it becomes a continuation of war by other means (as in Foucault’s work).
The way in which words are assigned to new developments in warfare is
reflected in one’s own behaviour. This is nowhere clearer than in the case
of Michel Foucault, who thought of society exclusively in terms of conflict,
violence and power. Foucault stated that war was not the continuation of
politics, but politics the continuation of war by other means. Although he
was able to achieve impressive research results, Foucault’s one-dimensional
view led him to problematic conclusions. For Foucault, the inversion of
Clausewitz’s formula means three things: he understands politics as the
sanctioning and preservation of an imbalance of power, as demonstrated
in war. Within this ‘civil peace’, conflicts in a political system, clashes with
respect to power, and shifts in the balance of power can only be understood
as a continuation of war.

Even if Foucault were right about this, a fundamental and insurmount-
able problem for this position would arise: how could one escape this
ubiquitous balance of power, the result of a previous struggle or war, if not
through a new struggle? Foucault logically accentuates a third meaning of
the inversion of Clausewitz’s formula. The ‘last decision’ can only result
from war, he emphasizes. The whole point of politics would be the final
battle, and ‘only the last battle would eventually stop the execution of
power as incessant war’. To dispel any doubt about this position, Foucault
emphasizes that war must not just be rediscovered for society as a principle
of explanation. It must be revived in order to ‘fight it until the decisive
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battle’; ‘we must prepare to emerge from this battle as victors’. Starting out
from the critique of the modern age and its violence, Foucault’s argument
‘tilts’ and results in the substantiation of new battles, even in the ‘decisive
battle’.224

If, on the other hand, we only conceive of politics in connection with
categories such as ‘civil’ and the capacity to compromise, we deny that it
can also take violent forms. If we do this, we have no way of capturing
the influence of politics and of political conditions on warfare. War would
then appear to be an independent whole which could not be influenced
by politics. In the field of politics, Clausewitz articulates a fundamental
antithesis which is similar to the ones he identifies in the two other con-
ceptual fields of the ‘wondrous Trinity’, each of which is itself antithetically
structured: politics understood as a power relationship, and an under-
standing of politics in categories such as law, the capacity to compromise,
and the capacity for order and freedom. The most revealing insight of
Clausewitz’s treatment of the relationship between war and politics, as
well as of the history of its understanding, is that neglecting this tension
between contrasting principles always leads to a primacy of the military
and violent means. This is the case with respect to the German military in
both world wars, and also in utopian conceptions like Marxism and finally
in an approach like that of Foucault, too.225

6.4. PRIMACY OF POLITICS OR CULTURE?

Does Clausewitz’s thesis of ‘war as a continuation of policy by other means’
actually amount to ‘war, all against all’? In A History of Warfare, the British
military historian Sir John Keegan suggests this idea. Keegan denounces
Clausewitz as ‘the apostle of a revolutionary philosophy of war making’
that derived from the French Revolution. The British military author
Sir Basil Liddell Hart had already interpreted Clausewitz between the two
world wars as ‘the Mahdi of the masses and mutual massacres’. Following
this tradition, Keegan states that there are places in the world riven by
tribal wars and saturated with cheap weapons, where the ‘war of all against
all’ takes place. He insists that it teaches us to what afflictions war may
subject us if we accept the Clausewitzian idea of ‘war as a continuation of
policy’.226
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Keegan refers to two different and controversial themes, which he
regards as being directly combined in Clausewitz’s theory. First, ‘absolute
warfare’ and the ‘concept of war’ are both absolute and extreme. Second,
the primacy of policy dominates over warfare. We have to concede to
Keegan that there are some positions Clausewitz conveys in On War which
seem at first hand to confirm a part of his criticism. But Clausewitz’s idea
of ‘two kinds of war’ does not allow a connection between the concept
of absolute war and his famous formula of war being a continuation of
politics by other means. But in Chapter 1 of Book I, Clausewitz mentions
that unlimited war, as well as limited war, is determined by politics in
every case. If this is Clausewitz’s position, there can be no question that his
famous formula does not lead directly to the idea of ‘war, all against all’.

We can conclude that Clausewitz’s formula has certain limitations;
nevertheless, it retains its validity within these limits. At this point of our
discussion we must question the status of the formula. At the beginning of
Chapter 1 of Book I, Clausewitz defines war as an act of force to compel our
enemy to do our will. If we relate the formula to Clausewitz’s ‘definition’
of war, we find the political intention is the object and war is the means of
achieving this political intention. In this way, the ‘definition’ corresponds
to the formula.

However, it must be emphasized again that the paragraph at the end
of Chapter 1, where Clausewitz refers to the ‘consequences of theory’,
has a totally different outcome, as demonstrated before. Even though he
describes war as an instrument of policy that is subject to pure reason,
politics is only one of three tendencies that affect war. The other two are
‘primordial violence’ and ‘chance and probability within which the creative
spirit is free to roam’. Clausewitz argues that these three tendencies are like
three different codes of law.

Keegan and many others perceive the Clausewitzian formula of war as
a total phenomenon. Keegan declares that war is not the continuation of
politics by other means.227 This is correct if we take the entire war into
account, as well as referring to a special concept of politics. Clausewitz also
takes exactly the same position, without paradox. He declares that war is
an instrument of policy, but this is only one of three tendencies in war
within his concept of the trinity. Clausewitz clearly pointed out that war as
a total phenomenon is composed of three tendencies, of which politics is
only one part.
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6.4.1. ‘Primitive Warfare’ and the Inherent Contradictions of
Modern War

Both Keegan’s and Clausewitz’s position is strongly influenced by the
French Revolution,which initiated the evolution of warfare towards the
tendency of absolute war. Keegan highlights this one factor in the historical
evolution of warfare in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Other fac-
tors are, in my view, the ‘industrial revolution of warfare’, as Michael Geyer
has called it, and the historical evolution and costs of imposing discipline
on soldiers.228

Until now, there has been no sign of a simple way out or a reliable
possibility for a change away from these tendencies to absolute war. Fol-
lowing the argument of Kant, some authors believe in an internationally
ordered peace and in the link between democracy and cooperation and
interdependence in the international community. Unfortunately, even the
strategy of limitation is not always easily obtainable. Wars that seem lim-
itable are more likely to be waged than those that cannot be calculated. The
occurrence of a totally destructive nuclear war has thus far been prevented,
but only for as long as the opponents act rationally.229

Keegan’s description has nothing in common with these concepts. He
argues that, over the course of 4,000 years, war-making has become a
habit of mankind. ‘In the primitive world this habit was circumscribed
by ritual and ceremony. In the post-primitive world human ingenuity has
ripped away ritual and ceremony and the restraints they imposed on war-
making, empowering men of violence to press the limits of tolerability to,
and eventually beyond, the extreme.’230

As an example, Keegan quotes Clausewitz’s opinion extracted from the
first ‘interaction to the extreme’, where war is described as an act of vio-
lence pushed to its utmost bounds. Here, Keegan does not consider that
Clausewitz’s three cases of ‘interaction to the extreme’ only describe true
forms of unlimited violence; they do not legitimate them. Clausewitz must
be interpreted in the following way: ‘War is an act of force and there is
no logical limit to the application of that force’ (76), because violence is
exceeding the limits itself, little by little. Keegan strangely concludes: ‘To
turn away from the message Clausewitz preached’, we need not ponder ‘the
means of altering our genetic inheritance’ or ‘break free of our material
circumstances’. All we need to accept is that war-making has become a
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habit. If we hope to survive, the habits of primitive civilizations containing
‘restraint, diplomacy and negotiation deserve relearning’. Keegan presents
Clausewitz as he is—the snake that tempts Adam to eat the apple of
knowledge, who, as a result, is driven out of the ‘paradise’ of ‘primitive
warfare’.231

In the first of the three cases of ‘interaction and extreme’, Clausewitz
formulates the main contrast that is contained in ‘modern’ warfare. On
the one hand, he argues that wars between savages are more cruel and
destructive than those between civilized nations. Clausewitz experienced
the cruelty of primitive warfare in Russia, when the Cossacks slaughtered
the French army at the Beresina River. On the other hand, he men-
tions that intelligence provides civilized nations with more effective ways
of using force than the crude expression of instinct. We can conclude
from Clausewitz that the cruelty of warfare is more closely associated
with primitive cultures and life-and-death battles as in a natural state
(pace Hegel and Hobbes). But in recent history there has also been an
increase in more effective ways to use force due to developments in sci-
ence, technology, politics, and society (76). This is the main antithesis
of Clausewitz’s assessment, formed by the same development of ration-
al and civil affairs and ways of thinking. The limitation on the use of
force is contrasted with the exceeding of its bounds by the same modern
evolution.

In spite of the contradictory evolution of modern warfare, Keegan only
makes a clear distinction between ‘primitive’ and ‘modern’ warfare. This
type of distinction enables him to cover over the contradiction in his
own theory. On the one hand, he argues that war has become a scourge
and we need a new culture that leaves no room for war. Such a cultural
transformation would demand a break from the past for which there are no
precedents. ‘Charting the course of human culture through its undoubt-
edly warlike past towards its potentially peaceful future is the theme of
this book.’232 On the other hand, he states that a world ‘without armies—
disciplined, obedient and law-abiding armies—would be uninhabitable’.
Armies of that quality are an instrument but also a mark of civilization,
and without their existence mankind would have to reconcile itself either
to life at a primitive level below ‘the military horizon’ or to a lawless chaos
of masses warring, in Hobbesian fashion, ‘all against all’.233 Again, we must
question Keegan’s polemics against Clausewitz. Keegan looks at armies
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as instruments of civilization; Clausewitz considers war an instrument of
politics.

We fully agree with Keegan that preserving the existence of mankind by
avoidance of war, or at least by limiting it, is one of the most important
tasks of the twenty-first century. We can also agree with Keegan that a
basic cultural transformation has become necessary to accomplish this
task. Nevertheless we must challenge Keegan when he turns away from
Clausewitz and advocates a return to ‘the habits of the primitives and their
warfare’ to reach this goal. Clausewitz has a different goal. Even though
he admired Napoleon, whose strategy was based on unlimited warfare
and the decisive battle, Clausewitz sought to restrain this kind of warfare.
Clausewitz was not a pacifist, and his aim was not the avoidance of war. His
interest was warfare and the theory of war. But he repeatedly emphasized
the balance of purposes, aims and means of war, and pointed out that if this
equilibrium were tilted, it would be necessary to limit or end warfare, or
possibly not even start it in the first place. ‘Once the expenditure of effort
exceeds the value of the political object, the object must be renounced and
peace must follow’ (92, similarly 81). After experiencing war himself and
its unlimited effects, Clausewitz concluded, towards the end of his life,
that war must be balanced between purposes, aims and means in order
to restrict the new style of unlimited warfare.

What is Keegan’s perspective concerning a return to primitive warfare?
He describes this form of warfare at the end of his book with concepts
such as: ‘restraint, diplomacy and negotiation’, but these are only a few
features of ‘primitive warfare’. Keegan could have referred to elements of
international law, which are also respected today in modern warfare, to
develop his ideas. But Keegan separates the limiting aspects of ‘primi-
tive warfare’ from the excessive violence involved. An example of this
excessive violence is evident in regards to the Cossacks, who indulged
in indiscriminate destruction, pillage, rape, murder, and numerous other
outrages.

Keegan says that the Cossacks’ way of waging war was not politics, but
a culture and a way of life.234 He describes how much cruelty the Cossacks
displayed during the retreat of Napoleon’s army, inhumane behaviour
that was a reminder of the Steppe People’s invasion. When the Cossacks
caught the remnants of the French army (those that had failed to cross the
Beresina River before Napoleon burned the bridges), the slaughter became
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wholesale. Clausewitz told his wife that he had witnessed ghastly scenes. ‘If
my feelings had not been hardened it would have sent me mad.’235

Of course, we do not want to suggest that Keegan means these negative
aspects of war when he endorses a return to primitive warfare. He himself
stresses the ambivalence of this type of conflict. But when he separates
the limiting aspects of primitive warfare from its opposite effects of exces-
sive violence, he separates warfare from its cultural context. His desire to
integrate warfare into its related culture does not allow a civilization with
high technical standards to conduct primitive warfare. In order to asso-
ciate modern cultures with primitive warfare, it would first be necessary
to separate the limitations of primitive warfare from its use of excessive
violence.

Keegan implies, in his detailed description of primitive warfare, that
those limitations can only take place between equal opponents. Cruelties
are unlimited when directed towards civilians and persons not regarded as
equal. Keegan could argue that he did not mean this kind of association,
but when we follow his arguments closely we find that limits in primitive
warfare belong only to their associated culture. One of these limits is the
weapons of those cultures, as Keegan recognizes. Today’s sophisticated and
destructive weapons do not allow the same limitations of warfare as when
bows and arrows were used. If we transposed ‘primitive warfare’ (e.g. as
the nomads practised it) into the era of highly developed technology and
weapons of mass destruction, there would be no end to the suffering.

6.4.2. Primacy of Culture or of Politics?

Contrary to his main argument, Keegan assumes a separation between
culture and warfare. Without this separation, an association between prim-
itive warfare and modern culture would not be possible. This conclusion
contradicts Keegan’s own argument of associating every form of warfare
with its dependent culture. Keegan tries to solve this contradiction by
suggesting the creation of an aristocratic warrior class subculture with its
own kind of warfare. He emphasizes this aristocratic aspect in his criticism
of the French Revolution. The purpose of the French Revolution, Keegan
tells us, was ‘to confer on the majority what hitherto had been the privilege
of a minority—the title to full legal freedom represented by the aristocrat’s
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warrior status’. Without denying the ambiguous character of the French
Revolution, the claim for full legal freedom cannot be perceived as a ‘frenzy
to equalize’.236

Keegan describes other aspects of this subculture. He learned from his
students, who had done military service, how the time in uniform had
introduced them to an entirely different world. The afterglow of that
experience had also cast its spell on him. The glittering array of medals
and uniforms entranced him and he perceived the British Army to be
under a ‘tribal spell’, whose men had values and skills which were quite
different from those of the civilian society. This ‘culture of warriors’ could
never be the culture of civilization, Keegan tells us. It ‘reaches into the
most secret places of the human heart, places where self dissolves rational
purpose, where pride reigns, where emotion is paramount, where instinct
is king’.237 But there is no passage in Keegan’s description of warfare where
it is plausibly argued that such a ‘culture of warriors’ has contributed to a
limitation of war in general.

What does it mean if there really exists a parallel culture of warriors,
different from the civilian society? Keegan’s argument is by no means
new; it is generally accepted that all armies must have different values
from those in civilian society. This is one reason for separating armies
from civilian societies. The problem is how these different cultures can
coexist. Because modern society does not belong to one culture alone, it
is necessary to combine some, and sometimes many different, ‘cultures’
into one. For this reason, policy is a relatively independent part of society
with the function of bringing together the different subcultures. There-
fore, warfare is connected with culture (in the meaning Keegan gives the
term) only in uniformed societies, in a strict sense, and only in primitive
societies.

Towards the end of his book, Keegan argues that politics must continue
and war cannot. This statement does not mean that the role of the warrior
is over. More than ever, the world community needs skilful and disciplined
warriors who are ready to put themselves at the service of its authority.
Such warriors should be properly seen as the protectors of civilization,
not its enemies. The style in which they fight for civilization—against eth-
nic bigots, regional warlords, ideological intransigents, common pillagers,
and organized international criminals—cannot derive from the Western
model of war-making alone. Keegan proposes that future peacekeepers
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and peacemakers have much to learn from alternative military cultures,
not only that of the Orient but also from the primitive world.238

We must question how the concept of ‘primitive warfare’ can serve
the world community. Keegan describes natural battle behaviour as:
‘Nature argued for flight, for cowardice, for self-interest; nature made for
Cossacking, whereby a man fought if he chose and not otherwise, and
might turn to commerce on the battlefield if that suited his ends.’239 Such
a primitive means of warfare stands in stark contrast to armies serving
civilization which are characterized, according to Keegan, by obedience,
discipline, and abiding by the law. In another passage, Keegan refers to
the Greek Klephts: ‘They lived to fight another day, but not to win the
war, a point they simply could not grasp.’240 Of course, such an attitude
entails some reductions and limitations in warfare; but should the warriors
serving the world community practise such warfare? The main problem
with Keegan is that he recommends that ‘warriors in service of the world
community’ should proceed with the forms of primitive warfare. This
opinion actually opposes his own argument of associating the forms of
warfare with their own culture. According to his claim, only primitive
cultures could practise primitive warfare, as long as war was not the con-
tinuation of politics.

Keegan’s discussion about returning to primitive forms of warfare serves
as an attempt to dissociate the actions of armies in democratic societies
from the primacy of political leadership. Here is the political truth in
Keegan’s dispute with Clausewitz. His polemics concerning Clausewitz
are overstated and excessive, since only Keegan’s caricature of Clausewitz
seems to provide justification for his position. Keegan’s perspective of the
warrior serving the world community is contradictory. He points out that
these soldiers would have to fight for civilization against ‘ethnic bigots,
regional warlords, ideological intransigents, common pillagers, and or-
ganized international criminals’.241 But the main question is, should these
soldiers act according to the political order of the world community, or
should they function independently, in the manner of state police?

In his examples, Keegan simply overlooks the different tasks of police
and military actions. He does this in order to preserve his idea that ‘war-
riors’ must be independent from politics. Police act when rules and regula-
tions are broken or infringed, without receiving direct political orders; but
this would not be sensible with armies. As long as corresponding laws and
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rules do not exist, as they would in a ‘world state’, armies can only function
according to their political orders. For example, Keegan states that a battle
against ‘regional warlords’ can only be carried out by political orders in
contradistinction to the other tasks.242 In this case Keegan’s postulated
battle of ‘warriors’, in the service of the world community, would be a
continuation of community politics by other means.

One of the most common criticisms is that Clausewitz’s theory only
applies to state-to-state wars. But Clausewitz’s concept of the state must
be understood as any kind of community. This interpretation is based on
an often-neglected chapter in On War, in which Clausewitz deals with
the warfare of the ‘semibarbarous Tartars, the republics of antiquity, the
feudal lords and trading cities of the Middle Ages, 18th Century kings
and the rulers and peoples of the 19th Century’ (586). Despite this vari-
ability, Clausewitz stresses that war is also in these cases a continuation
of their politics by other means. However, this makes it impossible to
express the difference between the policy of modern states and the values
of the various communities waging war. Therefore, it would make sense
to supplement the primacy of state policy as a general category by the
affiliation of the belligerents to a warring community. If these communities
are states, one can speak of policy in the modern sense; if they are racial,
religious or other communities, the value systems of these communities
are the more important factors. Although we would replace Clausewitz’s
term of ‘state’ through that of a ‘warring community’, we would remain
much more faithful to his understanding of what a state embodies.

Apparently without noticing, Keegan returns (in his perspective of a
more peaceful world) to the strongly criticized Clausewitzian formula of
war as a ‘continuation of politics by other means’. The only difference is
that he does not mean the continuation of politics of independent states,
but the continuation of world community politics. There could hardly
be a stronger substantiation of Clausewitz’s theory and its relevance for
our times if even his most emphatic critics unconsciously return to his
conception. What they are implicitly endorsing is just a new interpretation
of Clausewitz, in contradiction to their own intentions—nothing more
and nothing less. The pieces of the puzzle for such a new interpretation
have been collected and composed; the portrayal of Clausewitz’s theory
is finished. It is not ‘the start of the end’ but nothing else than a new
‘beginning’.
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